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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to contribute to the knowledge of Total 
Systems theory and methodologies, by developing an aid to decision 
making on the effectiveness of complex man-machine organisations. 
Sponsored by the Ministry of Defence (Navy) as a collaborative 
research project, the study was to be based on Royal Navy ships and 
also linked with certain MOD(N) projects working on related 
effectiveness problems.
Initial pre-feasibility, then feasibility studies established a 
simple model of Effectiveness as the combination of Availability, 
Performance and Human Factors, which was followed by a more thorough 
examination of the Availability Function. The development of an 
Information System designed for the collection and analysis of 
reliability and maintainability data was central to this phase of the 
research. This culminates in a comprehensive description of the 
Phase I hardware, software requirements and information distribution 
network to be installed and operating commeicing in I983.
The Human Factors research was linked to two additional Ministry of 
Defence (Navy) projects who made available the Human Factors Data.
This data, collected from five ships of the Type 42 Guided Weapons 
Destroyer Class, was concerned with the Operations Room organisation. 
Using this data base, a subjective analysis resulted in key indicators 
being produced which were used with a . rating scale technique 
to develop profiles. Following a systemic overview three interactive 
indicators - Variable Disjunction of Information, Knowledge and 
Information Processing were used as the basis of an Information 
Transfer Function conceptual model. This model, when combined with 
Systems Interaction Diagrams enabled a Methodology to be designed 
which was evaluated against a three man-function element within a 
total Operations Room complement of 33 men.
On the premise that the Human Factors function could be transformed 
to metric data the framework of a Human Factors model was developed, 
based on an existing Total Ship Availability Model with the potential 
that these could be combined to produce an Effectiveness model.
The information System, the proposed Methodology and the framework 
of a Ship Effectiveness Model were then incrementally and 
theoretically linked in order to develop the organisation of a 
decision making aid for evaluating the effectiveness of complex 
man-machine systens.
The research was not intended to test or validate the decision 
making aid, as aspects of this will need to be approved by Ministry 
of Defence (Navy) authorities before proceeding to the next phase 
of implementing the results so far produced.
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PREAMBLE
Before embarking on the thesis, it is necessary to clarify two 
issues, the first relating to the collaborative nature of the 
research project with the path followed during the three years of 
study, and the second with the sources of the data used for the 
Human Factors analysis.
In the Autumn of 1978, the Chief .Staff Officer (Engineering) to the 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet (CINCFLEET) was concerned with the production 
of a Fleet Management Information System (FMIS) which would provide 
data in order that steps could be taken to improve the Effectiveness 
of the ships of the Royal Navy. This was to be achieved in the first 
instance by means of establishing Performance Objectives which could 
be set as standards, and against which Performance and hence 
Effectiveness could be judged. The initial emphasis was on the Weapon 
Systems area. Manpower resources to carry out the necessary research 
work were not readily available within the staff of the CINCFLEET, 
and so the Captain-in-Charge of the Ship Maintenance Authority (SMA) 
agreed to undertake a three months Pre-Feasibility study; this was 
completed and a report produced in December 1978.
']A major recommendation of this report was that a six months 
feasibility study be undertaken by the staff of CAPIC SMA in 
conjunction with CINCFLEET, This was endorsed, and a Steering
Committee established to control and monitor the research progress.2In June 1979, a second report was completed. The substance of 
this report is covered in this thesis, but it was as a direct result 
of this preliminary nine months research that MOD(N) agreed to sponsor 
a collaborative PhD research project (MOD(N) and University of 
Surrey) in the area of Total Ship System Effectiveness. As work 
progressed during the remainder of 1979, it became clear that normal 
service appointing requirements would mean that a change of appointment 
could be expected in the late Summer of 198O, and that is was 
unlikely that at that stage that the research programme would be at 
a suitable point to produce useful conclusions. Application was 
therefore made for the award of a Defence Fellowship, and this was 
approved in March I98O with the result that full time study at the
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University of Surrey commenced in October I98O. This was initially 
for an academic year, but subsequently extended to 31 December 198I.
VThe final Defence Fellowship Board made it a condition of the award 
that the research should be carried out in conjunction with 
similar work in hand by the staff of the Director General Weapons 
(Naval), and the scientific staff of the Controller of Establishments 
for Research (CER),
Both DGW(N) and CER were and are involved in research concerned with 
overlapping aspects of Weapon Systems Effectiveness, and use both 
intramural and contractor support to discharge this task. The results 
and data of their combined programmes of work were made available 
to the author and formed the major data source for the Human Factors 
work covered by this thesis. Given the magnitude of the task in 
hand, it is considered unlikely that any meaningful progress could 
have been made in this area of complex multivariate systems without 
such powerful back-up facilities and resources. Care has been taken 
throughout the subsequent chapters to clearly identify these data 
sources, and steps taken to maintain the associated contractural 
confidentiality limitations.
The need and proposals for an Information System to Aid Decision 
making on Ship Effectiveness 4o8 /9 /6  dated 12 December 1978.
A Fleet Management Information System - Feasibility Study Report 
408 /9 /9  dated 28 June 1979.
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A diagramatic representation of the major research activities and 
the timescales involved is shown below
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The modern ships at sea in the Royal Navy are sophisticated and 
complex combinations of men and machinery where with increasing 
technology and the requirement for rapid system response times, the 
man-machine combination as a Total System becomes a crucial factor 
when attempting to obtain maximum effectiveness.
Total Ship Systems Effectiveness, and the problems associated with 
optimising this measure are the central theme of this thesis. The 
inter-faculty (Engineering and Human Studies) and Collaborative 
(Ministry of Defence (Navy) and the University of Surrey) aspect of 
the research mean that a wide range of factors have been considered. 
However constraint, has been exercised in order to retain the value 
or application requirements to MOD(N) as a prime consideration, and 
not to embark on a purely intellectual or academic exercise. The 
full support made available by MOD(N), particularly in the area of 
associated projects and data has meant that considerably more work 
has been undertaken than would be the case with a single researcher, 
but the innovative aspects of the research remain those of the 
author. The following three aims summarise the thesis contents:
a. the design of a methodology to assist in identifying 
the critical failure areas within complex systems 5
b. the construction of a conceptual model involving 
Equipment and Men, as an aid to decision making of Total 
Systems Effectiveness ;
c. the design of an Information processing system to 
support the first two aims.
1.2 AUTHORITIES INVOLVED AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS
The problem of Total Ship System Effectiveness is not the sole 
responsibility of any one authority within MOD(N), but the 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet has the ultimate task of optimum Fleet
performance and it was from this area that the requirement for a 
Fleet Management Information System (FMIS) to aid decision making in 
the area of Total Ship Systems Effectiveness originated.
A Customer Liaison Panel was created in 1977 by the Director of 
Fleet Maintenance as a means of continuously obtaining the views of 
user authorities - users of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre. The 
origins of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre are to be found in two 
areas :
a. the Ship Upkeep Information System (SUIS);
b. the Ship Maintenance Authority (SMA), a department of
the Director of Fleet Maintenance.
The Ship Upkeep Information System aimed at providing data on the 
material state of the Fleet, and was based on computer analysis of 
proforma material reports rendered on a periodical basis by all 
ships. For a number of reasons the efficacy of SUIS was subject to 
a critical appraisal following an Admiralty Board directive 
(Admy Bd 1976)9 and whilst SUIS was subsequently disbanded, the 
Director of Fleet Maintenance was instructed (Admy Bd 1977) to merge 
certain techniques and procedures of SUIS with the Information 
Processing section of the Ship Maintenance Authority, and to form
the Naval Maintenance Data Centre with the following aim:
'to contribute to the activities of all authorities which 
are aimed at the improvement in availability and 
effectiveness of structures, systems, and equipments in 
surface ships and submarines'.
The staff of the NMDC in 1978 was some 60 people, civilian and 
uniformed in approximately equal numbers, with the civilian gi'oup 
lead by systems analysts and programmers supported by computer data 
preparation teams, whilst the Naval personnel concentrated their 
efforts on manual processing and analysis. The author was appointed 
as head of the NMDC in September 1978.
1,3 THE CINCFLEET - FLEET MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
The Chief Staff Officer (Engineering) to CINCFLEET directed his
staff in May 1978 to set up a system to "derive and display the 
information necessary to enable Fleet Engineering Standards and 
trends to be monitored and the performance of those responsible to 
be assessed".
The Fleet Management Information System was to be based on a Systems 
Effectiveness Model (McCLUNE 1975)* and was to be compatible with 
the work of other authorities and committees concerned with Fleet 
Effectiveness. These included the Operational Evaluation Group, 
Systems Effectiveness Groups, and the Chief of Fleet Support 
Availability Committee. CINCFLEET selected at least twelve 
indicators for Fleet Effectiveness which included:
a. Fires in the Fleet;
b. Overrun of Refits;
Co Fleet Maintenance Group/Craft Support Unit achieve­
ments ;
d. Machinery Brealcdo^ m Drills;
e. Reduced Manning in the Fleet;
f. Seaslug System Overall Effectiveness;
go Gunnery Performance Index;
h, Seacat Performance Index;
j o MATCH System Performance Index;
k. Monthly OPERATIONAL DEFECT Rates;
1. Weapon Training Achievement.
An explanatory paper (CINCFLEET 1978) developed the theme of a 
Systems Effectiveness Model (Fig l) where the three factors of 
Performance, Availability and Utilisation (PAU) were independent 
variables of Overall Ship Effectiveness. A similar approach had 
been pursued by the American Navy (NAVMA.T 1967), and a series of 
Systems Performance Effectiveness Conferences, starting in 1964, 
concentrated on the PAU philosophy but with an emphasis on the 
material aspects involved.
Overall 
Ship Effectiveness
Availability UtilisationPerformance
Reliability Supportability
Maintainability Repairability
FIGURE 1 - The CINCFLEET Systems Effectiveness Model (PAU)
The CINCFLEET Fleet Management Information System vas to be based as 
far as possible on existing data som'ces @ and the working and 
compilation of the system not to be extravagant in manpower. The 
data collected was displayed as graphical plots and trend 
analysis was a principle method of assessment . With the Gunnery and 
Seacat Systems, Performance Indices were used to set goals for ships 
officers to achieve* and the results over a four months period 
(March - June 1978) indicated an increase in overall performance.
Since a third of the data used by CINCFLEET for this Effectiveness 
monitoring and improvement programme was obtained from the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre* and because the two organisations - 
CINCFLEET Engineering Staff* and the Ship Maintenance Authority/ 
Naval I%intenance Data Centre were geographically co-located in 
Portsmouth Naval Base* there existed grounds for collaboration in 
this work.
1.4 A PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY IN SHIP EFFECTIVENESS
The appointment of the author to the Ship Maintenance Authority as 
Head of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre took effect from 
September 1978. Before taking up this appointment* informal 
discussions had been held with both CINCFLEET Engineering Staff and 
the Ship Maintenance Authority on the subject of Total Ship Systems
Effectiveness. Whilst the development of the NMDC vas the major 
task to he undertaken during an expected two year appointment, the 
integration with the more hroad Effectiveness task would make best 
use of the manpower within both CINCFLEET and SMA.
The Chief of Fleet Support gave approval in October 1978 to commence 
a pre-feasibility study of some eight weeks duration into 'an 
Information System to aid decision making in Ship Effectiveness', 
and as a first'step a re-assessment of the authorities involved in 
Systems Effectiveness was undertalten. Discussions were held with:
Commander-in-Chief Fleet 
Director of Fleet Maintenance 
Senior Psychologist (Naval)
Director of Naval Operational Studies 
Director of Naval Warfare
The information flow loops in Figure 2 illustrate the relationships 
of some of these authorities, and emphasise the interdependent roles 
which are involved.
The Naval Maintenance Data Centre as an information organisation is 
also a 'service giving’ group, and the requirements of CINCFLEET 
were taken as a prime objective. The PAU structure was stated at
FIGURE 2 ~ Information Flow Loops of Authorities Concerned with 
Ship System Effectiveness
Section 1.3 to be the basis of Fleet’s approach and this was 
examined in more detail. The Figm-e 1 approach did not specifically 
include the possible interactions between elements* and Figure 3 
indicates this form of relationship. The word Utilisation 
(SPECON 1967) is more appropriate to usage and worth* and has been 
replaced by Human Factors.
Overall 
Ship Effectiveness
Human
FactorsAvailabilityPerformance
FIGURE 3 - The Basic Interactive Systems Effectiveness Model
The terms Effectiveness* Performance* Availability and Human 
Factors needed to be more clearly identified* and this to be under­
taken on the basis of the interactions shown in Figure 3. A 
hierarchy of Systems Effectiveness elements (McCLUNE 1975)* and the 
United States Navy PAU approach (SPECON 1965-68) were examined. As 
a result* and after discussions with other relevant authorities a 
25 variable inter-active model constructed (Figure U),
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FIGURE U “ First Total Systems Effectiveness Model 
CONCEPT OF THE MODEL
The following table lists the variables included in the initial 
models and also indicates the sources and references which existed 
and could help in quantifying the variables in metric terms.
TABLE 1 - Table of Model Variables, Definitions and Data Sources
VARIABLE DEFINITION REFERENCES
AA Material 
Logistics
Spares
Stores
On board spares
RNSPDCj Eaglescliffe
Llangennech
PSTO(N)
Spares allowance list 
List of PILs BRs etc
AB Personnel 
Logistics (shore 
based)
Dockyard
FMG
CSUs
Tr i al s /Ac c ept anc e 
Teams
Dockyard reports
NMDC
NMDC
CINCFLEET/Mainreq size
AC Geographical 
Location
Sea Temperaturej 
Humidity etc
Operating area/sea 
temperatures, 
Bathythermographs etc
AD Maintainability Function of Design OPDEFSj 82022
AE Design NSR DEFSTANs
AF Work Requirement Comparison of Design 
to installed systems
AG Frequency Frequency of Training 
in Ships 
Establishments
FXTI (FFIO)
PJTg CTTj Career 
Course
AH Food Victualling, Finance 
Quality, 
presentation
DCIs “ allowances 
Staff checks
AJ Staff Training staff - 
numbers, quality CENTURION, Training Establishments
AK Trainees Numbers
Quality
Age
Training Establish­
ments
Training records, ship 
records
AL Reduced Manning 
Age/Experience 
Length of Service
Reduced Manning 
Average age groups 
Length of Service
NMUU, CENTURION 
Divisional records 
CENTURION
AM Job 
Satisfaction
Job Satisfaction NMUU, SP(N) ---
AN Medical Physical State 
Drugs
Sick Bay Records 
Provost Marshall 
Punishment Returns
A? Age Age averages Ships records and 
CENTURION
VARIABLE DEFINITION REFERENCES
AQ Fatigue Fatigue of Crew 
Time of day
Ship programme and 
ship activity returns
AR Mail Availability of mail, 
communications
Dependent on ships 
movements
AS Ship Programme Time at sea/harbour 
distance steamed etc
Pink List (future) 
Activity Returns 
(past)
AT Weather Sea and wind state Weather forecasts 
Bridge Log (past)
All Leave Leave talcen, due .... Regulating Office
AV Branch 
Differentials
Feeling between
branches
Ships Programme
Studies, SP(N) ... ?
AW Leisure Ships programme and 
facilities
AX Pay Rates of pay, 
attitudes, 
comparisons
BR 1950, DCIs
AY Sea/Shore Ratio Sea, shore time at 
the various rates and 
ranks
CENTURION, Naval 
Secretary
BA Finance Overall Defence 
Budget, Financial 
constraints on pay, 
stores etc
BB Discipline As it affects morale 
and pressure
Punishment returns 
Provost Marshall 
SP(N)
The subjectivity of the work to this stage was accentuated by the 
awareness that scaling or loading factors would have to be used in 
order to allow for the relative importances of the model elements.
A group of six people, all with varying but substantial levels of 
experience and service met on a number of occasions, and the scaling 
factors used in the Figure 4 model were the output of this 
consortium.
The model produced at the end of the eight weeks pre-feasibility 
study (Figure U) was used to carry "out sensitivity tests in order to
9
demonstrate that relative measures, in terms of improvements to or 
degradation of an Effectiveness Norm, could be achieved using such 
an approach.
Some typical sensitivity results obtained with this conceptual 
model are at Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5 *” Model Sensitivity Tests Outputs 
SUMMARY OF THE PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY PHASE
The two months allocated to the pre-feasibility study stimulated the 
interest of a number of authorities, and there was support for the
10
work to continue. CINCFLEET and the Ship Maintenance Authority were 
in agreement on the provision of manpower resources, and the results 
of the pre-feasibility study (OLIVE 1978) reiterated the total 
systems aspects of the task, and in particular the importance of the 
man in the ship systems.
1CHAPTER 2
THE FEASIBILITY STUDY
2.1 ORGANISATION AND CONTROL OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY
The Feasibility Study phase, which was to last for six months, 
commenced in January 1979 « A more formal control of the work to be 
carried out in this study phase was considered necessary (CINCFLEET 
TARGET No 1/78) and this was by means of a Steering Committee, with 
representatives from;
CINCFLEET (Chairman)
Director of Fleet Maintenance 
Ship Maintenance Authority 
Senior Psychologist (RN)
Director of Naval Warfare
Director of Naval Operational Studies
Director General Weapons (Naval)/Captain Weapon Trials
Terms of reference were produced and the purpose was stated as:
'To control the study into the needs for an Information 
System to assist decision making in Effectiveness at 
Total Ship and Systems levels within ships. '
A plan of work for the six months period was produced, and also a 
long term plan which was aimed at the research being completed in 
December 1981. The theme explored during the pre-feasibility 
study - that the Effectiveness Model should be based on the 
Performance, Availability and Human Factors elements was 
supported, but the Steering Committee considered that particular 
attention should be given to the matter of Data (for any 
Effectiveness Model) and Models (covering Availability, Performance 
and Effectiveness). So the emphasis at this stage was to be biased 
away from the Human Factors in favour for the mechanistic Systems 
requirements9 but some progress was eventually made in this 'man' 
area (see Section 2,2.2).
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2,2 THE COMPONENTS OF EFFECTIVENESS - PERFORMANCE, AVAILABILITY 
AND HUMAN FACTORS
The comprehensive list of definitions contained in Joint Services 
Publication 110 (JSP llO) include Availability, Performance, 
Effectiveness, System and Operator. These are succint but 
inadequate for a full understanding of the terms when used in a 
modelling context. Two components of the Figure 3 model - Avail­
ability and Human Factors - were developed to produce a hierarchy of 
dependencies 5 which were in some aspects similar to the approach 
used in the Figure k (twenty-five variable) model - the 
Availability Hierarchy of Dependencies is at Figure 6,
2.2,1 AVAILABILITY
Availability is generally expressed as :
Availability = Up Time 4- Do'i-m Time.
-  MTBF “ MTBF + MTTR
or Availability = Tr) /(Tm 4-^ Td V T1 4- Tc)
Where Ts = Standby time 
Tr = Running time 
Tm ” Maintenance down time 
Td = Defect rectification down time 
T1 “ Logistic down time 
Tc = Capability (man) down time
In these equations are Reliability and Maintainability, where 
Reliability is 'the probability that a system will survive for a 
specified performance under specified operational conditions'. The 
reliability function is normally expressed as the cumulative 
distribution of times to or between failure and is termed Mean Time 
Between Failure (MTBF). Maintainability is ‘the probability that a 
failed equipment will be restored to the operational condition in a 
specified downtime (or less) when the repair is carried out under 
specified conditions'. The specified conditions will include tools
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test equipment, documentation, environment (of the repair activity), 
and the skills, training and experience of the men. The 
maintainability function produced is the cumulative probability of 
downtimes, and the mean is the Mean Time to Repair (MTTR).
The Repairability of the equipment - 'the probability that a 
specified repair action will be completed in a specified active 
repair time (or less)' has similar characteristics to those 
commented upon for Maintainability, and again emphasises the 
importance of access, test facilities, tools, materials etc. There 
is also the possibility of interactive trade-offs of good design but 
poor skills, tools, documentation etc and vice versa. Of primary 
importance for the final Availability is the effect of delays which 
will increase the MTTR by the introduction of waiting time. 
Typically, these delays can be administrative or logistic, where the 
latter includes spares holdings (on board/ashore), storage and 
identification, transport and repair (on board/ashore).
Logistic Availability has been widely studied by the Reliability 
Research Group at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment 
(code NL 1919) and mth contractor assistance, work has been under­
taken to complete a logistics model to enable predictions to be
made on:
a. predicted stores usage as a function of a ship's
future mission profile;
b. correlation between stores usage, equipment state and
hence calculations of MTBF and MTTR.
This particular project is now working on the possibility of an
onboard ship predictive.model to assist logistic support and mission 
planning,
The Availability Hierarchy of Dependencies at Figure 6 illustrates a 
possible configuration (McCLIME 1975) where the personal element 
would ideally be linked in any total system model to the Human 
Factors function or sub-routine.
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Availability
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Storage & Transport Repair 
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cation
Onboard Ashore Onboard Ashore
FIGURE 6 - Availability Hierarchy of Dependencies
2.2.2 .HUMAN FACTORS
The Human Factors component of Systems Effectiveness in the Figure 4 
Model was based on the quality of man being dependent upon 
Trainings Pressure and Morale.
Quality
Pressure MoraleTraining
FIGURE T - Major Human Factors Components
Certain factors were subjectively considered to influence this 
measure and are summarised in Table 2,
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TRAINING PRESSURE j  MORALE
Frequency Medical Branch differentials
Staff Age Discipline
Reduced manning Weather Pay
standards Fatigue Sea/shore ratio
Trainee Ship's programme 
Discipline
Branch differentials
Mail
Leisure
Food
Job satisfaction 
Leave
TABLE 2 - Factors Affecting Training, Pressure and Morale
Intuitively the interactive nature of these variables exists and 
this, together with the requirement for a modelling point of view to 
allocate metric values in order to use in a predictive model context 
was considered by some (of the Steering Committee) to be too 
difficult a problem. The logic associated with identifying clusters 
and associated independent interactive variables was not however 
disputed. In order to see if quantifiable data existed a literature 
search was carried out of Royal Navy sources, and the existence of 
29 Books of Reference, 19 Publications and Printouts, and 6l 
relevant Defence Council Instructions did not simplify the problem. 
Discussions with Personnel Staff of CINC Naval Home Command 
(CINCNAVHOME), the Naval Manpower Utilisation Unit and the staff of 
the Senior Psychologist (RN) gave varying support for specific 
areas,
The Senior Psychologist (Navy) recommended that study should be 
constrained to particular themes and gave as examples, leadership, 
fatigue, divisional officer structure and sea sickness. It was also 
proposed that some of these factors could be examined in 
circumstances where good monitoring facilities existed such as Major 
Fleet Exercises and periods when ships were at Portland with the 
Flag Officer Sea Training, etc. A nominal list of 13 key human 
factors performance indicators was compiled with SP(N);
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Material/physical welfare
Medical standards
Food
Living conditions 
Pay
Entry and performance (advancement)
Selection
Training
Morale
Job satisfaction 
Divisional work 
Retention 
Recreation
The opinion ~ value judgement of a descending order of authorities 
would be required to quantify each efficiency element and to 
nominate an assessment score, with collaboration obtained from the 
next authority down in the administrative hierarchy. An overall man 
effectiveness 'probability index' could then be generated for use in 
a man/machine model, but the detail of how this could be achieved 
was not immediately clear.
An alternative approach (NAVMAT 1975s McCLIME 1975) extended the man 
system boundary, and to include factors which were external to the 
ship. Examples are Enemy Posture and Tactical Doctrine. From a 
total systems vie%fpoint it is acceptable to include such factors 
since they will inevitably have some effect on the.man's performance. 
The analysis then continued to include many of those noted above, and 
also some of those in Table 2. There was another common factor seen 
in these various approaches, and this was the grouping of variables 
as either 'hard' - not too difficult to quantify such as pay, 
training, medical standards, or 'soft ' to include the more 
subjective factors of morale, job satisfaction, fatigue. How to 
achieve a measurement or derive a standard was not at that stage 
apparent, and is re-examined in Chapter 6.
2.3 DATA FOR ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS
The first attempt at producing a Fleet Management Information System
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(CINCFLEET 1978) was based on data collected against the twelve 
indicators noted on Chapter 1. CINCFLEET has consistently stated 
that ship's staffs should not be overloaded due to unnecessary data 
collection requirements, and this was one of the criticisms made of 
the Ship Upkeep Information System (SUIS), This did not however 
preclude a fresh examination of data retrieval procedures which can 
be classified under three main headings;
a. Using existing Fleet manual techniquesj
b. Using manual techniques but with revised data
collection systems j
c. Using automatic data collection and logging.
Considerable effort is given to the collection of material state 
data, particularly in the areas of defects and maintenance state, A 
list of existing line management data proformas is at Appendix 1 and 
is discussed in more detail later in this Chapter. The confidence 
in this data returned by the Fleet varies considerably from abrupt 
dismissal as worthless, to statements such as 'of some value'. A 
case in point is the Operational Defect Report (OPDEF) made by ships 
by signal to declare an equipment failure which has an effect on the 
ship's operational capability. It is sometimes said that such 
reports are principally made to expedite delivery of stores from 
shore depots, and also that these may be a reluctance to signal a
ship's defect state to an Administrative Authority as this would
give an impression of an inefficient ship, particularly if a large 
number of OPDEFs were sent when compared with other Ships of the 
same Squadron or Class, The overall impression gained is that the 
data capture rate is low when compared with the known incidence of 
defects, and consequently any statistical analysis results produced 
by organisations such as the Naval Maintenance Data Centre should be 
treated with caution. It can however be argued that even if the 
analyses are not based on a high data capture rate that the results 
obtained can be used as a trend indicator.
The data bank of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre resides in two 
main areas :
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a, manuscript records of ships, some covering more than a 
ten year historic record;
h, automatic data processing files at Bureau West 
(BUWEST) which are accessed by the NMDC terminal at Gosport, 
Hampshire (a majority of these ADP files contain ex-SUIS 
data),
Whilst the base level of data returned from the Fleet may be of 
questionable value, a better picture is obtained from data 
collected as a result of Special Trials and Special Reporting 
Procedures. The authority of CINCFLEET is necessary before such 
procedures can be invoked and constraints of time and numbers of 
ships are usually applied. An example of a well organised and 
conducted data collection trial is the CODE NL trial sponsored by 
the Reliability Research Section at the Admiralty Surface Weapons 
Establishment. The broad aim was to establish records of equipment 
failures with associated stores requirements and usage. The 
introduction of this trial was carefully planned and comprehensive 
instructions made the trials aims and procedures easy to understand 
by the ship's staff. Members of the staff of the Reliability 
Research Section regularly visited the ships involved in the trial, 
usually on a monthly basis, discussed the records produced, and 
obtained additional records by use of cassette voice recorders to 
help the data reduction and analysis teams based at the Admiralty 
Surface Weapons Establishment, . The trial was so successful that 
data collection continued for a two year period, and even when 
finally terminated. Ship's Staffs continued to maintain the onboard 
records as they found them useful for their oto maintenance 
management,
The third possible method of data collection - by using automatic 
logging devices is not used very much in the Royal Navy at present. 
The Merchant Navy has been using Automatic Data Loggers for some 
years and have confidence in such techniques. Some of the more 
recently introduced Royal Navy weapon systems also contain 
maintenance monitoring units which serve a dual purpose of not only 
recording the state at the on/off, go/no-go level, but can also be 
used as a measure of performance. Again the Reliability Research
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Group have examined some prototype devices in this area, and a 
number of contractors are known to have a variety of data loggers 
available for use in shipborne equipments. The use of such 
devices brings with it the need for some centralised control and 
recording device, and the compatability with any shore based data 
reduction system. The Commander-in-Chief Fleet has been 
investigating the use of the Hewlett Packard 98^5 for onboard data 
reduction and analysis of performance data and which has limited 
capacity as a centralised data collection point. An alternative is 
the introduction into ships of an Administrative Data Processing 
facility - Project OASIS (On Board Automatic Data Processing in 
Ships), and a£8.1M contract has recently been placed with DEC to 
supply one hundred systems for installation in surface ships, 
submarines and shore bases (COMPUTING Nov 1981).
The emphasis of the present data collection procedures is in the 
area of;
a. equipment and systems availability;
b. equipment and systems performance,
and the Human Factors aspects are poorly covered. An examination of 
data available in the Fleet and the value in terms of Performance, 
Availability and Human Factors was carried out, and the results 
obtained are discussed in the next section.
2.4 ANALYSIS OF DATA RETURNED BY THE FLEET
In order to compile a list of data resources which might be of value 
in the Availability, Performance and Human Factor approach to 
Effectiveness, the following references were examined:
Index of Forms SI) A majority of forms used by the Royal
_ , _ _ \ Navy are to be found in these two masterIndex of Forms Dl' ^ference index documents
Fleet List of Returns
Ship I%,intenance Authority List of Returns 
Fleet Management Services Study Team Report 6/39
A total of 109 data sources were selected for further investigation 
and these are at Appendix 1.
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see
Appendix 3
Since one of the major aims of .the Feasibility Study was to examine 
the data available from the Fleet against Performance, Availability 
and Human Factors, a matrix was produced of Line Management 
information and documentât ion against the twenty-five variables in 
the Figure U (the first Total Systems Effectiveness Model). The 
results obtained are at Appendix 2, and the data sources were further 
broken down into: .
a. those sources which could be used on the 
model regularly,
b. those sources which could be used only 
irregularly,
c. those sources which would be used as a 
basis for initial setting up of the model.
This analysis hi^lighted some areas of possible weakness in the 
Figure 5 concept. For instance there was information available on 
the following which had not been included in the model, but which 
could be considered to be of importance to Ship Effectiveness ;
d. actual and predicted performance as measured in the 
ship,
e. ship state in terms of equipment fitted. Alterations 
and Addition state, Modification state and general 
preservation state,
f. ship usage,
g. nuclear, bacteriological, and chemical defence state 
and preparedness.
The fact that these factors.are available as data sources possibly 
reflects the tactical aspects of the Royal Navy Fleet. To bias the 
conceptual Total Systems Effectiveness Model to include these 
factors would in turn bias the model towards becoming a tactical 
performance tool, and would start to digress from the aims of a 
Fleet Management Information System. This divergent thinking was 
however pursued further in order to see what other factors might be 
highlighted. This was done by using a list of Fighting 
Characteristics Capabilities and Common Support Services. This
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method has been used in many Royal Navy applications, and was 
fundamental to the data collection procedures used by the Ship 
Upkeep Information System. The OPDEF data for example is reduced 
into a Fighting Characteristic and Capabilities Matrix, and a 
similar approach was adopted in compiling a matrix of the data 
sources by Performance, Availability and Human Factors columns 
(Appendix 4),
Considerable gaps became apparent in some areas, and only a few 
were well covered. Most noticeable was the paucity of Human 
Factors information compared with better data in the Weapons and 
Propulsion areas. The fact that omissions exist does not 
necessarily mean that such an approach need be discarded, but could 
be used as part of a package of data analysis in order to obtain 
the best possible mix. Even so, there are some inadequately 
covered areas of ships Characteristics, Capabilities and Common 
Support Services when considered against present line management 
documentation and information. The major omission areas include:
General Storage and Maintenance 
Camouflage
Internal Communications
Aviation Facilities
Above Water Target Detection
Undenmter Target Detection
Tactical Data, Processing and Display
External Communications
Air Launched to Surface Weapons
Air Launched to Air Weapons
Minelaying Capability
Minehunting Capability
Minesweeping Capability
Air Launched to Underwater Weapons
Decoy Systems
Active Electronic Countermeasures Capability 
Mechanical Ventilation 
Air Conditioning
In order to present this Data Analysis in more specific terms, the
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modem Gunnery Fire Control System ~ Weapon System Automation 4 
(WSA4) was examined along the lines noted on this section above. It 
was found that as with the majority of weapon systems, data on 
Availability is not good. The standard method of reporting defects 
by ships is inadequate for valid statistical analysis to be used 
such that Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) figures can be produced. 
Similarly, Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) figures are not readily 
available although both MTBF and MTTR data could be produced as a 
result of special reporting trials. This would however be counter 
to CINCFLEET*S policy of not putting extra reporting loads on the 
Fleet. An analysis of the defect reports available failed to 
produce trend analysis data when the system was examined at 
functional block level, and although the 4.5 Mlc 8 gun mounting was 
at that time subject to special reporting procedures the data 
received had failed to identify critical areas.
The Performance of the WSA4 was better covered, and Data Reduction 
and Analysis (DRAP) could either be carried out on board ship, or 
more extensively ashore by the Captain Weapons Trials' Organisation. 
It was from the Performance Analysis that indications were detected 
that the material availability of the Gun Mounting was deficient.
No WSA4 Human Factors Data was found available as part of the Line 
Management Information Reporting System.
The findings of this particular data analysis conformed with the 
trends so far discussed in this thesis *
2.5 AN ANALYSIS OF AVAILABILITY MODELS
At the start of the six months Feasibility Study phase, the 
Steering Committee recommended that a review of any existing models 
in the areas of Availability, Performance and Effectiveness should 
be carried out. This was too large a package of work to contain 
within the six months study period and it was agreed that the 
emphasis should be on Availability and Effectiveness. The reason 
for excluding Performance at this stage was that a considerable 
number of models exist for the more modern systems in the Fleet,
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where these represent the mechanical construction of the equipment 
and are used to help diagnostic faultfinding, particularly during 
the system commissioning and introduction into service phases.
Some contractors then extend the equipment model to include scenario 
and threat situations, and hence develop a series of tactical 
performance models. The Defence Operational Analysis Establishment 
(DOAE) at West Byfleet is the major MOD centre for such work, and a 
considerable number of contractors possess computer based models 
usually related to their particular product.
The Directorate of Naval Operational Services Member on the 
Steering Committee was also Chairman of the Naval Mathematical 
Modelling Working Party (NMWP). A s the thesis author was the 
Director of Fleet Maintenance and Ship Maintenance Authority's 
representative on that Working Party, there was a fortuitous over­
lap in the research work and that of the NMWP in that there was a 
common requirement to examine and assess Availability Models 
(NATCO 1/T9).
There is a considerable range of users of Availability Models 
within the Ministiy of Defence (Navy) organisation, including 
Research Establishments, Design Authorities, operational analysis 
organisations and those concerned with monitoring system performance 
and in-service management. Both CINCFLEET and the Directorate of 
Fleet Maintenance could be included in this last group. The 
various users can however use common tools - in this case models, 
for their particular needs, and the models have been given three 
broad classifications:
a. Ship System Models
b . Whole Ship Models
c« Logistic Models
and a further sub-division can be made into Simulation Models and 
Analytic Models.
In a simulation, the time of the next event, failure or repair, for 
each element is determined by random sampling from probability
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distributions. Time commences at the first event, and progresses in 
irregular intervals as the system passes through a sequence of 
operating modes. This is often referred to as next event modelling, 
and many mission - simulations are completed before an estimate of the 
availability of the overall system is made.
With the analytical method, analysis is substituted for random 
sampling. Because of this analystic aspect, a limitation is that 
only simple systems are considered, but useful results can often be 
obtained by an algebraic process of combined probabilities such as 
Markov chains, using fixed short intervals of time. In the models 
examined the Markov approach takes the form of using matrices of 
transition probabilities between selected states of a system,
2.5.1 SHIP SYSTEM MODELS
The main use of these models is to assess the availability of a 
nominated ship system, either at an individual ship, or a system 
with a Class of Ships, or ships fitted with that system. Either 
simulation or analytic techniques can be used, but models will 
generally require the following input data:
a. MTBF and MTTR for each element;
b, a system description, including elements and inter­
relationships ;
c. a statement of possible states for elements and
system( s) ;
d, possibly data on logistics, output formats, etc.
This type of model has been used mostly for the evaluation of
machinery systems availability, but increasing use is being made
within the weapon systems area. Whilst some of the systems do
include a human link, the majority of ship system models exclude the
man machine interface. Recognition of this deficiency has led to
work by CINCFLEET (BAWTREE 1979) to encourage the Systems
Effectiveness Groups (SEGs) to use a common model approach and to
include within these models an operator function. However, this is
not representative of the full man/machine interface situations 
involved at the ship system level.
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Five simulation and three analystic ship system models were 
identified, with the search being confined initially to Ministry of 
Defence (Navy) applications. The origins of the simulation models 
are based on a 25 element model built in the early 1970's. This is 
the 'Complex System Availability/Reliability Calculator'
(MOVAIL-25) which predicts the probable performance of a system by 
Monte Carlo simulation from the MTBF and MTTR of each element in the 
system, and assuming exponential distributions. System design 
redundancy is provided for by constructing truth tables of system 
elements as combinations, such that the system can continue to 
operate. The possible open ended complexity from this approach is 
constrained by limiting the maximum number of failed elements to a 
total of three, at which point the programme will declare the 
particular mission 'failed'. Another simulation model - the 
'Simulation Technique for Availability and Reliability' (STAR) 
requires what are termed structure functions to describe the 
possible states the system can enter. These structure functions are 
in the form of boolean algebra equations and STAR has the facility 
to include other systems once these have also been described in 
structure function terms and the aggregation expressed in a single 
equation. In this case a mission is not aborted when a fixed number 
of elements down are exceeded, and in addition up to 50 elements can 
be accepted.
The first two analystic ship system models are 'Markov' types, where 
the probability of a system being in its various possible states at 
the end of a given time period is derived from each element's MTBF 
and MTTR. A transition matrix is constructed which shows the 
probability of the system moving from its present state to another 
state in a fixed time period. The computer program carries out the 
necessary matrix algebra for as many time periods as required for 
the mission under consideration and then outputs the formal MTBF and 
MTTR of the system. A disadvantage of this approach is that as the 
number of elements is increased, then the number of possible states. . 
that the system can enter increases exponentially. The final 
analytic ship system model - 'Analysis of System Availability and 
Reliability (ANSAR)', uses a different system structure approach 
where the system is treated as a hierarchical group. Elements of 
the system are formed into groups, -and the statistics for each group
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calculated, moving upwards in the hierarchy on this basis until the 
entire system is described as a single group at the highest level.
2.5.2 WHOLE SHIP MODELS
This approach to availability modelling is initially based on the 
production of a set of Fighting Capabilities and Ship 
Characteristics (see Chapter 9, Table 34). These functions are then 
described in terms of the dependencies of the various systems, sub­
systems, equipments or services within the ship. This calls for 
comprehensive dependency diagrams which identify equipment within 
the ship to a ship definition level (SDL) and this is more fully 
explained in Chapter 9, Having declared the total ship structure in 
terns of dependency diagrams, these can be selected as necessary for 
mission profiles, where the combinations of equipment necessary to 
carry out a mission are expressed as boolean equations.
Availability is then defined at levels such as full, degraded, 
minimum, etc, and modelling runs carried out as 'steady state', 
'sequential state' or 'read time simulation'. The OPDEF Matrix is 
included as an example of a whole ship model, and uses as a data 
input the Operational Defect Reports (signals) raised by the Fleet. 
Defects may result in the total or partial loss of one seagoing 
Characteristic (Flotation, Speed, Manoeuvreability etc), and where 
the loss of a characteristic is ..fundamental to the total ship, the 
effect on other capabilities is also assessed.
2.5.3 LOGISTIC MODELS
Whilst this group of models is primarily concerned with system or 
equipment logistics, in order to operate the models input data is 
required on Reliability and Maintainability. Most of this group of 
models require input data concerning:
a. MTBF and MTTR
b . Ship Usage
c. Equipment Usage
d. Costs
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e. Logistic Support such as risk of 'stock-out’ 
occurring.
f. Repair Facilities
The Monte Carlo method of simulation is used for five logistic/ 
availability models which enables calculations to be made on random 
samples of the variables concerned in such a way that the 
probabilities of the real life situation are represented including 
aspects of usage, maintenance and repair, transportation and 
stowage, A powerful model in this group is the 'Maritime 
Operational VSTOL Environmental Simulation (MOVES) which aims to 
examine for all the aircraft on board a ship (aircraft carrier; 
through deck cruiser) whether the logistic support system permits 
specified operational mission profiles to be met.
Final examples are the 'TYNE/OLYMPUS Gas Turbine Change Unit v
Logistic Simulation Program', and the 'EXOCET Spares' program are
used to examine the life cycle of high value Upkeep by Exchange
equipments. From this it is possible to assess the support costs,
and availability of different levels of provisioning of spare
Upkeep by Exchange equipments.
2.5.4 SUMMARY OF AVAILABILITY MODELS
Tlie following table summarises the models examined during the 
Feasibility Study
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TITLE
Complex systems availability/reliability calculator
Design option for evaluation of ships systems avail­
ability
Active table compilation program
Simulation technique for availability and reliability
Reliability, availability, maintainability analysis 
program
Markov programs for reliability and availability
Availability modelling for submarine weapon systems
Analysis of systems availability and reliability
General ship availability program
OPDEF matrix
Maritime operational VSTOL environmental simulation
TYNE/OLYMPUS gas turbine change unit logistic 
simulation
EXOCET spares 
Logistic loop model
Upkeep by Exchange - general model
Optimum onboard spares allowance OPTCOST, CUMCOST 
Initial replenishment stock
Stock survival probability with cannibalisation
TABLE 2 - Table of Availability Models
ACRONYM
MOVAIL 25
ACTAB
STAR
RAM3
ANSAR
MOVES
CANIBAL
2.6 SUMMARY OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY PHASE
The feasibility study phase did not cover all aspects of the original 
task which was to examine data and models against Reliability, 
Performance and Human Factors. Sufficient work had however been 
completed to indicate that existing line management information from 
the Fleet was inadequate for decision making, or modelling work, and 
the most poorly covered area was that associated with Human Factors.
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The examination of models only seriously regarded the Availability 
models 9 and the final recommendations at the end of Feasibility 
study were:
a. to examine in more detail the 'customer* requirements 
for data from the Fleet, specifically in the area of 
upkeep supportI
b. to consider methods for improving the reliability data 
including use of other (than RN) data banksj
c. to test the adequacy of existing availability data in 
conjunction with a specific system project requirement;
d« to consider adopting the British Aerospace Total Ship 
Availability model for extension to include Human Factors 
and hence with real time simulation procedures (and there­
fore performance requirements) to produce a Total Ship 
Effectiveness Model.
Work commenced in late June 1979 to provide availability data for 
the IKARA projects Systems Effectiveness Rating (SER) Model in 
conjunction with their contractors SCICON and,also the Directorate 
of Naval Operational Services. This was carried out by forming an 
IKARA Availability Sub-Group5 and will be discussed in the next 
Chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
3.1 AVAILABILITY DATA BANKS AND APPLICATION SYSTEMS
The feasibility study highlighted weaknesses in both data avail­
ability and the range of availability models which were of potential 
value in a Total Ship System Context. The second half of 1979 was 
used to carry out a more comprehensive examination of availability 
Data Banks within the United Kingdom, and at the same time to work 
in conjunction with a particular Royal Navy Weapon Systems project 
as a means of assessing availability data and to evaluate the 
applicability of a Systems Effectiveness Rating (SER) Model. After 
considering the LEANDER and then the Type 21 Ship Classes the 
weapons project finally selected was the IKARA system. In order not 
to create a security classification problem, performance data of the 
IKARA system (as a function of the SER model) has not been recorded 
in this thesis. This in no way detracts |*rom the value of the work 
undertaken, which is concerned with the principles involved in Total 
Systems Effectiveness, ,
!The first recommendation of the Feasibility Study - *to examine in 
more detail the customer requirements for data from the Fleet, 
specifically in the area of upkeep support’, will be covered by 
Chapter 4,—'The Design of an Information System to meet the 
Availability Requirement’. The second and third recommendations are 
addressed in this Chapter whilst the fourth recommendation is 
considered at Chapter 9 *
3.1.1 AVAILABILITY DATA BANKS
The preceding Chapter concentrated on the analysis of data received 
from the Fleet in terms of value for helping to improve Total Ship 
System Effectiveness where Availability was a major component. The 
following table summarises the data banks reviewed in this Chapter 
for their applicability to the Effectiveness problem as required by ■ 
the second recommendation arising from the Feasibility Study,
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TITLE
Ship Maintenance Authority/Naval Maintenance Data Centre
Maintenance Information and Defect Analysis System
Primary Plan Operating History System
Systems Reliability Service - UK Atomic Energy Authority
Government - Industry Data Exchange Programme
Lloyds Register of Shipping
British Petroleum Tanlters
ICI Runcorn
British Aerospace - Bristol 
British Rail
ACRONYM
NMDC
MIDAS
OPHIS
SYREL
GIDEP
LLOYDS
BP
ICI
Rex Thompson and Partners
BAe
BR
R & TP
TABLE 3 - Availability,Data Banks Examined
3.1.2 PAST ACTIVITIES
The experience of the MOD(N) sponsored Data Banks, principally the 
Naval Maintenance Data Centre and MIDAS (operated by Rolls Royce and 
Associates for the submarine requirements of MOD(N)), is that avail­
ability data requirements are constantly altering, and in 
consequence analytical procedures also need to be continuously 
reviewed. The analytic procedures used in the past have included:
a. Failure Effect Analysis, Failure Mode and Effect 
Analysis, Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis.
b. . Reliability predictions,
c. Fault-free analysis.
d. Design audits.
The series of Failure Effect analyses are capable of organisation 
either as individual or combinations of techniques, and where the 
Effect is always the result of a component or sub-system failure.
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Appendix 5 shows some possible customer requirements against 
analytic activities, where the major past activities are shown in 
'boxes'. This list of types of customer requirements is then 
compared with possible Data Sources in Appendix 6, and is coded to 
show the past and possible future data sources, with an estimate of 
whether the customer requirement is to be deduced from past or 
future data. From this it can be seen that past requirements for 
data have been mainly derived from the Naval Maintenance Data Centre 
(surface ships) and from MIDAS (submarines). In the case of both of 
these Information Systems it has been necessary for the basic data 
to be analysed either to a proforma output, or in response to a 
particular customer request. This has relied heavily on manual 
processing, or where automatic data processing has been employed, 
has meant that delays would be incurred whilst the particular sub­
routine was written by a programmer. The reason for this 
programming support is due to the fact that the ADP stored data was 
to a file structure format, and not constructed on Data Base System 
(DBS) principles. This major weakness is discussed in Chapter h 
Section b.k.2.
The accuracy of these outputs has been questioned due to the low 
data capture rate. This shortcoming has been overcome in the past 
by making comparative assessments and relative comparisons have been 
produced as a trend indicator. Such an approach needs careful 
control of any decisions based on the analysis outputs.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES AND PRESENT DATA
The tables at Appendices 5 and 6 list the present and projected 
analytic activities which will be necessary if a comprehensive 
understanding of systems effectiveness is to be obtained. Some of 
the more apparent areas of omission include:
a. There is a problem in obtaining failure.and failure 
mode distributions. This is mainly because the information 
'age at failure' or 'hours run' is not generally available. 
Elapsed time meters have been used in the past, most of all 
during the Ship Upkeep Information System (SUIC) experiment, 
but the use of these meters has discontinued, principally
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due to the fact that the meters themselves were unreliable 
and had an unacceptable failure rate. Comment has already- 
been made at Section 2,3 of the gradual introduction of 
automatic data collection techniques now being designed into 
the Royal Navy systems.
b. It is difficult to obtain manufacturer's quality data 
which can be associated with failed equipment or components,
c. Time in store before use, both 'on shore' and 'on 
board' is not available.
d. Data on maintenance activities are inadequate for 
Surface Ships, but comparatively better for submarines.
What is lacking are details of not so much the maintenance 
activities (which can be derived from the recently 
introduced Maintenance îfenagement System (MMS) into the 
Fleet) but the time actually spent on both corrective and 
planned preventive maintenance.
e. Mission profile data is recorded at too coarse a level 
for associations to be established between Equipment Avail­
ability and Mission profiles It was recognition of this 
problem which gave rise to the Admiralty Surface Weapons 
Establishment investigating the problem, with the 
Reliability Research Group setting up the CODE-NL project. 
This work holds considerable promise in this area of 
Mission Profile v Failure Rate and examples have been 
produced of predicted failure rates which have been found to 
have a positive correlation with actual failure's.
Tile emphasis on collection of availability data showed a marked 
decrease around 19T7"'1979. There are a number of reasons for this, 
the two foremost being the CINCFLEET requirement to minimise the 
reporting load on ships' staffs at sea, and the decreasing confidence 
in Naval Maintenance Data Centre outputs which was in turn due to 
reduced data collected from the Fleet. The downward spiral was 
self-sustaining. The submarine Fleet was however adopting a 
different posture, with the introduction by the Flag Officer 
Submarines in June 1979 of mandatory reporting of defects in the 
Submarine Tactical Weapon System Readiness Defect Log.
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Such conditions serve to emphasise the importance to the Royal Navy 
of establishing a credible information processing organisation such 
as the Naval Maintenance Data Centre. However, as can be seen from 
Appendix 6 some Availability Data requirements are covered by both 
NMDC and MIDAS, which raises the question of the cost-effectiveness 
of having two similar - in function - organisations.
3.1.3 FUTURE ACTIVITIES AND FUTURE DATA
Whether the Royal Navy availability data requirements can be supplied 
in the future from in house data will depend upon policy decisions 
concerned with data collection. It is possible that some of the 
shortfall may be met by using alternative sources which could 
include :
a. Miscellaneous data books.
b. ICI.
c. Lloyds.
d. BP Tankers,
e. GIDEP,
f. SYREL,
The Royal Navy defect reporting structure is based on individual 
items of equipment, from which, generic data is derived. The Guided 
Weapon System Reliability Prediction Manual (DX/99/013/100) was 
commissioned by the Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive) 
principally for the use of designers and manufacturers of Guided 
Weapons Equipments, and uses the Generic Part Count method of 
Reliability prediction. Whilst this is a valuable book of reference 
for electronic components, the mechanical aspects of systems are 
less well provided for. The British Aerospace 'Bristol Failure Rate 
Document' R51/REL/12/1/1 - 1965) is an aid to filling this gap, and 
is complemented by a similar document produced by the Admiralty 
Surface Weapons Establishment.
The ICI data is principally a selective data source and is useful 
for some applications but of less value where generic data are
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required. The Lloyds data collection is organised around survey 
procedures, and therefore the mission aspects of equipment avail­
ability are not well covered. It is however a marine environment 
and could be useful for identifying major defect modes. BP Tankers 
do collect data from operating ships and adopt the Royal Navy 
procedure of reporting specific equipment defects, so that in the 
area of hull and propulsion machinery this could be a useful data 
source. Little detailed information was obtained on GIDEP, but it 
is anticipated that generic data in the marine field could be 
accessible.
Some mechanical items such as valves are covered by generic data 
sheets by SYREL, and when used with existing RN data could help to 
provide a more composite availability data banlc. The non-Naval or 
Marine aspects of SYREL would mean that care would need to be taken 
when applying loading or scaling factors to the data for modelling 
purposes.
In looking at these alternative data banks, it is perhaps seeking a 
palliative remedy to an in house problem. If the Royal Navy had an 
adequate and efficient data collection and analysis organisation, 
then data from the organisations considered above would fall into a 
support category, enhancing RN retrieved data and improving 
confidence factors and availability estimates.
3.2 AVAILABILITY - ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Comment has been made in the preceding section on the reduction in 
data collection during the period 19T7~T9 and that a major 
influence in this taking place was the CINCFLEET policy to minimise 
the data collection load on ship’s staff. Also that this approach 
was perhaps seen to be justified by the fact that the output of the 
Surface Fleet’s Information Organisation - the Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre inspired low confidence, which could in turn be 
explained as an effect of the decision to reduce reporting by the 
Fleet. There was another factor which emerged during the interview 
sessions which took place as part of the formulation of customer 
requirements in setting up the 1980’s version of the NMDC. At 
various levels within the departments and organisations interviewed,
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and more pronounced at the Senior Officer level, there was 
unquestionable confidence in the ability of individuals to be able 
to judge what was wrong with the Fleet and also to institute 
corrective or 'get well' programmes. In these conditions, people 
were well able to relate their experiences and were utilising the 
'heuristic technique' which is a basic form of decision making.
Such an approach shows the attendant shortcomings and limitations, 
principally that the value judgements made were as good as the 
relevance of the experience involved, and often this was neither 
necessarily up-to-date, nor relevant.
An extension of the heuristic technique could be developed, by 
combining the experience and knowledge of individuals and using the 
approach of the 'critical incident technique'. There are certain 
characteristics of this technique;
a. individuals are selected in order to produce as wide a 
range of experience as possible;
b. representatives are randomly selected;
c. a recall procedure is initiated to stimulate memory of' 
damage (failure), injury in other systems;
d. common factor analysis is applied to the results 
obtained.
The Royal Navy normally generally carry out a procedure of committee 
management, where the hierarchical status awareness of committee 
members tends to suppress the lateral and divergent thinking which 
can arise from the critical incident technique, and instead a 
convergent thinking paradigm is practised.
One analysis technique - a discipline of tabular analysis based on ' 
reductionist thinking - is the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
(FMEA). It is based on individual failures of individual 
components, and is typical of the type of analysis carried out by 
the Naval Maintenance Data Centre. Effort has been concentrated in 
the past on identifying the Failure Modes, but only primary 
analysis is completed. If the full FMEA were undertaken then this 
could lead to secondary analyses. Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) has
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similar limitations to FMEA in that a casual structure of the system 
is assumed to exist which is time invariant, and that events are 
able to be classified in the 'did happen', 'did not happen' 
categories.
Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) identify components, failure mode, 
and probability of failure and are more suited to systems with 
limited interactions otherwise the resultant diagrams become 
complex and difficult to interpret. As an analytic analysis tool it 
has potential as a sub-routine in the NMDC files, available as an 
aid to investigating systems failures, but it does not currently 
exist as either a manual or Automatic Data Processing operated 
facility. As an example, failure of one component on a RBD may 
result in failure of a complete section of a system. Conversely, 
such a failure may trigger a 'knock-on' series of failures, which 
could be detected by a properly organised Cascade Failure Analysis 
(CFA).
A more holistic approach to systems analyses is required when 
attempting Common Mode Failure Analysis (CMFA) for the task is to 
anticipate unforeseen common factors which range from material and 
functional, to environmental aspects of the system. Chilled water, 
air conditioning, fire and vibration are accepted common modes 
within ships, but the effects of failure can be brought down to 
acceptable limits by use of functional and equipment diversity, 
physical isolation, use of multiple routes, use of standardised 
well known equipment designs and finally, effective administrative 
controls.
Most of the techniques mentioned are suitable for description by 
means of Boolean Logic statements which can be constructed by use of 
the logical functions NOT, AND, OR combined with assessments of 
mutual inclusiveness and exclusiveness. The use of digital 
computers considerably simplifies the expression derived but it is 
normally a requirement that the dependence statements are 
constructed by the model user or analyst based on detailed knowledge 
of the system involved. In addition to the dependency statements, 
mission profiles will be required, together with the desired level
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of availability. Initial conditions or input parameters will 
include ;
a. Reliability data (MTBF).
b. Repair data (MTTR).
c. Repairability at sea factor.
d. Time at risk basis (calendar or mission time).
e. Time at risk factor.
f. Acceptable degradation level of performance.
g. Confidence factors for failure and repair data.
h. Repair policy (eg available in standby condition),
Although not used by the Naval Maintenance Data Centre, the 
Submarine Fleet -MIDAS has used the Duane method of reliability 
analysis (HILL-1967). This technique can be used in situations where . 
continuous effort has been made to improve reliability (modific­
ations, improved quality control etc) and when cumulative failure 
rate is plotted against test time on log-scales then successive 
points lie generally on a straight line whose slope may be used to 
derive the instantaneous failure rate at any time. Duane plots 
allow quick comparisons of the reliability performance of systems - 
one to another, by ships, by Classes and with operating time.
No cases were found in the systems examined (Table 3) of the use of 
Weibull Analysis (WEIBULL - 1951)» but a number of attempts had been 
made in the early 1970’s by the Naval Maintenance Data Centre to use 
Cumulative Sum charts. The arguments for CUSUM (MAHON 1975) are 
that whilst the type of graphs used talie longer to draw than one of 
the traditional kind, the resultant plots can produce more 
information. A particular use is that it presents information in a 
way which enables the eye to separate true trends and variations 
from a background, and it may be used both for retrospective. 
analysis and for monitoring. Though the technique is not one that 
demands masses of data as a prerequisite, it offers considerable 
rewards in the field of large computer-based banks and would there­
fore have potential future applicability to the NMDC or MIDAS 
systems »
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3.3 SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS - ACTIVITIES AND ORGANISATIONS
The preceding two sections of this Chapter have concentrated on a 
more in depth examination of Availability Data Banlcs, Application 
Systems (in the area of Availability) and Availability Analysis 
techniques. This was carried out to meet the second recommendation 
of the Feasibility Study which was aimed at trying to improve 
reliability data. The third recommendation of the Feasibility Study 
was :
"to test the adequacy of existing availability data in 
conjunction with a specific system project requirement"
and it has already been noted that this was agreed to be based on 
the IKARA System which was still at the provisional Fleet Weapon 
Acceptance stage in the Summer of 1979.
The origins of the IKARA Systems Effectiveness Group (SEG) are very 
relevant to the research topic and this area had to be examined 
before commencing the task with the IKARA SEG,
3.3.1 THE FLEET PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE
The Admiralty Board approved (DCI RN 691/76) the establishment of 
the Fleet Performance Analysis Co-ordinating Committee (FPACC) in 
1976. Ttie Committee's initial task was to examine and implement as 
appropriate the organisational recommendations of the Operational 
Performance Data Analysis Survey Team (OPDAST), and it was on the 
Performance, Availability and Utilisation - Effectiveness model 
proposed by OPDAST that the CINCFLEET'S requirements for a Fleet 
Management Information System (FMIS) were based.
Apart from their initial task, the Committee were to act as the 
central co-ordinating body for the regular reviewing of the 
progrannnes for analysis of Fleet exercises, in-Service weapon 
trials and operational evaluations, as well as the allocation of 
resources and tasks to those groups engaged in corresponding 
analysis work. The terms of reference for the Committee 
illustrate the variety of organisations involved in this area of 
work and the major responsibilities included;
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a. The review of the content, output, priority and 
balance of data reduction programmes and analytical work of 
the Fleet Warfare Development Group, the Naval Weapon Data 
Reduction Authority and the Submarine Tactical Weapons 
Group.
b« The establishment and thereafter review of Systems 
Effectiveness Groups .....
c. To oversee the work of the Operational Performance 
Information Co-ordinating Committee ...
The FPACC was chaired by the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff 
(Operations) with representatives from all organisations concerned 
with Fleet Performance, and including CINCFLEET, Director of Naval 
Operational Services, Flag Officer Submarines, Director of Naval 
Warfare, Directors of Underwater and Surface Weapons Projects and 
the Director of Weapons Co-ordination and Acceptance.
3,3.2 THE DIRECTOR OF FLEET MAINTENANCE - MATERIAL ASPECTS
Whilst not a member of the Fleet Performance Analysis Co-ordinating 
Committee, the Director of Fleet Maintenance was inevitably 
involved in their work because of the task of the Ship Maintenance 
Authority and its Naval Maintenance Data Centre in the collection, 
analysis and distribution of Upkeep Support (Material) data. There 
was another aspect of the Director of Fleet Maintenance's 
contribution, and that was the provision of officers experienced in 
Availability, Reliability and Maintainability (ARM) matters to 
advise other MOD(N) departments on standards and procedures.
The creation of Systems Effectiveness Groups meant that increased 
demands for ARM data would be made in order that the individuals 
SSGs would analyse material shortcomings and hence judge the impact 
on individual systems effectiveness. Performance Data could not 
however be provided by the Naval Maintenance Data Centre and for 
surface weapons (as an example) this would have to be obtained from;
a. Director General Weapons/Captain Weapons Trials for 
equipment performance.
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b. CINCFLEET'S Operational Evaluation Group (OEG) for 
Fleet Practice and Tactical aspects.
The Director of Fleet Maintenance stated in 1978 that there were 
limitations attached to the data received from the Fleet. Only 
line management data was retrieved and the capture rate was 
considered to be low, and this had at sometime been estimated to be 
not better than 30^  for normal reporting, but increased to 70% for 
special trials and exercises. These special trials however, had the 
associated penalty of increased manpower resources for data 
collection, reduction and analysis, DFM supported the PAU model 
approach but stressed that the NMDC had no capability of handling 
weapon performance data, nor any means of collecting Human Factors 
data. In order to meet the Availability task DFM had initiated the 
formation of Material Availability Sub Groups which would be the 
link between Systems Effectiveness Groups and the Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre. The modus operandi of the Availability Sub Groups was 
to note the requirement of Systems Effectiveness Groups for 
Availability, Reliability and Maintainability data, and to access 
the Naval Maintenance Data Centre data bank for data and with data 
analysis also undertaken wherever possible. Should this prove to be 
inadequate, than the project concerned, Director Fleet Maintenance 
and CINCFLEET would examine the possibility of setting up special 
trials or data collection activities in order, to meet the SEGs 
requirements.
3.3.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS GROUPS - PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
As noted above, the Captain Weapons Trials (CWT) organisation of 
CINCFLEET carried out the task of surface weapons performance 
analysis. This did not mean that interest was confined to only this 
aspect of Systems Effectiveness, and during 1979 the Senior Staff of 
Captain Weapons Trials were active in considering methods to link 
the data banks of the Availability Data based Naval Maintenance 
Centre, and those of CWT, The importance of the Human Factors 
requirements was recorded by Captain Weapons Trials in an inter- 
department paper written in 1979. The nomination of the Captain 
Weapons Trials as the Chairman of the Naval Weapon Data Reduction
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Authority assisted the drive to co-ordinate, rationalise and 
optimise the resources of the numerous organisations concerned with 
Data Reduction and Analysis Programmes (DRAP).
The Sonar Performance Analysis Group (SPAG) was specifically 
concerned with Underwater Weapon Performance and with the creation 
of the Systems Effectiveness Groups had become involved with the 
provision of sonar performance data. This was to be done in 
conjunction with the Director of Naval Warfare, the Operational 
Evaluation Group (CINCFLEET) and the Director of Naval Operational 
Services. The approach adopted by the Sonar Performance Analysis 
Group was to move forward to a new data collection approach and not 
to try and correlate all the data available from the past. This 
meant that the Fleet Exercise and Tactical Instructions needed to be 
amended and the Operational Evaluation Group became the instrument 
for data collection.
3.3.k COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF FLEET - MATERIAL AND PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
The organisations and authorities involved with systems 
effectiveness were distributed amongst a number of departments 
within the MOD(N) and the co-ordination task of the Fleet 
Performance Analysis and Co-ordinating Committee was more involved 
than that stated in their terms of reference. The underlying 
requirements could be summarised in two areas:
a. the need for common data collection, reduction and 
analysis procedures;
b. the need for a common methodology for the individual 
Systems Effectiveness Group.
This latter aspect became more important to resolve when the 
findings of individual systems were combined to make assessments in 
the 'Above Water Weapons' and 'Below Water Weapons' categories.
The Commander-in-Chief Fleet in conjunction with the Director of 
Naval Operational Services produced a series of Systems 
Effectiveness Rating (SER) models which were initially based on the 
Performance and Availability aspects of systems. These were 
subsequently amended, partly on the basis of discussion with the
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thesis author in order to include an element of Human Factors in the 
form of an Operator Function. Ei^t Systems Effectiveness Groups 
had adopted the schematic model approach by mid-1979.
Guided Weapon System 30 (SSADART)
Guided Weapon System 50 (EXOCET)
MATCH System 
IKARA System 
Digital Gun Systems 
Electronic Warfare Systems 
Communications Systems 
Shipborne Torpedo Weapon System
In recommending the use of the common approach, CINCFLEET pointed 
out a number of factors which needed to be kept in mind when 
working towards system effectiveness. The first was that the 
'Personnel Capability' block was shown as feeding into only one 
model unit in order to simplify the diagrams. Other points 
commented on the enormity of the data collection task necessary to 
quantify weapon system effectiveness and that this would be 
expensive in terms of resources and ship's staff involvement. A 
heuristic approach was therefore recommended in order to alleviate 
the ship's staff reporting load, and that this should be completed 
before any further consideration was given to special data 
collection exercises,
3,n THE IKARA SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS RATING APPROACH
The Royal Navy project manager for the IKARA system had become 
involved with this total Ship Systems Effectiveness study towards 
the end of the Feasibility Study phase, when,he was concerned with 
demonstrating that the Performance and Availability of the IKARA 
System were at an acceptable standard. This was to ensure that the 
appropriate Weapons Acceptance Committee could be in a position to 
recommend Fleet Weapon Acceptance and introduction into service. As 
with most systems prior to Fleet Acceptance, the Fleet fit was still 
in comparatively small numbers, and where there were indications of 
poor performance or availability it was not an easy task to identify 
the causea and allocate between equipment, or any human factors at 
any level.
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As noted previously, the IKARA Systems Effectiveness Group had 
agreed to use the common methodolo^r approach proposed by DNOS and 
CINCFLEET, and the basic 'IKARA Capability' diagram is at 
Appendix 7♦ The concept of the model is based on input 
availability followed by the system capability to complete 
prescribed functions, culminating in an overall IKARA system 
capability. For simplicity of modelling the events-were to be 
expressed as probabilities, and the initial task was to collect and 
analyse sufficient data in order that these probabilities could be 
used in the model.
The MOD(N) organisation which was to support this task has been out­
lined in Section 3,3 and the IKARA Availability Sub-Group had been 
formed during the Feasibility Study Phase. The thesis author took 
the position of Chairman of that sub-group after the final meeting 
of the Feasibility Study Steering Group in July 1979* Because the 
data collected by the project was considered inadequate for 
acceptance purposes, it was decided to send a member of the project 
team to sea on an IKARA fitted ship during the period that the ship 
would be engaged on a Major Fleet exercise. This procedure would 
allow an evaluation of the system to be completed under operating 
conditions when the system would be in frequent use.
3.4.1 AN ONBOARD SHIP SPECIAL TRIAL
The period of the trial was twelve continuous days at sea, and the 
objective was stated as 'to determine the IKARA Systems 
Effectiveness'. The task of the single project observer was to 
measure the IKARA System Reliability, Availability, Maintainability 
and Logistic Support during the ships involvement in the Major 
Fleet exercise. The method used was a combination of observation 
and collection of manuscript records. The Human Factors and 
Utilisation aspects were to be obtained from Operational 
Evaluation Group (OEG) records who were also involved in recording 
and analysing the ship's performance,
A total of five major system functions were selected for observation 
and seven indicators were recorded or calculated in order to obtain
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Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) and 
are summarised in Table 4.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
System
Element
Faults
During
Test
Faults
During
Oper­
ation
Total 
Oper­
ating 
Time 
(Hrs )
Total 
Repair 
Time 
for 
Col 2 
(Hrs)
Avail­
ability
%
MTBF
(Hrs)
4 Minute 
Mission 
Relia­
bility
%
A 2 6 164 5,22 96.9 26.46 99.75
B 9 287 1.25 99.6 31.75 99.79
C 3 296 4.0 98.6 97.33 99.93
D 5 5 7 3,37 52,5 .73 91.27
E 3 293 1 .2 99.6 97.27 99.93
Total 49.76 90.72
TABLE 4 - Data Collection Format During Onboard Ship Special Trial
This table would be the type of result which the Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre would typically be asked to produce for a particular 
item of equipment or a generic set. The IKARA Project Observer also 
kept a narrative account of what took place during the twelve day 
Fleet exercise and this allows a more meaningful picture to be 
drawn, and so assist the conclusions derived from the total data 
available,
i
"Within an hour of leaving harbour the IKARA system crew closed up to 
carry out System Operating Checks, The mechanical equipment was 
considered (by the project observer) to be in a below standard 
maintenance state with many small defects and the launcher cleaning • 
and preservation still outstanding from a firing which had talien 
place some six weeks prior to the exercise. Some of the defects 
required rectification before the ship could participate in the 
planned exercise, and electrical earth faults were the main 
problem, including an important motor in the system.
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Some three days of work were necessary to change the motor, clear 
the earth faults and make good safety circuits including emergency 
off pushes. On completion of this work the system was considered 
ready to bring to standby only to have a high pressure hydraulic 
hose burst which resulted in a considerable number of gallons of 
oil being sprayed over a wide area of the magazine.
The problems associated with introducing a system into service came 
to the fore, and the burst hose was found to be a prototype, and 
worse, the initial outfit of spare hoses and connectors had not been 
received on board at that time. This could not be attributed to 
lack of action on the part of the ship's staff since the necessary 
items had been demanded from shore depot sources, but were still in 
the course of delivery. The problem was solved by applying 
engineering skills and resourcefulness and a suitable hose used as a 
temporary measure,
Tfenty-four hours later another, hydraulic pump was giving trouble as 
it was failing to start every time it was required. The ship's 
staff had experienced similar trouble previously, and had overcome 
the problem by fitting a new pump. The IKARA project observer with 
perhaps considerably more experience of the system eventually found 
that the differential pressures were incorrect due to a leaking 
hydraulic valve. When this was corrected the previously 'defective' 
pump was found to be correct.
The narrative then details the series of problems as they arose from 
defective microswitches which tool a minimal time to repair, to a 
defective gasket on a pump gearbox which caused an oil loss. The 
correct topping up oil was not held on board, and an alternative had 
to be found by making reference to 'Joint Services Publication on 
Oils and Greases'. The Common Support Services also had problems, 
some serious, some of minimal effect on the IKARA system due to 
redundancy in design and standby arrangements. A total steam 
failure, the temporary loss of one turbo alternator, fairly 
frequent but lasting usually only for minutes - loss of the IKARA 
system computer - and loss of chilled water on one occasion for half 
an hour,
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By the time the half way point had been reached in the exercise 
period the IKARA. system was functioning well and numerous test 
missile firings achieved. These firings were achieved by using 
information from helicopter sonar."
The main thrust of the narrative report is qualitative, and just how 
much observer bias exists cannot be determined. There are however ' 
certain factors which would call for further examination;
a. the onboard logistic support organisation
b. the shore based logistic support organisation
c. the training and skills of the ships staff
d. the relationship of these skills to training received
and onboard updating
e. the exchange of fault analysis between ships with 
similar systems
f. the motivation element - the defects were not cleared 
previously because the exercise scenario was known
g. cascade failure
h. common mode failure (ships power, chilled water)
j, sensor and system performance (obtained later from
Operational Evaluation Group analysis)
None of these can be determined from the Table 4 analysis and show 
the considerable value of ethnographic procedures and narrative 
analysis,
3,4,2 THE IKARA SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS RATING MODEL
It was decided by the IICARA Project Manager that there were 
insufficient intramural staff resources available to develop and 
operate the Systems Effectiveness Rating (SER) model, at Appendix 8, 
and SCICON Consultancy International were eventually selected to 
carry out this task. Their approach was to undertake a 
Feasibility Study (SCICON -.1979) in order to state, and obtain 
approval for, their philosophy and approach. This was based on;
a. to state the modelling methodology'’ to be used
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b, a critical examination of existing data and to assess 
suitability to produce Systems Effectiveness Ratings 
(SERs)
c, to examine supplementary sources including existing 
models
d, to consider the feasibility of collecting additional 
data.
3.4,2.1 THE METHODOLOGY AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
The block diagram at Appendix 8 was broken down into six classific­
ation headings;
a. The Availability/Reliability of Support Services
b. Sonar
c. Computer
d. Radar
e. Weapon Carrier
f. Torpedo
Human factors or 'personnel performance' as SCICON called it was not 
included, but it was stated that it was the intention to include 
this aspect without saying when or at what stage.
For each of the blocks in the Systems Effectiveness Rating block 
diagram, there was an associated probability of success and 
definitions produced such that the SER for the system (for a given 
scenario) would be given by a simple product of the relevant block 
probabilities. A reference SER would be calculated based on 
existing historical data so that subsequent model outputs could be 
judged in terms of variation from this norm. Because the 
calculations were to be based on probabilities and hence 
distributions of data, confidence intervals would need to be 
declared. This was to be based on computing the standard error for 
each block, and then these standard errors combined to obtain the 
standard error in the estimate of the final SER. The appropriate
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confidence interval was then to he computed using normal statistical 
analysis.
Fundamental to this approach is the requirement for reliable data on 
which to base the probabilities. It was generally appreciated that 
existing data would fall short of the model requirements, but 
previous work carried out by SCICON in the early 1970's when two 
torpedo models were produced, together with performance analysis 
models based on the IKARA/MATCH system were seen as a means of 
supplementing this existing data shortfall. But this combination , 
could still be inadequate in order to provide high confidence limits 
on the SER output.
The Systems Effectiveness Rating would be derived from the product 
of 20 individual block probabilities, and following the same 
approach used in the Figure 4 Total Systems Effectiveness model of 
putting each block to a nominal but same figure then;
SER = p^ , Pg,  ..... P2q
becomes SER = p^ *^
and Figure 8 gives a plot of SER against p. There is a major 
weakness in the probability approach adopted in that it is assumed 
that elements, are non-interactive. This is unlikely to be 
consistently true and the effect on the final output needs to be 
borne in mind. Attempts to minimise this situation are discussed at 
Section 3.4.2.3.
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FIGURE 8 - Plot of SER against p 
So with even a high p - 0.9, then the SER = 0.12
Returning to the amount of data required to give a reliable estimate 
of the SER; this will be dependent upon the confidence level 
required; and the proportional error which can be accepted. In 
numeric terms if the requirement was to achieve a 10% proportional 
error and that the confidence level was to be 95%9 then if the 
actual SER were 30% and 95% confidence level would mean that the SER 
should lay somewhere between 27% and 33% *
In order to achieve a 10% proportional error, it is necessary to 
estimate on average each block probability to within 2% of its true
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value. Figure 9 is a graph of the required number of trial» 
observations to estimate a block probability p to within 2% of its
value versus the actual value of the block probability. It
demonstrates that an increase in observations from over 200 to 2000
is necessary if p decreases from 0.9 to 0,5.
A
6000
5000
1+000
Number of 
trials
needed 3000
2000
1000
0,1 0.2 0.3 0 .1+ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Block probability
FIGURE 9 “ Number of Trials Needed in each Block Probability to
Achieve 10^ Confidence on Systems Effectiveness Rating
It is therefore unlikely that even a 10^ proportional error in the 
estimate of the Systems Effectiveness Rating is feasible, and the 
proportional error that might be expected is illustrated in 
Figure 10. In this figure it is assumed that all the block 
probabilities are identical, p, and that exactly the same number of 
trials have been carried out to estimate each of the probabilities.
From Figure 8, if each block probability were 9^% then an overall 
SER of 30^  would be possible. If 100 observations had been taken to 
estimate each block probability then Figure 10 gives a proportional 
error of 11% in the SER, and so there would be a 95% confidence that 
the true SER would be somewhere between 2T% and 33%.
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FIGURE 10 “ Proportional Error in SER Estimate for Different Values 
of Pj and n - the number of trials estimating p
The figures used in the calculations have been selected in order to 
bring the calculations onto the workable regions of the graphs ^ but 
the practicalities are that it is necessary to accept a veiy low 
confidence level in the estimated Systems Effectiveness Ratings 
based on currently available data.
3.1+.2.2 DEFINITION OF SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS RATING
The six major classifications (Section 3.1+.2.1) within the Systems 
Effectiveness Rating Model contain the 20 probability boxes, and the 
first major classification group of Availability and Reliability 
consists of six probability functions:
Probability of the
  support services
Sonar 
Comput er 
Radar
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Conmiimication links
Launcher* Handling* Tracking* Guidance and 
Firing Systems
.,.., being Available and Reliable
The data sources are various, and the majority were the 
responsibility of the IKARA Project Availability Sub-Group. Other 
authorities who could provide data were Flag Officer Sea Training, 
Admiralty Unden-rater Establishment, Yarrows - Admiralty Research 
Department* and Head of Air Department (Navy).
The remaining five major classifications contain the following 
probability functions:
The SONAR group contains four probability functions 
The COMPUTER group one probability function 
The RADAR group two probability functions 
The MISSILE group three probability functions 
The TORPEDO group four probability functions
A wide range of authorities and organisations would be involved in 
providing probabilities for these ik probability functions, which 
are all concerned with Performance. The bias is therefore towards 
Performance assessment groups and includes the Sonar Performance 
Analysis Group (SPAG), the Operational Evaluation Group (OEG), 
British Aerospace (BAE), Admiralty Underwater Establishment (AUWE) 
and SCICON Consultancy International.
There are many areas where the data available is unsatisfactory, to 
the extreme where no data exists. A tabular analysis at Table 5 
summarises the situations as far as the IKARA Systems Effectiveness 
Rating Model is concerned:
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FUNCTION
PSS
PSA
AVAILABILITY
AND
RELIABILITY
PAD
PRA
PCD
PLA
PID
PDU
SONAR PC
PH
PAOCOMPUTER
PRURADAR
PRH
PL
PFMISSILE
PTD
PR
PAHTORPEDO
PX
PS
TABLE 5 - Analysis of, IKARA Systems Effectiveness Rating Model 
Data Sources
KEY: 1. Sufficient data to give accurate estimate
2, Satisfactory data, but may not be sufficient to give
accurate estimate
3. Satisfactory data in short term, but not in long term 
k. Data collection planned
5. Data available but needs further analysis
6. No suitable data source has been found
7. Models will be necessary for a reliable estimate
8. A suitable model is available in addition to trials data
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3.H.2.3 THE DEPENDENCY OF DATA ON SCENARIOS
Definitions of Performance (JSP 110) usually contain the requirement 
to 'specify the conditions under which the performance factor is to 
be measured. In Royal Navy applications there is a tendency to use 
the word Scenarios to describe these conditions, and it was 
recognised in the IKARA Systems Effectiveness Rating (SER) Model 
approach that not only the probabilities for each of the twenty 
variables, but also the model's output SER would be scenario 
dependent.
Therefore for a given scenario 8, the SER is calculated by the
product of twenty probabilities p^, Pg ... ^20' Sinee each of
these probabilities depends on the scenario, then:
SER(S) = p^(8), PgfS) .... PgQ^S)
But the scenario will need to be defined by a set of states, or 
categories of factors which are inherent in the scenario, and in the 
case of the IKARA system could typically include :
factor for the submarine type (eg conventional)
factor for the water depth (eg deep)
factor for the submarine speed (eg fast)
Each block probability will be dependent on some factors and
independent of others, and for example if a given probability block
is dependent only on factors A, B, C and the values of these1 1 1factors within the scenario 8, are A , B , C , then the probability 
would be expressed as:
Pi(S) = p. (A^ , B^, C^ )
The standard error (S^ ) for this block probability p^, will also 
depend on the scenario (S), and finally the standard error of the 
model output SER will also have to be expressed in terms of its 
scenario dependency. The necessity to take account of the scenario 
factors complicates an already difficult data collection problem and 
the reduction of availability data into scenario factors may result 
in such a low sample being obtained that it becomes statistically 
not significant in relation to the real system, or may require
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large data collection exercises on a scale which is unacceptable to 
CINCFLEET. Recognition of this aspect was forcibly brought out by 
SCICON Consultancy International when one of their five major 
recommendations after examining the feasibility of the IICARA 
Systems Effectiveness Rating model was:
'Urgent data collection requirements should be formulated 
to improve the data base
3.^.3 AVAILABILITY DATA FOR THE IKARA SER MODEL
The IKARA Availability Sub-Group was most active during the last six 
months of 19T9 and was a response to the IKARA Projects need to move 
fonfard to Weapons Acceptance and the decision to use the SER model 
as a means of achieving this aim. The Sub-Group Committee was 
chaired by the thesis author and included representatives of IKARA 
Project (Directorate of Underwater Weapons Projects), CINCFLEET, 
Directorate of Fleet Maintenance, Directorate of Naval Operational 
Services and SCICON Consultancy International.
The requirement was to produce availability data for the SER model 
and for this to be expressed in terms of Mean Time Between Failures 
‘(MTBF) and Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), Also the approach adopted
was to explore as many ways as possible of obtaining MTBF and MTTR
data, which eventually was constrained to three methods:
a. using data available in existing data banks, which 
would include the Naval Maintenance Data Centre ;
b. to collect data as a special data collection exercise
at a standard time every twenty-four hours over a six
months period;
c. to use an onboard ship questionnaire technique in order 
to access knowledge and experience of ships’ staffs,
3.U.3.1 THE NAVAL MAINTENANCE DATA CENTRE APPROACH
The SER model has six Availability probability boxes of:
Support Services 
Sonar
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Computer
Radar
Communications
Launcher, Handling, Tracking, Guidance and Firing Systems
The last of these six items had been the subject of a special six 
months data collection exercise, and so it was decided that this 
should be used in the first instance for model data input.
Recognised as a low probability factor within the total system 
(substantiated by the data collected by the IKARA project observer 
during the onboard ship special trial) it was appreciated that 
even more data may be necessary but it was decided to await the 
results of the first sensitivity tests of the SER model before 
taking further action in this direction.
The Naval Maintenance Data Centre was able to extract from existing 
records data on MTBF and MTTR for the Computer, Radar and 
Communications, and these were summarised in a table which also 
stated the standards quoted on the appropriate Naval Staff 
Requirements. This could be considered as an extension of the SER 
computer programs being compiled by SCICON Consultancy International, 
since in addition to a model output 'Norm', a comparison with the 
expected standard could also be obtained. The sonar data was made 
available by CINCFLEET as they had carried out a special analysis of 
relevant sonars as part of their line management (weapons 
engineering) task.
The 'wide range of equipment fits within the Fleet meant that a 
considerable range of confidence factors on the data analysis were 
obtained. Also the greater Fleet fits of an equipment often 
corresponded to an increased feedback of failures and design 
deficiencies to the Design Authorities. The result was that the 
majority of available effort was used to react to identified 
problems 5 and that a small number of Fleet reports was regarded of a 
good state of equipment health. The illogicality of this situation 
is probably not related to engineering standards and judgement, but 
more to a situation of short staff and work overload by the 
authorities concerned.
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The Support Services availability data was compiled in conjunction 
with Yarrows - Admiralty Research Department (Y-ARD) who had 
completed a study of Support Services availability under a contract 
placed by the Director General Ships. A three year sample was used 
which although historic, was compiled at the time when the ill-fated 
Ship Upkeep Information System (SUIS) was in operation. Accepting 
that a high reporting load had been placed on the KLeet at the time • 
of SUIS, the data capture, both rate and quality, was probably the 
best achieved by the Royal Navy in a general reporting situation.
The results obtained from the Naval Maintenance Data Centre and 
Y-ARD are summarised at Appendix 9»
3.U.3.2 THE DIRECTORATE OF NAVAL OPERATIONAL SERVICES APPROACH
One of the wealtnesses of defect data normally returned by the Fleet 
is that the conditions normally experienced by ships during peace 
time are not necessarily representative of those which exist in 
hostile or conflict conditions. It was therefore argued by the 
Director of Naval Operational Services (DNOS), that full use should 
be made of 'representative situations' and it was decided that the 
time spent by ships at Portland under the control of Flag Officer 
Sea Training (FOST) was probably the best and most consistent 
scenario available. Here the ships could spend up to six weeks 
undergoing intensive work-up and trials, including live weapon 
firings and (although not part of the'DNOS analysis) the whole ship 
was assessed by the Staff of Flag Officer Sea Training by teams 
observing the ships' material and manpower performance under a 
variety of stringent conditions both at sea and alongside in 
harbour.
Each morning all ships during their time at Portland 'close-up' their 
systems operating teams and work through a series of System Operator , 
Checks (SOCs) which enables a definitive statement to be made of 
equipment state at a 'go'/'no-go' level and also some aspects of 
performance are also assessed, DNOS collected all the system 
operator check records and summarised the results under equipment 
headings, so that for each equipment the number of ships and 
observations taken were classified under three major headings of
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fully serviceable, degraded or out of action. This vas then 
expanded for the 'degraded* total to give brief descriptions of the 
effect of equipment degradation. This method of availability 
analysis vas termed 'intrinsic availability'.
SHIP
A B C D E F G TOTAL %
Number of observations 12 12 8 9 k 7 2
Fully serviceable 12 8 7 8 k 5 0 hh
Out of action 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 k
Degraded 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 6
Not holding tuning 3
Pulse restorer U/S 1 '
No ships head marker 2
TABLE 6 - Typical 'intrinsic availability' Results 
Obtained by DNOS
3.U.3.3 THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF FLEET APPROACH
The staff of the Coimnander-in-Chief Fleet had been closely involved 
in the development of the Systems Effectiveness Rating philosophy 
for use by all Systems Effectiveness Groups (SEGs). It vas also 
recognised that any quantitative approach could only be successful 
if reliable data vere available and used in a consistent manner. 
There vas general agreement that the reporting level of the Fleet in 
the area of equipment and systems defects vas not representative of 
the true state of the Fleet and figures of a 30% capture rate are 
frequently quoted, rising to 70% for special data collection 
exercises.
The technique considered by CINCFLEET vas to raise a simple 
questionnaire vhich vould probably only take about a minute to 
complete but vhich vould give a measure of the considered state of 
equipment in the Fleet based on past experience of maintainers and 
operators, This vould mean that the knovledge gained over time
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could be aggregated, but such a qualitative measure would contain 
all the potential shortfalls associated with such a technique. Six 
questions only were asked and was supported by a diagram which 
specified the major units which constituted the equipment or system 
in question. The proforma used is at Appendix 10, and the 
questions are summarised as:
1. What is the percentage operational time in a 30 day 
period with the equipment continuously manned?
2. For how long in a 8 or 12 or l6 or 2h hour period is 
it necessary to reduce the operational notice of the 
equipment for maintenance or performance checks?
3. How often do defects occur which prevents the 
equipment performing to Sea Acceptance Trials (SAT) 
standards?
U. Assuming stores are available, how long on average
does the defect talce to repair?
5. What percentage of defects need stores other than 
those carried by the ship?
6. How long does it take to get stores not normally 
held by the ship?
All the questions were related to a 30 day period, and from the 
answers obtained MTBF, MTTR and hence Availability calculated.
These figures were then examined against the data held by the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre, and in many cases there was a positive 
correlation between the analysis of the two data sources.
3.k.4 DISCUSSION
There has clearly been a considerable investment in the past into 
systems and equipment Availability and the variety of Data Banks and 
Availability Models are evidence of this. Whilst the mechanics of 
calculation and prediction of MTBF and MTTR seem to be understood, 
the actual implementation appears to be degraded by the 
insufficiency of reliable data for operating the models. In the 
case of Royal Navy systems an additional complication is the need to 
consider the scenarios involved when extending the availability
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model to become a performance or next event simulation of reality. 
'The experience gained during special recording exercises on board 
ships at sea highlights the fact that pure measurements of 
Reliability and Maintainability do not by themselves equate to 
System Effectiveness, and that many other factors intrude including 
Human Factors considerations. The IKARA onboard ship special trial 
is a case in point, and this is supported by the experiences of the 
staff of Flag Officer Sea Training as well as the personal 
experience of those involved in seagoing appointments,
Notwithstanding the weaknesses in the Availability aspect of 
Effectiveness based on Performance, Availability and Human Factors 
it appears that this is the better defined area, and that develop­
ment of this aspect would provide a firm foundation base on which to 
build the rest of the Total Ship System concept. The root problem 
is constantly focused on Data, and this can be sub-divided into two 
areas ;
a. the design of the information processing system such 
that data can be collected, analysed and distributed;
b. the collection of data such that analysis will result 
in meaningful outputs to decision makers.
The next Chapter concentrates on the first of these two issues and 
summarises the work of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre to design a 
Fleet Management Information System in the area of Upkeep Support.
As was stated earlier, the thesis author was appointed to this task 
as Head of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre in the Autumn of 1978.
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CHAPTER h
THE DESIGN OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM TO MEET THE AVAILABILITY 
EQUIPMENT
U.l THE NEED FOR THE SYSTEM
The background to the creation of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre 
was covered in Chapter 1, and the origins rest mainly in the now 
defunct Ship Upkeep Information System (SUIS). Given the large 
volume of Availability (or Ship Upkeep) data which is involved in 
the support of the Royal Navy ships at sea, the Admiralty Board 
(Admiralty Board 1976) directed that the Automatic Data Processing 
aspects of SUIS should be re-examined in order that the final NMDC 
be the most cost effective system which could be achieved. This 
anticipated the conclusion that Automatic Data Processing would 
probably be a necessary element of the final system.
In order to introduce an Administrative, as opposed to a Military, 
use system into service it is necessary to follow the laid down 
procedures which follow the pattern of the Preliminary Study 
Report (PSR), followed by the Full Study Report (FSR). The 
mandatory aspects which need to be covered in these reports are 
specified in the Computer and Telecommunications Handbook.
Approval of both the PSR and FSR involves an administrative chain 
which in addition to the sponsor Administrative Authority, includes 
the Defence Administration Computers Division (DACD) and the 
Central Computer and Telecommunications Authority (CCTA)^.
A Preliminary Study Report had been completed in April 1978, but, 
whilst this was passing through the Administrative approval 
procedures, a decision was made by the Assistant Chief of Fleet 
Support to freeze this report. This was due to the conclusion that 
the proposed system did not fully reflect the needs of the future 
Naval Maintenance Data Centre's 'customers', and it was therefore
The names of these organisations are subject to change and 
those used were relevant at the time the research and design 
were carried out.
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necessary to carry out a re-examination of this aspect with a 
report (408/9/6) produced in December 1979. In parallel, and 
anticipating approval of this report, work had commenced in the 
October 1979 on the new Preliminary Study Report which was 
subsequently completed in April 1980. By October 19Ô0, the main 
Chapter 3 of the Full Study Report had been completed in its first 
draft form, and this will be summarised in this chapter of the 
thesis.
The aims of the system are to;
a, fulfil its role as the Total Information System 
concept (q.v);
b, meet the requirements of Design Authorities, 
CINCFLEET, Chief Staff Officers (Engineering) at 
Portsmouth, Devonport, Chatham, Rosyth and Gibraltar,
c, improve management efficiency by better use of
manpower and reduction of manpower intensive clerical
functions,
d, provide a fast, user-orientated enquiry service;
e, make available data stored centrally at 'outstations*
by use of electronic office facilities.
4.1.1 THE WIDER SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS
The wider system implications, and how it is required to interact
with other Ministry of Defence Authorities is shown
diagramatically at Appendix 11, where both organisations and data
flows are illustrated. The ships are the primary data source of
upkeep support and usage data, which in addition to reliability
(MTBF) and maintainability (MTTR) data, now need to include
Equipment Related Stores Usage Information (ERSUl). This means
that logistic support is now starting to appear in the equations.
A major influence in this stores aspect becoming feasible is the
Admiralty Board decision to investigate the use of Administrative
Automatic Data Processing in ships, principally because of a
shortage of store assistants rating in the Fleet, This had had a
considerable impact on the Fleet Material State due to delays in 
demanding and supplying vital logistic support material stores.
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Onboard Automatic Data Processing Support in Ships (OASIS) is a 
three phase project:
a. Phase I - Stores Organisation
b. Phase II - Administrative Organisation
c. Phase III - Material., Management Support Organisation
The Directorate of Stores and Transport Organisation (DGST(W)) has
for some considerable time required data on stores usage, because 
this stores usage related data would help the analysis of why items 
were in demand by the Fleet, The Reliability Research Group at the 
Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment (ASWE) paved the way in 
this field by means of the Project CODE-NL, and the proposed ERSUI 
format is very much a derivitive of the CODE-NL onboard ship data 
record proforma.
At the Feasibility Study phase of OASIS, a visit to American Navy 
Staff Officers in Washington and the United States Navy Maintenance 
Support Office (NAÎ^ O) at Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania was completed 
in order to examine the United States Navy:
a. Shipboard Non-tactical Automation Programme (SNAP I 
and SNAP II')
b. Maintenance and Material Management System ( 3-M)
The subsequent report of the visit (443/15 *" November 1979) 
comments on the similarity between SNAP II and Project OASIS, and 
the 3*"M system and the NMDC. The possible extension and future use 
of OASIS in a Total Systems Effectiveness concept is covered in 
Chapter 8 of the thesis.
Fundamental to the organisation of the data from the Fleet is the 
requirement to identify all the systems and equipments fitted in 
each ship, and then generically by Class of Ship, Squadrons and 
equipment fit, Both Design Authorities - Director General Weapons. 
(Naval) and Director General Ships, and also the Director of Stores 
and Transport (Naval) have their own computer-based back-up systems 
and their own equipment identification codes. The proliferation is 
extended by other identification codes being produced by each 
Shipbuilder, the Royal Navy Maintenance Organisation (MMS), the
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Head of the Air Department (HAD(N)), the Naval Maintenance Data 
Centre - with an additional ex-SUIT coding system, ..... and no 
single common linking code or system to carry out the cross 
referencing task. Since this common identifier or coding task is 
fundamental to the organisation, not only of the Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre hut the whole information organisation shown in 
Appendix 11, then the current agreement that the Shipbuilders Firm 
of YARROWS, under contract to the Director General Ships (DG Ships) 
should act as the co-ordinator for the lists of equipment fitted in 
ships is an important key to resolving at least part of the problem.
Supplied to YARROWS will be;
, data on equipment fitted by Director General Weapons 
organisation.
. data on equipment fitted by Director General Ships 
organisation.
. data from Custodian Authorities on:
. Books of Reference, and Confidential Books 
. Alterations and Additions 
. Equipment Modifications 
, Equipment Lists 
. Integrated Parts Catalogues
YARROWS will then produce the Ship Equipment Fit List (SEFL), pass 
this to ships for inclusion in the OASIS software, and also to the 
Naval Mfe,intenance Data Centre as the means of constructing part of 
the Data Base Management System (DBiSB) and file structure. The 
feedback loop is.then completed by reports on alterations to the 
Ship Equipment Fit List being passed to YARROWS by the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre after periodic (Monthly) update returns 
from ships, Chief Executive Royal Dockyards (CED) and Fleet 
Maintenance Groups (FMG)/Craft Support Units (CSU).
The Naval Maintenance Data Centre, as the information processing 
core of the upkeep support data organisation will then be in a 
position to:
. provide Availability, Reliability and Maintainability 
(arm) data to Director General Weapons (Naval) and
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Director General Ships for use by projects, design 
sections, contractors, etc.
. provide stores usage related data to the Director General 
Stores and Transport (Naval) for use on projects such as 
the Spares Reduction Exercise Phase III (SPAREDEX III), 
the in-house Inventory Control System (CRISP) and to all 
Store Depots.
. provide appropriate Ministry of Defence (Navy)
departments data as required for Activity and Usage 
Analysis.
. support CINCFLEET Staff at Northwood and the main base 
ports in their Fleet Management task.
Whilst all the authorities and organisations shown in Appendix 11 
exist now, the data and information flows are only partially 
functional and the total organisation is as yet conceptual.
However, since this diagram was first produced in I98O, it has 
received considerable support from all Authorities involved. The 
central position of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre means that 
this must be designed and introduced into service before the whole 
information organisation can operate as shown.
4.2 AN ASSESSMENT OF CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
The users of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre have been termed the 
customers of NMDC, and hence the phase 'customer requirements'. 
Comment has already been made of the detailed surveys of customer 
requirements carried out between October 1978 and October 1979, 
which was completed by a combination of visits, personal inter­
views, correspondence and formal actions placed at meetings of the 
Customer Liaison Panel (CLP). It was however necessary to obtain 
continuous feedback of their commitment to use the NMDC system 
proposed in the,Preliminary Study Report. This was achieved in two 
stages :
a. A series of presentations to Director Fleet 
Maintenance (DFM) Weapon Equipment Supply Sub-Committee 
(WESSC), Ship Equipment Supply Sub-Committee (SESSC), 
CINCFLEET and the Customer Liaison Panel, These
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presentations were completed during the three months 
February to April I98O.
b. A series of meetings (at the Assistant Director and 
above level) with Director General Ships (DG Ships), 
Director General Weapons (Naval) (DGW(N)), Director General 
Supplies and Transport (DGST(N)), Chief Executive Royal 
Dockyards (CED), Management Support Information Project 
(MSIP) and CINCFLEET, These were held during June I98O.
4.2.1 THE DESIGN AUTHORITIES - DIRECTOR GENERAL SHIPS AND 
DIRECTOR GENERAL WEAPONS (NAVAL)
The term Design Authorities is something of a misnomer since the 
Director General Ships, (DG Ships) and the Director General Weapons 
(Naval) (DGW(N)) encompass the weapons and ship system aspects 
respectively from forward design to design, project, acceptance, 
and post design. Therefore extremes of requirements were stated by 
these two major organisations.
a. the Forward Design divisions require Availability, 
Reliability and Maintainability data in the areas of 
modelling validation and predictions. Since a range of 
data which can be made specific to a particular design task 
is necessary, it calls for a bank of A, R and M data.
b. the Post Design divisions concentrate on specific 
problem areas which are highlighted by the data received 
from the Fleet. Therefore, in addition to a general flow 
of A, R and M data, there is a need for in-depth data to 
support both intramural (MOD(n )) and extramural 
(contractors) investigations. Special trials and special 
reporting exercises are examples of procedures which have 
already been shown to have potential to meet this 
particular aspect.
The requirements become even more customer orientated since the 
'modus operandi* of DGW(N) is not similar to that adopted by 
DG Ships. The two major differences are that;
c. DGW(N) relies considerably on contractor support for 
carrying out both forward design and post design.
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d. DG Ships concentrates effort intramurally, but 
continuous reductions in intramural support levels means 
that contractors need to be co-opted for the tasks 
involved, even to the point where warship design as a 
private venture (the lype 21 Frigate) is allowed to proceed. 
This state of flux and transition from old to new 
procedures inevitably disturbs the organisation and 
conflicts of opinion are frequently heard.
Director General Weapons (Naval) having been forced by technological 
advances to become more dependent on contractor support during the 
past ten to twenty years has a well defined appreciation of the 
requirements of A, R and M data, and four main areas have been 
specified:
e. to validate prediction techniques and models,
f. to highlight design deficiencies,
g. to enable DGW(N) to prepare incentive type contracts
with firms 9 based in part on A, R and M clauses (this calls 
for validated data with a high confidence factor),
h. the anticipation that automatic data collection will
become 'standard equipment' with future weapon systems and 
that any information retrieval system must be capable of 
dealing with a vastly increased data input load.
The lack of interaction and data exchange between the present Naval' 
Maintenance Data Centre and the Performance Analysis tasks carried 
out by the Captain Weapons Trials Organisation, are seen by DGW(N) 
as a situation which needs to be investigated with a view to 
ensuring maximum interchange of Availability and Performance data 
and the analysis techniques. This is compatible with the Systems 
Effectiveness Groups (SEGs) basic models which are basically 
extensions of the Availability and. Performance functions.
(Chapter 3 Sections 3.3.4 and 3,4).
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4.2.2 THE DIRECTOR GENERAL SUPPLIES AND TRANSPORT (NAVAL)
The Director General Supplies and Transport (Naval) (DGST(N)) has a 
requirement to be able to identify stores usage by the Fleet in 
terms of corrective or preventive maintenance. Then the even finer 
detail of the time that stores are held on board ships before issue, 
and any delays incurred before the store item is finally used to 
rectify or prevent a defect. The timescales are measured, in terms 
of days, weeks and months rather than hours or minutes. Given such 
information then more efficient planning of stores production, 
storage, repair and methods of supply can be introduced.
The Spares Reduction Exercise - SPAREDEX III has been aimed at this 
task with a particular emphasis on the stores carried on board 
ships. The work carried out by the Reliability Research Group with 
Project CODE-NL has been of considerable value to SPAREDEX III, but 
has been limited to certain ships and not carried out on a total 
ship survey basis. The decision to introduce non-military computers 
in ships under Project OASIS is seen by DGST(N) as a method of 
improving on board ship stores accounting (see Section 4.1.1). Also 
the possibility that Maintenance Management data can be linked with 
the stores programs by use of the Ships Visual Display Units wired 
into the OASIS Computer, will mean that the associations sought by 
DGST(n ) should be available. Hence the construction by the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre of the Equipment Related Stores Usage 
Information (ERSUI) 'word' for inclusion into OASIS Phase I on the 
basis that this would eventually benefit the ships' stores keeping 
organisation.
The data flow from the ships would be to DGST(N) via the NMDC in 
order that the main data banks can be upgraded with the Reliability 
and Maintainability data embodied in ERSUI.
4.2.3 THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE ROYAL DOCKYARDS
The four major Base Ports of Devonport, Portsmouth, Chatham (but 
see Chapter 5 Section 5.1.2) and Rosyth have repair facilities for 
defective equipment, generally termed 'Line Overhaul'. Two methods, 
of equipment maintenance already mentioned have been 'defect' and
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preventive and a third classification is now being introduced which 
is 'condition'. In essence, instead of repairing an item only when 
it is defective, or maintaining a piece of equipment because it is 
due 'by calendar', the condition maintenance approach requires 
condition monitoring techniques and equipment and a rate of 
sampling the condition which is dependent on measurements obtained 
in relation to pre-set standards. Equipment repair or.overhaul 
takes place when there are indications that failure is imminent.
The Chief Executive Royal Dockyards compiles line overhaul dossiers 
on each piece of equipment serviced, basically for quality 
assurance control, but each dossier will contain valuable data on 
condition which can be analysed by the NMDC for inclusion in the 
ARM data bank.
In addition to the line overhaul dossier information, CED has 
agreed to forward details of Alterations and Additions and major 
modifications completed to ships back to the NMDC in order that the 
Ship Equipment Fit lists data base maintained by YARROWS can be 
updated.
Up to this point the NMDC would appear to be customer of CED rather 
than vice versa, however, a new area of common interest could be 
some proposed 'defect list' procedures, where the Naval Bases, Port 
Chief Staff Officers (Engineering) and the NMDC could profitably 
examine the setting up of a defect list issuing and amendment 
organisation. CINCFLEET has also stated that this is an area 
warranting further study.
4,2.4 THE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT INFORMATION PROJECT
The Management Support Information Project (MSIP) was initiated in 
1979 to study the problems associated with onboard Ship Support 
documentation. The vast quantity of Books of Reference, 
Confidential Books, Equipment Lists, Integrated Parts Catalogues,
Maintenance Management Systems ...  An almost unique set is
required for every ship in the Royal Navy, and this can only start 
to be solved by the creation of a definitive list of all equipment 
and systems fitted in each ship. Once having achieved this, and 
the organisation created to ensure that the master files are kept
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up-to-date then not only will ships receive the correct document­
ation support, hut the considerable volume of amendments to 
documentation will have a better change of success. YARROW’S have 
been nominated to carry out this task for the Surface Fleet, whilst 
VICKERS Limited will discharge the similar responsibility for the 
Submarine Fleet. Once having set up this system - in itself a task 
of considerable magnitude - then the feedback loop from the Fleet, 
Chief Executive Royal Dockyards, Fleet Support Groups and Craft 
Support Units to the NMDC will ensure that the master files at 
YARROWS and VICKERS can be kept up-to-date.
4.2.5 COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF FLEET
A re-examination of the requirements of the Commander-in-Chief 
Fleet was completed during the study period because of the 
Director Fleet Maintenance/CINCFLEET (Portsmouth) re-organisation 
in the early part of 198O (DCI 46l/80). From the point of view of 
the organisation of the Chief Staff Officer (Engineering) to 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet, the senior engineering staff would be 
based at Northwood, Middlesex, with the four major base ports of 
Portsmouth, Devonport, Chatham and Rosyth each administered from the 
Fleet Engineering aspects by the local Chief Staff Officer 
(Engineering).
The requirements of the senior staff at Northwood are implicit in 
their line management functions of policy decision making and Fleet 
Engineering knowledge.
The local Port Chief Staff Officers (Engineering) have 
responsibility for particular groups and Classes of Ships and for 
the day-by-day, short term - to medium term organisation and control 
of their sections of the Fleet. Equipment and system fits within 
ships however do not align themselves neatly to base port alloc­
ations, and there arises the requirement for an information system 
which is able to collect all Availability, Reliability and 
Maintainability data from individual ships, aggregate, analyse and 
then make available to all Port Chief Staff Officers (Engineering) 
and their staffs any information by ship or generic grouping to 
support their line management responsibilities. The fact that the
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Local Port staffs are required to have a fast reaction capability to 
ships' needs, means that the information system ~ the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre must be designed in order to meet this 
requirement.
4.2.6 OTHER CUSTOMERS
The Systems Effectiveness Groups (SEGs) have already been commented 
upon in the previous chapter and it is not intended to repeat the A, 
R and M requirements of these Groups. There are however in excess 
of 4o customers of the NMDC and a critical appraisal was carried out 
of their requirements as part of the task of producing the 
Preliminary Study Report (PSR). In addition to the Availability, 
Reliability and Maintainability aspects of equipments and systems, 
an important task carried out by the NMDC is the analysis of Ship 
Activity, and comprehensive proforma reports are produced 
periodically as a 'Ship Activity Analysis' for use in departments 
other than those concerned with the engineering quality of the 
Fleet.
4.3 DATA INPUTS COMPARED WITH REQUIREMENT
A constantly recurring theme expressed in the thesis to date when 
data, and in particular Availability, Reliability and 
Maintainability data has been discussed is the low confidence 
factor which is often given to analysis outputs. This is because 
the data tends to be either not significant in relation to the 
equipment population, or that the reporting does not reflect the 
'known to exist' situation. A review of the data received by the 
Naval Maintenance Data Centre shows that in number terms a large 
quantity of data are received, and Table 7 lists those more usual 
Fleet returns which can be of value in meeting customer require­
ments, The figures shown are a three year backlog (from I980) to 
which must be added the annual receipts in order that a viable data 
bank is created. The resources required to undertake the task of 
coding the data are considered in Chapter 5*
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FORM TYPE OF RETURN TOTAL
OPDEFS Operational Defects/Situation 
Reports
24,450
82022 Reports on Defective Material/ 
Designs
69,300
S2040 Ship Activity, Usage 4,500
82018 Job Cards 3,600
Other Reports 
Infrequent Reports
5,778
187,500
Total 295,128
TABLE 7 “ Summary of the current (198O) three year 
backlog required for data bank
This is not a specific list of all data received by the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre, and Appendix 12 gives a descriptive list of 
the variety of forms and reports which are received and which will 
be constantly reviewed as to their value for providing information 
in support of the customer requirements,
There is a considerable variety in the structure of the data 
received, ranging from concise signal reports based on a proforma 
and sometimes with codes to indicated states of equipment 
availability or performance, to multiple page typed reports 
-specifying the material state of a particular ship. Also, not 
shown in Table 7 is the data yet to be made available following the 
introduction of On Board ADP in Ships (OASIS) and in particular the 
Equipment Related Stores Usage Information (ERSUI) which will be 
made available once these systems are installed (discussed at 
Table 10),
The Royal Navy Maintenance Management System (MMS) is a procedure of 
planning work, and recording the action necessary to ensure that the 
maintainability of the Fleet equipment and systems are kept at an 
acceptable level. Because of the continuous need to update ship 
equipment fits with improved systems, and to modify installed
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systems to correct shortcomings or to improve performance, bhen 
there is the requirement for a shore based organisation to cope with 
the considerable task of ensuring that the MMS on board documentation 
is kept up-to-date.
The Naval Maintenance Data Centre information system will need to be 
structured to match the above volumes and variety of data input, and 
this has been approached by considering that three main aspects are 
involved:
a. An Equipment Reliability, Maintainability and
Availability Sub-System.
b. An Indexing System.
c. A Document Logging and Recall System.
The Equipment Reliability, Maintainability and Availability Sub- 
System (ERMA) will be best dealt with by the use of Automatic Data 
Processing with, the data retained in fast access, large capacity 
data store. The Document Logging and Retrieval System (DOLORES) 
with an associated indexing facility will consist of a system best 
able to cope with hundreds of thousands of pages of A4 paper.
Attempts to code this manuscript type data for storage by ADP means, 
could result in the loss of potential data depending upon the 
factors selected when the data reduction was undertaken. Table 8 
shows the allocation to ERMA and DOLORES of the data inputs shown in 
Table 7 and now includes the OASIS Automatic Recording data, but 
excludes the Maintenance Management System task.
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FORM DESCRIPTION ERMA
DOLORES HARD
Index M/F COPY
82040 Ship Activity Returns ' / X X X
Signal OPDEF - Notification / / / X
Signal OPDEF - Rectification / X X X
82022 Report of Defect in Material 
Design
/ / / X
82022a Reply to 82022 / / / X
82019 Defect Report / / / X
- OASIS Automatic Recording / X X X
- Fleet Maintenance Group/Craft 
Support Units Returns
/ X X X
— Alterations and Additions - 
Notification
/ / X /
- Alterations and Additions - 
Completion State
/ X X X
- Work Requisitions / / . X /
TABLE 8 - Allocation of Data Inputs to Analysis Procedures
4.3.1 THE EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY AND AVAILABILITY 
SUB-SYSTEM
The preparation of the data input documents will need trained 
Automatic Data Processing Coding staff, hut there is also the 
requirement for professional engineering judgements to he made in 
interpretation of the data. The NMDC staff have been co-located 
with the Technical Staff of the CINCFLEET based at Portsmouth and 
their task (once the system is installed and on-line) will be to 
process a projected annual data load of some 40,000 records (this is 
less than the I980 annual input total, and will constantly vary as 
customer requirements alter). The coding requirements depends not 
only upon the document, but also the stage at which it is being 
coded. As an example, the ’Report on Defective Material or Design' 
(82022) requires considerable coding, but the subsequent reply to
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the originator or other involved authorities, again sent in a
proforma (82022a), requires only that the existing 82022 needs to be
updated to show that the action has been.taken.
The majority of this data input will take place at positions 
equipped with Visual Display Terminals or Direct Transcription 
Devices having the ability to:
a. work in a normal interactive mode for data input and 
data update,
b. store data off-line on a 'key to disc' mode for
subsequent input to main computer files.
4.3.2 THE INDEXING 8UB-SYSTEM
The success of any complex data bank with a variety of data storage
capabilities will ultimately rest with the comprehensiveness of the 
Index Sub-8ystem. The organisation of the index file will include 
four major areas:
Management Maintenance 8ystem Documentation
The current Maintenance Management Maintenance 8ystem (Ml®) 
was initiated in 19T6 in order to rationalise the various 
Maintenance Systems in the Fleet at that time, and to ensure
that the use of common procedures would result in the most
efficient use of data which would be available from MMS for
Fleet Upkeep Support,
The three main documents used are Schedules, Maintenance 
Operations and Job Information Cards. It is possible to 
make estimates of the volumes of documents involved which 
will however not be a constant figure due to the increase in 
documentation during the Input Phase (when the are being 
installed in the Fleet), followed by a levelling off of as 
the Fleet installation is completed. It is estimated that 
some 6,670 Schedule pages and 62,355 Maintenance Operations 
are involved, from which it is calculated that an annual 
input load of up to 6,000 amendment records will be 
required. Added to this amendment data is the specific 
index for MMS.
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Ship Comprehensive Information System
The task of the Management of Ship Information Project 
(MSIP) was described at paragraph 4.2.4, together with the 
position of YARROWS as the Master Record Data Base 
custodian, and the role of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre 
in the feedback loop from the Fleet and Chief Executive 
Royal Dockyards. The NMDC becomes in turn a customer of 
YARROWS, needing the Ship Equipment Fit List (SEFL) for 
every ship as part not only of the Indexing Sub-System, but 
also the construction of the Software Database Management 
System. The current proposals are that a set of microfiche 
(or similar storage medium), will be used to define the 
total information package for each ship, with the fiche 
becoming part of the DOLORES sub-system, and access 
achieved by stating the unique identification number of a 
ship followed by a selection parameter(s).
Support Information
The considerable updating and amendment task with Books of 
Reference, Integrated Parts Catalogues, Parts Identification 
Lists etc has resulted in the increased use of microfiche 
stored data in ships, which are supplied, together with 
reading and print equipment. The Management of Ships 
Information Project have a requirement that the NMDC record 
the up-to-date amendment state of all ship support document­
ation, and it is estimated that this index will amount to 
approximately 30,000 entries. Separately there is a require­
ment for the complete contents of some Books of Reference - 
eg BR 1781(2), Common Range Electrical Testing Equipment - 
CRETE, to be held in a form suitable for retrieval and 
display to interested users. Microfiche is considered a 
suitable storage medium, and if this method is adopted the 
reference book aspects could be held on three microfiche - 
assuming 98 frames per fiche, with an associated index of 
about 200 entries.
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Alterations and Modifications
The MSIP project requires that the NMDC maintain indices of 
the issue, applicability and completion state of authorised 
Alterations and Additions and Modifications. This 
information will be supplied to YARROWS as changes to the 
Master Record Data Base, and also to initiate changes to the 
scale of spares allocat'ed to ships,
4.3.3 THE DOCUMENT LOGGING AND RETRIEVAL SUB-SYSTEM
The Document Logging and Retrieval System (DOLORES) is a combination 
of the Indexing Sub-System above and the storage system for DOLORES 
data. As has been implied in previous references to this sub-system 
the decision is that microfiche is a suitable medium, but that 
because of the rapid development of technology in this area 
(including spooled microfilm), that the final decision will be 
influenced by availability, cost and projected future developments. 
The first estimate of the possible quantity of data to be stored is 
at Table 9» and is extropolated from Table T.
DOCUMENT TYPE ANNUALINPUT
3-YR
BACKLOG
TOTAL 4-YR 
DATA BASE •
Frequent and Routine 35,876 107,628 143,504
Infrequent 62,500 187,500 250,000
Total 98,376 295,128 393,504
TABLE 9 - First Estimate of the number of Documents 
(a4 Pages) to be Stored on Microform
However these figures are subject to variation depending upon 
decisions based on customer requirements. A more recent '4 year 
total* estimate of the frequent and routine documents is 97,940, but 
the exact figure is not critical since it is not so much pages of 
A4, but the number of pages of a4 per microfiche, and hence the 
total number of microfiche required.
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Using latest available figuresj the microfiche capacity required by 
the system is:
a. For ’frequent and routine’ plus infrequent 
documents (see Tables 10 and ll)   ....  2537 fiche
b. For SHIPCIST data (produced as Computer 
Output Fiche, and at a higher density than the 
documents above (see Tables 10 and 11).......  1080 fiche
b.3.k THE OASIS PRODUCED DATA
The Equipment Related Stores Usage Information (ERSUI) required by 
the MOD(N) Total Information System as illustrated at Appendix 11 
will be derived from ships through the OASIS - Onboard Automatic 
Data Processing on Ships - Systems. Initially the data will be 
returned to the NMDC by means of Magnetic Tapes at an estimated 
volume of l,b40 tapes per year. The Preliminary Study Report (PSR) 
concept for the final NMDC system made provision for the inclusion 
of satellite communications (SATCOMS) and this rapid and modern data 
transmission technique could be used at some future date for the 
return of OASIS produced ERSUI data.
U.S.5 SUMMARY OF DATA INPUTS
A summary of the projected data inputs to the Naval Maintenance Data 
Centre by sub-system is produced at Table 10, and shows for each of 
the three major sub-systems ;
a. ERMA and Indexing
b. ERMA, Indexing and DOLORES.
c. DOLORES
the projected annual data receipt, and subsequent records to be 
created.
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SUB-SYSTEM DATA INPUT ANNUAL
RECORDS CREATED
RECEIPT CODED FRAMES
OPDEF and Rectifications 7,000 7,000 -
82022 Actions 6,650 6,650 -
ERMA S20U0 Usage Returns 1,500 1,500 -
and
INDEXING
FMG Returns 
Work Requisitions
736
330
U25
330 :
MMS Index 5,350 11,161 -
ERSUI (Mag Tapes) 1,UU0 309,600 -
82022 5,120
ERMA
INDEXING
S2018
OPDEFS and SITREPS
l,Ul5
7,700
and
DOLORES SHIPCIST (Microfiche) Growth to an estimated max 1,080 microfiche
SHIPCIST (Data Changes) Tapes 212
82022a 5,120 - 5,120
DOLORES Miscellaneous Future Inputs 
as Appendix 12
5,000 25,000
TABLE 10 - Summary of Projected Data Inputs by Sub-System to the 
Naval Maintenance Data Centre
Based on the NMDC customer requirements which have been stated to 
date a three years backlog of data is estimated, and projected for 
1981-1983 are shown in Table 11.
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DATA INPUT
NUMBER OF RECORDS RECORDS CREATED
AVERAGE ANNUAL X3 CODED FRAMES
OPDEFS 7,T10 23,100 23,100 23 ,100
S2022 5,120 15,360 15,360 30,720
S2022 Actions 6,650 19,950 19,950 -
82022a 5,120 15,360 - 15,360
S20U0 Series 1,500 U,500 U,500
S2018 1,U15 U,2U5 U,2U5 lt,2l+5
FMG Returns U,26U 12,792 12,792 -
As and As U25 1,275 1,275 -
Work Requisitions 330 990 990 -
MMS Index llU,936 llU,936 -
SHIPCIST Ship Classes 
LEANDERS read 
fi che
Types U2 
y by 198
, 21, 22
3 - U77 m
and
icro-
Miscellaneous 5,000 15,000 -, 15,000
TABLE 11 - Estimated three years data backlog required for 
NMDC System (198I-I983)
SYSTEM SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Before the software requirements are defined it was necessary to 
consider the software processing time which is likely to be 
involved in the data processing task discussed in the preceding 
sections. The specialist programs for this task are held by 
Defence Administrative Computers Division, and DACD(Tech) completed 
the required calculations based on six typical processes defined by 
the NMDC, The final figures obtained as shown in Table 12 and 
demonstrated the viability of the use of a dedicated mini-computer ' 
for the NMDC system.
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PROCESSES USED FOR CALCULATIONS
DOLORES
INDEX
50
ENTITY
PRINT
ERMA
OUTPUT
SHIP
ACTI­
VITY
OUTPUT
ERMA
UPDATE
250
DOLORES
OUTPUT
ANNUAL
NUMBEROF
RUNS
k 50 36 250 TOTAL .ANNUAL
USAGE
ANNUAL 
USAGE 
IN . 
SECONDS
4,082 1,008 138,600 300 13,508 504,000 661,598
TABLE 12 - Results of Computer Process Timing Calculations (DACD- 
Tech)
D a i l y  usage in seconds = '^^ 252^"^^"^70 “ 3750 seconds
Based on these guideline calculations, all inputs, files and outputs 
involved were determined. Full details are reported in the Full 
Study Report Chapter 3 (N/DFM 50U67/T8 - Draft October 1980), as are 
the associated flowcharts supported by statements of the data- 
elements used within the processes. This incremental but logical 
series of steps to developing the Configuration of the Automatic 
Data Processing Systems was followed by examining the two main 
storage areas involved;
a. Central Processor Unit (CPU)
b. Data Storage .
U.U.l CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT
The Central Processor Unit will need to have adequate processing and 
store capability in order that the tasks defined in the Full Study 
Report can be carried out. Although not yet discussed there will be 
a requirement to handle 15 remote terminals initially, and for this 
to increase to an anticipated maximum of h2 but still to provide an 
acceptable user response time.
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4.4.2 DATA STORE REQUIREMENTS
The total information storage within the system can he grouped into 
three categories;
a. Magnetic disc storagej
h. Magnetic tape storage and archivesj
c. Microform storage.
Magnetic Disc Storage
With the system so far described it is appreciated that rather than 
a series of unique functions being made available, a complex and 
overlapping group of functions have to be considered in the system 
design. In order to cope with this situation it is considered that 
a Data Management System, which would allow multi-access should be 
used, (This approach was supported by the Central Computer and 
Telecommunications Agency - CCTA). From the system users point of 
view, use of their Visual Display Units should give an easy to use, 
conversational 5 facility to guide and prompt them during the 
formulation of their enquiries. The software within the system will 
therefore need to be designed in such a way that it will be possible 
for even complex enquiries to be brought down to a manageable level 
and is described at Section 4.5.2.
Using a CODASYL (see Glossary of Terms) data base a provisional Data 
Base System Model was produced which was then used to carry out the 
ADP sizing calculations. The estimated store requirement could be 
met by using 2 x 300 Mbyte discs for the data base, which would 
allow spare capacity of 100 Mbyte.
Ihe storage volumes associated with programs, workfiles, software 
etc will peak and trough considerably through the course of a working 
day as sort, work and print files are created and erased. The 
predictions are comparatively crude at this stage, but it is 
considered that 'transactions and sort files’ created centrally and 
at remote user entry points could peak to 150 Mbytes. Storage of 
the operating system is an unknown quantity and machine dependent, 
but could increase the requirement to l80 Mbytes. Allowing up to
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fifty per cent contingency on these figures, and also working on the 
assumption that 300 Mbyte discs will he used for the Data Base 
System, it is considered prudent to allow for an additional 
300 Mbyte disc.
The allocation of magnetic disc storage for the system is :
Data Base 300 Mb 
300 MbPrograms 5 Work Files, Software etc 
Standby Drive
250 Mb
300 Mb 250 Mb
TABLE 13 - Allocation of Magnetic Disc storage for the System Tasks 
Magnetic Tape Storage and Archiving
The magnetic tape equipment will be used in the system to carry out 
the following functions :
a. As an interface to allow outputs from the Ship’s OASIS 
Computer System - the Equipment Related Stores Usage 
Information (ERSUI) and outputs from the YARROWS Master 
Record Data Base.(MRDB) to be input to the NMDC system.
b. As an output media from the NMDC.
c. As the means of ’dumping’ system discs in order that
these can be used as security back-up copies,
d. To provide a facility for any conversion operations
that may be required in transferring data from the current 
systems.
e. To store data which is of historical value and there­
fore to be retained in the archives.
In order to allow flexibility of design, and system fail soft 
redundancy, two magnetic tape units will be required for the total 
system, and capacity to be based on the estimates at Sections 4.3.4 
and 4,3.5.
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Microform Storage
The software requirements for microform index, control, retrieval 
and display will he an integrated part of the operating software and 
also the Data Base System. As far as storage capacity is concerned 
a summary is included on both Tables 10 and 11, the only remaining 
point to be made is that there will also be an archiving require­
ment for microfiche, and that this could also be tied to the three/ 
four year point, Whilst the NMDC, and prior to that the Ship Upkeep 
Information System (SUIS) has had a sizeable problem in storing hard 
copy data in archives, this will no longer be a problem with the 
introduction and use of microfiche. The considerable superiority of 
an ADP based system is that once recalled from archives any data 
element is immediately available for full integration with a data 
base organised configuration. To retrieve hard copy documents from 
past archives could only be achieved on a 'file sort' basis with 
the associated time-consuming aspects as well as poor efficiency 
compared with the potential of automatically processed data stores.
4.5 SYSTEM HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS AND FINAL CONFIGURATIONS
The April I98O Preliminary Study Report concluded that the 
configuration should be based on the elements and construction as 
drawn in Appendix 13* Here the main hardware components are 
illustrated together with a diagrammatical representation of the 
customers and basic items of equipment required at each outstation. 
The procedures for approval and introduction into service of 
Administrative computing systems are defined in Joint Services 
Publication 343 and follow the stages of Preliminary Study and 
Report (PSR)s Full Study and Report (FSR) and only then is the 
Operational Requirement (OR) produced for contractors to consider an 
Invitation to Tender. The Royal Navy interests in this process are 
scrutinised by the appropriate Administrative Authority (in this 
case the Assistant Chief of Fleet Support) aided by the professional 
opinion of the Director of Automatic Data Processing Co-Ordination 
(ADP Co-Ord(N)). The Inter-Service implications are the concern of 
Defence Administrative Computers Division (DACD), and finally, as 
the Government's 'auditing advisor' are the Central Computer and 
Telecommunications Agency (CCTA). Approval time for each stage is
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considerable (three to five months) and project teams need to strike 
a balance between waiting for approval at each stage with the 
attendant time penalty, and moving ahead with a risk that some work 
carried out may prove to be nugatory.
The Naval Maintenance Data Centre project team largely overcome 
these possible problems by ensuring that the Steering Committee 
included members from:
Director of Fleet Maintenance
Automatic Data Processing Co-ordination (Navy)
Defence Administrative Computing Division 
Central Computer and Telecommunications Authority 
Chief Naval Signals Officer Department
Final approval to proceed to a Full Study of the Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre was received on 21 November 1980 which meant that some 
alterations had to be considered to the draft Chapters 2 and 3 of 
the Full Study Report which had been completed by October 198O. The 
October I98O date was linked to the start of the Defence Fellowship 
and helps to explain the desire to move forward with the project 
rather than wait at each stage for formal approval to proceed.
4,5.1  THE NAVAL MAINTENANCE DATA SYSTEM AS PROPOSED IN THE 
PRELIMINARY STUDY REPORT
The Naval Maintenance Data System proposed in the April I98O 
Preliminary Study Report was based on a Mini-Computer with Central 
Microfiche storage and retrieval, and other data storage facilities 
to meet customer requirements described in the preceding sections.
The elements of the system are;
a, A Mini-Computer with g Mbyte to 1 Mbyte of store, being 
expandable up to 4 Mbyte should it be required in the future, 
with a Front End Process able to control up to 42 remote 
terminals. An operating system that is able to control the 
processing initiated by 42 remote terminals together with up 
to 8 local terminals, and examples include Input, Updating, 
Interrogation, Program Development, System Housekeeping,
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Printing, etc. This operating system is to he upward 
compatible to cover any later increases in store or 
peripheral equipment. The support of a word processing 
software facility to cover the Maintenance Management 
System (MIVK) is necessary.
b. Four in number 300 Mbyte Disc Drives to provide 
central storage for MMS documentation, Data Base, System 
Software, program modules and system work areas.
c. One console unit for operators control of the system 
and central message handling.
d. Two magnetic tape units., for interfacing with other 
systems and to facilitate system security dumping.
e. One 300 line per minute band printer sited at the 
central computer location.
f. A Microfiche storage and retrieval unit consisting of 
two in number carousels, video cameras and video image 
storage, and carousel to have a storage capacity of 400K 
documents. (The calculation for the number of fiche is 
subject to alteration depending upon the fiche density 
used). A video camera to scan a microfiche frame and 
transmit to video storage. The video image storage to 
retain the received image and re-transmit via software and a 
mini-computer to remote users.
g. Two Video Display Units capable of carrying out the 
word processing requirements.
h. One high quality printer to produce master copies of 
MMS documentation for later litho printing.
j. Up to fourty-two remote sited VDUs to input data, 
receive and display transmitted video images and carry out 
an interactive dialogue with the mini-computer.
k. Up to eight printers, sited remote to the central 
computer, to receive and print textual and diagrammatical 
information.
1, Possibly eight Pressure Sensitive Pads for remote input 
of data.
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m. Each remote user to he connected by dedicated 
Post Office lines, modems and encryption equipment. To 
facilitate the transfer of digitized video image signals it 
will be necessary to incorporate all the relevant interfaces 
required to carry out this operation including couplers, 
compressors etc.
4.5.2 SYSTEM OPERATION
The method of operation of the proposed system is illustrated by 
considering the case of an external (geographically) user based in 
any of the Base Ports at Portsmouth, Devonport, Chatham (but see 
Chapter 5, Section 5.1*2) or Rosyth. The user would initiate the 
system by the use of a user identify code which would have 
associated with it security lock out protection characteristics. In 
addition at each Base Port as an example, previously determined 
priority codes based on authority of customer, time, nature of 
enquiry and relationship to other same Base Port current requests 
for data would result in priority queueing by means of local soft­
ware control. The implied 'time penalty' need not be significant if 
the system response times are adequately designed to meet an 
anticipated multiple enquiry situation. Initial calculations 
indicate that there should not be a serious queueing problem.
Since a Data Base System is involved, the method of retrieving 
information would be for the user to make his request quoting 'key­
words ' or 'keywords and selection parameters' as appropriate. The 
'keyifork ' file would be accessed by using any one of the available 
(nominated) 'keyifords' and each reference held against that 'key­
word' is used to access the records on the reference file(s). Each 
possible record is inspected by software to determine its 
applicability to any other 'keywords' and 'parameters' stated. When 
a record is located that is applicable, it is written to a 'word 
file' and a 'hit count' incremented. There is no upper limit 
constraint on the number of keywords to be used, and a library of 
1000 words is feasible.
When all the records have been inspected the customer will be 
informed on his visual display unit of the 'hits' his enquiry has
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achieved. If this number is regarded by him as excessive or 
difficult to interpret, then additional 'keywords' or refinements of 
the 'selection parameters' can be made. If this option is selected, 
then the procedure outlined above will be repeated, but now the 
'work file' is used as a reference file with the original data used 
as the basis of acceptance or rejection of additional selection 
criteria. Any new relevant data will be added to the 'work file' 
and the 'hit count' updated accordingly.
When the 'hit rate' of the records is considered by the enquirer to 
be acceptable then the selection phase is complete and the retrieval 
procedures are ihitiated. The user will always have the option of 
going back one stage of the last refinement reduces the hit-rate to 
too low a level. As a system enhancement, summary pages will be 
available for examination on the users VDU before the final decision 
is made to select systems held data sources,
Data Retrieval can be achieved in three ways ;
a. Level 1 - which is defined as main computer store held 
information. In this case the contents of the final 'work 
file' are displayed on the users video screen in a pre­
determined format. Each VDU will have the capability of 
producing a hard-copy of any information displayed on the 
VDU as an instantaneous facility.
b. Level 2 - which is defined as microfiche stored 
infomation, and this means that an image of the documents 
found to be applicable need to be displayed on the users 
VDU, This will be achieved by the microfiche retrieval 
software, where a microfiche frame reference is determined 
as a function of the selected parameters. Any one of the 
400K documents (pages of A4) will be automatically selected 
by the microfiche retrieval system in less than 2 seconds. 
The data frame will be scanned by a high resolution 
miniature video camera, the frame contents transferred to a 
digitalised format and then stored in a video disc store. 
Transmission via the British Telecom telephones lines with 
transmission times not exceeding thirty seconds to any point 
in the United Kingdom will result in the digitalised image
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being reproduced on the users VDU, and again a hard-copy 
being available if required via a video printer. In order 
to retain the image definition an Ah page document will be 
presented as two half pages, with the lower half being 
'rolled up' by command of the user. The use of the video 
storage technique also means that the main microfiche 
carousel system is free for the next customer enquiry once a 
document retrieval action has been completed.
c. Level 3 - which is a combination of Level 1 and Level 2 
procedures, and the association of main computer store held 
data is automatically associated with microfiche stored data 
by the organisation software. A split VDU screen facility 
can be used in such cases where by interlacing the two data 
sources, the users VDU will display (as one option) micro­
fiche stored data on the upper section of the screen, and 
the computer store formatted data on the remaining space.
More particular uses of the total system will be required by the 
smaller team concerned with Maintenance Management System (MMS) 
operation. The two VDUs designated for this sub-system will be 
located at Portsmouth Naval Base and whilst their main concern will 
be with the updating of the MMS file records, changes to these files 
are a function of changes to the Ship Equipment Fit List (SEFL) and 
so automatic prompts to the MMS team will be generated by the system 
software.
Although not shown on the Appendix 13 diagrams, discussions between 
YARROWS and the Naval Maintenance Data Centre have resulted in 
agreement that a direct link (British Telecoms line) will be 
necessary in order to ensure the two way updating process illustrated 
in Appendix 11.
The two way information flow between the Chief Staff Officers 
(Engineering) at the four base ports of Portsmouth, Devonport,
Chatham and Rosyth, could as a future system extension use the 
Satellite Communications (SATCOL©) installations available in ships 
in order to set up on-line linlts between CSO(e )s and individual 
ships. A customer enquiry from any ship from any part of the world
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is now a feasible proposition. The logical extension to this 
situation is for Base Port CSO(E)s and ships to communicate direct 
by SATCOMS, data relevant to the discussion extracted from the NMDC 
data banks and displayed on VDUs ashore and at sea, and diagnostic 
conference mode established. The pressure sensitive pads listed in 
the hardware fit can be used to directly input plain language, 
drawings, sketches into the system data bank (in this case main 
computer data store) and immediately available for transmission via 
SATCOMS to the ships. No special training or facilities are 
required for the pressure sensitive pads which as a new area of 
technological development will need to be monitored for value and 
reliability as the project progresses.
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CHAPTER 5
THE DEVELOPMENT AND INTRODUCTION INTO SERVICE OF THE INFORMATION 
SYSTEM TO MEET TI-IE AVAILABILITY REQUIREMENT
The approval given by the Central Computer and Telecommunications 
Agency in November I98O to proceed to the Full Study Phase 
contained two provisos:
a. In view of the difficulties likely to be encountered in 
respect of transmission of digitised microfiche, full 
evaluations should also be made of an alternative system 
(for the textural documentation aspects - Authors comments).
b. The-problems of cross-indexing between the computer 
base and the microfiche should be given   examination.
5 .1  PHASED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM
It was appreciated that the full system proposed in the Preliminary 
Study Report was a major innovation and that particularly in the 
automatic microfiche retrieval area that there were few systems in 
existence which could be used as an evaluation tool, Similar but 
limited systems were however viewed, the two main ones being the 
fingerprint system at New Scotland Yard, and the other the Daily 
Mirror communications link between Fleet Street, London and the 
Manchester offices. A representative of CCTA visited the USA to 
examine the current systems available there, and the technology 
explosion in this area of video text with the sub-divisions of view 
data and teletext is rapidly increasing confidence in the viability 
of constructing a system as postulated in the Preliminary Study 
Report.
Nevertheless a phased approach to the Naval Maintenance Data System 
is a technically prudent approach, not only to develop both the 
hardware and software involved, but also to obtain customer feedback 
at discreet stages of system development in order to achieve a final 
system which is constructed to meet customer requirements.
The Full Study Report (August I98I) states:
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'Although the Total Systems broadly as described in the 
Preliminary Study Report remains the objective, a final 
decision on its implementation will not be taken until 
experience has been gained with Phases I - III 
inclusive.'
5.1.1 PHASE I - EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY AND 
AVAILABILITY, INDEXING AND TEXT PROCESSING
This phase will ensure that Equipment Reliability, Maintainability 
and Availability (ERMA) data can be stored and will provide 
statistical analysis of that data as requested by the user. ERMA 
data at this stage is to be based on the present Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre ADP operations, but updated and revised to meet new 
customer requirements, The Indexing features will include the 
Maintenance Management System (MMS) document amendment state index, 
SHIPCIST information and indexes, Alterations and Additions and 
Modification States. A text processing facility will be provided to 
support the preparation of Defect Lists, amendment of MMS Schedules 
and production of Director of Engineering Support (n )^  reports.
The staff of the Chief Staff Officer (Engineering) at Devonport will 
be connected to the system by British Telecommunications lines, 
whilst CSO(E) Portsmouth and CINCFLEET (Portsmouth) will be hard­
wired into the system.
The system configuration and hardware distribution is shown in the 
diagram at Appendix l4. The mini-computer with 4 x 300 Mbyte main 
data store, also has a magnetic tape sub-system to transfer and 
receive data, and to carry out security dumping. To preserve data 
security the British Telecoms land line is interfaced via a modem 
with encryption equipment and both the Devonport and Portsmouth ends 
of the system. A total of 15 low resolution visual display units 
are shared amongst the customers, this being based on estimated
4. Following the re-organisation of the Ship Maintenance Authority 
and CINCFLEET Technical Staff based at Portsmouth, the Ship 
Maintenance Authority ceased to exist and the Directorate of 
Engineering Support (N) evolved as the new organisation.
(DCI 46l/80)
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requirements, and not as a limiting factor. Printer/plotters 
complete the basic system hardware elements made available at the 
customer base points.
5.1.2 PHASE II - THE ADDITION OF MANUAL MICROFICHE RETRIEVAL
Phase II is a natural engineering extension of Phase I, and will 
include the addition of manual microfiche retrieval which is to be 
based on a centrally indexed but locally (customers at their place 
of work) held microform store of agreed documentation. This will be 
based on the documents shown in Table T and could be subject to 
expansion in the light of operational experience to include some of 
those data inputs listed in Appendix 12.
Included in this phase is the compilation of the 'keyword* - micro­
form index to enable the relevant document to be retrieved. The 
modus operandi will be similar to that described in Chapter 4 
Section 4,5.2, but instead of the appropriate documents stored on 
microfiche being automatically displayed on the users VDU, 
instructions will be displayed as to the location within the locally 
held microfiche bank of the appropriate documents.
Calculations of the requirements and costs (per item) of microfiche 
masters, indexed sets and titled sets show that it is financially , 
viable to use a commercial bureau for production of the microfiche 
rather than set up an in-house operation, A total of six microfiche 
reader printers will need to be purchased and distributed amongst 
the customer at stations, which will now include the Director of 
Engineering Support (Naval) Staff based at Bath. This organisation 
will be connected to the centralised system by British Telecoms land 
lines with the same modem and encryption equipment as installed at 
the Devonport offices for the Chief Staff Officer (Engineering).
The system schematic is shown at Appendix 15 and itemises the main 
hardware items necessary for this phase of system development.
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5.1.3 PHASE III - THE ADDITION OF AN AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT LOGGING ■ 
AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
This phase introduces the ability to access an on-line data 
library by means of an automatic microfiche retrieval system. The 
digitised data will be transmitted to the customers by two main 
routes:
a. Hard wire link to CINCFLEET (Portsmouth) and CSO(e) 
Portsmouth5
b. By means of British Telecom lines to selected out­
station sites and this will be conducted in the first 
instance, as a trials exercise.
The computer controlled automatic microfiche retrieval systems have 
been seen working but as there is a technical risk in this area 
trials to demonstrate reliability and availability will be 
necessary. The microfiche stores are carousels which contain 
(typically) T6o fiche, with up to 512 frames per packing density.
By use of XY co-ordinate data any frame in any fiche can be auto­
matically selected and mechanically moved to be positioned under a 
video scanner. A video scanner with a bandwidth of approximately 
15 kHz can produce approximately 1200 line horizontal resolution, 
which is adequate for reading A4 documents on a monitor screen 
provided the character size is not less than a normal typewriter 
12 characters per inch format.
• . . .For documents where the information is only black and white, with no 
grey scale, then digital type stores are used and the television 
frequency picture obtained from the video scanner is quantised into 
individual pixels with a typical resolution for an Ah document of 
500 horizontal to 1000 vertical. Each pixel is coded as either 
black or white and stored in a matrix store with the facility to 
transfer to disc store to expedite data transfer and prevent 
queueing.
Larger documents can be stored in a larger matrix, and not only can 
the viewing windpw be moved about the document, but also, electronic 
zooming can be introduced, hence providing a closer look at any
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area. This facility has potential application for viewing detailed 
engineering drawings.
The video picture can be transmitted to remote stations, either over 
a high bandwidth line (see Section 5.2), or over British Telecom 
telephone lines. With the content of the picture equivalent to at 
least half a million bits of information, this would take between 40 
milliseconds and 3 minutes depending upon the transmission system 
and bandwidth. It is the question of the consistent quality of the 
received picture which has caused the Central Computer and 
Telecommunications Agency to recommend a phased system development 
plan in order to minimise engineering and hence financial risk.
The hardware involved in Phase III is shoim diagramatically at 
Appendix l6 where the 'trials equipment' is shown consisting of;
a. A high resolution Visual Display Unit,
b . A buffer disc store.
Rosyth Dockyard is now included (Chatham excluded as a result of the 
latest defence reviews) and the trials equipment will be evaluated 
at Rosyth, Devonport and Bath, where at each of these stations the 
following equipment will have been installed or included as part of 
the previous stages:
c. A printer/plotter.
d. Encryption equipment.
e. A modem.
f. A line sharing device.
g. A 9.6 baud dedicated British Telecom line.
Subsequently, the effect of multi-user situations will be tested.
5,1.4 PHASE IV - THE TOTAL NAVAL MAINTENANCE DATA CENTRE SYSTEM
The total Naval Maintenance Data Centre System will be based on that 
stated on the Preliminary Study Report (April 1900) and the data 
linlts extended to meet the customer requirements shown in the 
Information Flow diagram at Appendix 11,
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The Phase IV Configuration is sho\m at Appendix IT and all the 
organisations and Authorities shown ('customers') have stated their 
requirement to be included in the system design. The computer data 
store will probably need to be upgraded and an estimate is made at 
this stage of 6 in number 300 Mbyte disc drives. Also the total 
visual display unit requirements becomes not only increased compared 
with the original Preliminary Study Reports but the mix of low and 
hi^ resolution will depend upon the system design following the 
Phase III trials".
5.2 THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF FUTURE TECHNICAL ADVANCES
There are a number of aspects of the Total Naval Maintenance Data 
Centre System where technological advances could possibly impact on 
the system design. The computer and computer storage area is 
subject to rapid changes of design t e c h n o l o g y  and in recognition of 
this the Preliminary Study Report bases system design philosophy on 
the assumption that a review of the Total System will be undertaken 
every seven years. This approach has also been adopted by the 
United States Navy with their SNAP II system.
The communications area is perhaps even more dynamic and more 
critical to the systems because of the dependence of external users 
on communications links. Four aspects will need to be constantly 
monitored by the project team and integrated into the phased 
approach as part of the adaptive gro-wth philosophy. These are 
Packet Switching, System X, Videotext and Voice Data Input.
Packet Switching
A British Telecoms development used for routeing blocks of 
information on alternative routes through a network to achieve a 
higher level of utilisation with reduced delays, this technique may 
be more suitable'to limited length message transmission rather than 
the volumes envisaged for document transmission purposes in the NMDC 
system.
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System X
The introduction of digital telephone exchanges as part of British 
Telecoms £150M System X project means that every phone line will be 
able to carry data easily. At present British Telecoms has fewer , 
than 200 customers for its full 48K bits/sec data service, but the 
plan is that wideband digital data linlcs - of up to 80 kilobit per 
second - will be available to every subscriber. The conversion from 
analogue systems and electro-mechanical exchanges to a total digital 
system will not happen quickly but even the 1990s are not far away 
and the 'seven year change' design philosophy of the NMDC will 
ensure that full advantage can be taken of developments in this 
area.
Videotext
Videotext is concerned with text, data and graphics presented to 
customers on a visual display unit. The proliferation of available 
combinations possible from video, data, tele, fax, tex, text, view 
.., cause some confusion but Figure 11 is a hierarchical relation­
ship for the purposes of discussion on this thesis.
Videotext 
Text, data and graphics 
presented to end users 
on a monitor screen
Viewdata 
.. transmitted over 
telephone lines
Prestel - BBc' 
Fintel 
Thorntel 
Teletel
Teletext 
»,, transmitted over 
broadcasting networks
J'
Ceefax BBC1/BBC2 
Oracle ITV
FIGURE 11 - Relationship between Videotext, Viewdata and Teletext 
(Computing 2k Sep 8l)
Viewdata uses modified television sets to display data received over 
a telephone network. These sets are duplex, with the ability to 
transmit (via a keypad) and receive. With the PRESTEL system for
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example many thousands of pages of data are available, and there is 
an obvious similarity between these systems and the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre's DOLORES from the aspects of using 
British Telecom lines, display units and keywords to access many 
thousands of data pages.
Teletext uses a previously redundant part of the television signal 
(the vertical blanking interval) to broadcast data. Teletext is 
therefore a receive only system but could have an applicability for 
terminal display users to call up standard statistical outputs from 
the NMDC data base and the current Teletext transmission rate of h 
pages a second is more than adequate in terms of system response 
time.
Facsimile, or fax is a system where a facsimile machine reads a 
sheet of paper which may contain text, handwriting or drawings, 
converts it into an analogue signal and transmits across the 
telephone network to a compatible machine which recreates the 
original document. There are three standards for fax machines ;
CCITT Group 1 - transmission of a4 sheet in four or six 
minutes
CCITT Group 2 - transmission of a4 sheet in two or three 
minutes
CCITT Group 3 - transmission of A4 sheet in less than two 
minutes and typically about 4o seconds
Whilst the NMDC system data links are based on digitised data, 
developments in analogue systems to the extent where 4o seconds 
transmission times are a viable proposition could result in an 
interchange of techniques analogue to digital with the associated 
benefits from the NMDC point of view.
Voice Data Input
Whilst limited application control systems exist at present, the 
effect on the ADP coders task would be significant should voice 
input become a reliable procedure for input data to the system.
Once major capital expenditure has been overcome, a systems running
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costs are usually very dependent upon manpower resources. Any 
development which can be sent to reduce the overall system cost will 
be beneficial to the cost effectiveness of the project.
5.3 TIMESGALES FOR INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT PLAN
A summary of the project phases with planned implementation dates is 
at Table l4, which also shows the customers who are, or will be on­
line with the system as the project developss, The trials of the 
automatic microfiche retrieval sub-system are shoim as a separate 
Phase Illb in recognition of the pilot study nature of this 
operation, and that both success and confidence in the future 
applications will be necessary before proceeding to the full 
Phase IV - the system argued through in the April I98O Preliminary 
Study Report,
PROVIDING
ERMA /INDEXING
II
Ilia
n i b
ERMA/INDEXING
MANUAL
MICROFICHE
RETRIEVAL
MANUAL
MICROFICHE
RETRIEVAL
AUTOMATIC
MICROFICHE
RETRIEVAL
TRIALS OF REMOTE 
AUTOMATIC MICRO­
FICHE RETRIEVAL
IMPLEMENTATION
DATE
Aug 1983 
May 1984
May 1984
As Phase II 
Feb 1985
Feb 1983
Post Feb 1985
AVAILABLE ON-LINE TO
NMDC
CINCFLEET (P) 
CSO(E) PORTSMOUTH
CSO(E) DEVONPORT
DES(N) BATH
NMDC
CINCFLEET (P) 
CSO(e ) PORTSMOUTH
080(E) DEVONPORT 
080(E) ROSYTH
NMDC
CINCFLEET (P) 
080(E) PORTSMOUTH
080(E) DEVONPORT 
CSO(E) ROSYTH
TABLE l4 - Timescales for implementation of the Phase
Consideration has already been given to the 'changeover' procedures 
which will need to be followed during the take-on of one phase to
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another, and the initial change from the existing NMDC Automatic 
Data Processing systems. The current system files are stored on the 
M0D{N) Administrative Computer System at BUWEST, Devizes and a batch 
processing mode of operation used via the NMDC ICL T503 terminal 
situated at St George Barracks, Gosport in Hampshire. Considerable 
emphasis will need to be placed on the 'public relations' and user 
training which will be necessary in order to build confidence and 
minimise reluctance to change, which is often symptomatic of 
projects of this nature.
The PERT network showing the major milestones (and critical path) of 
Phases I to III is at Appendix l8. Where allowance has been made 
for software development and system trials at each Phase, a 
combination of in-house programmer effort and contractor support 
will be necessary (see Figure 12).
FINANCIAL COSTINGS
The financial bids made in the 1980 Long Term Costings were based on 
the Total System stated in the April 198O Preliminary Study Report 
and which were linked to the implementation date of October 1982.
In place of the direct introduction of the PSR system, this has now 
been altered to provide a limited version of the total system in 
three sequential phases spread over three years.
A summary of costs over a 10 year period showing the differences 
between the Preliminary Study Report - Total System, and the Full 
Study Report - Phased System, approaches are at Table 15.
STAFF EQUIPMENT OTHER TOTAL
Total System (PSR) I 2 , 446,379 783,500 388,698 3,518,577
Phased System (FSR) 2 ,970,303 737,110 443,698 1 4,151,111
TABLE 15 - Summary of PSR and FSR costs over a 10 year period
The staff required for the Automatic Data Processing section of the 
Naval Maintenance Data Centre are discussed in more detail at 
Section 5.5 of this Chapter, but the Phased approach provides for
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increased staff in the areas of systems , programming and support 
tasks 5 and including liaison between the Naval Maintenance Data 
Centre and potential and actual users. On a through project life 
cost over 10 years, this results in an addition of just over half a 
million pounds to the staff costs giving a total of £2.9TM.
The equipment costs at £0.74M are only a quarter of the manpower 
resources and although not shown in Table 15, it was possible to 
demonstrate during the Preliminary Study phase that it was more 
cost-effective to move forward to the more sophisticated Total ADP 
system, than to retain the existing less efficient, batch processing 
system.
5.4.1 SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT COSTS
It is not intended to reproduce in this thesis the detailed costings 
which have been produced in the Full Study Report. However, the 
order of costs involved for the variety of equipment required for 
the system during Phases I to III are given in order to 
demonstrate how the £0,T4M figure is derived.
_ - (At August 1981 prices)Hardware
£k
The micro computer including the operating system ... 70.0
4 X 300 Mb disc drives (£27k + 3 at £21k) ....    90,0
2 magnetic tape drive and controller .........   18.4
9 printer/plotters at £3“5k .................   31.5
A line printer ...........       5.0
l8 low resolution visual display units at £lk each .. l8.0
2 input VDUs for use by NMDC .................  3.0
3 high resolution visual display units at £7.5k each 22.5
1 high quality printer ........   3.5
2 text processing stations ......    4.0
3 line sharing devices at £5k each ...............  15.0
Internal communications  .....    10.0
(Automatic microfiche retrieval and storage units ... 80.0
^Buffer disc storage ....      20.0
(Additional g Mb core store ............     17,0
1 manual microfiche reader ...............     1.5
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i'.k
13 manual microfiche reader/printers at £2.5k  ...  32.5
17 semi-automatic microfiche reader/printers at £10k 170.0
Software
Language compiler, display software, utilities, etc 12.0 
Automatic microfiche control and interaction  ...  12.0
In general the application programs required by the system will be 
written by NMDC staff. The computer hardware manufacturers will be 
responsible not only for the software associated with their product, 
ie CPU, Word Processor, Microfiche system, but also the interface 
software will need to be specially witten. Development trials and 
maintenance support are required and is included in the PERT network 
at Appendix l8 .
The difference in equipment costs between the items above (£0,64m) 
and those shown in Table 15 is related to hire charges which are 
incurred during evaluation of equipment and during Phase III have 
been calculated to be in the region of £120k for a two year hire 
period.
Under the umbrella of other costs are structural alterations, 
special furniture, training, bureau services, and other external 
services. The requirements for high level screening of both the 
central installation and customer terminals is a major part of this 
bill, mainly due to the problem of radar emissions from ships in the 
Port areas.
Due to the manner in which 'cost codes’ are allocated, the 
communication costs are a separate item, with British Telecom lines 
being rented, but Modems and Crypto equipment purchased. 
Communication costs for Portsmouth, Devonport, Bath and Rosyth 
during Phases I to III are at Table l6 , On the advice of the 
Chief Naval Signals Officer's representative each outstation will be 
serviced by one pair of telephone lines.
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PHASE POSITION
LINE RENT 
PER ANNUM 
£k
CRYPTO
£k
MODEMS
£k
I Portsmouth
Devonport
Inter
Communie
2.5
nal
ations 
12.0
12.0
1 .5
5 .0
II Bath 2.0 5.0
III Rosyth 3.5 12,0 5.0
TABLE 16 - Summary of Communication Costs Phases I to III 
5.4 .2 SUMMARY OF COMPUTER STAFF ORGANISATION
A detailed breakdown of staff costs will not be given since this 
would involve statements of salaries, but these can be obtained from 
Civil Service and Government sources if required. The costs of 
£2,9TM over the ten year period shown in Table 15 are for the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre computer staff required as the phases 
develop and.up to and including Phase III. The organisation is 
shown in Figure 12 and covers the three main areas of:
a. System design and programming.
b . Operations.
c. Data input (data preparation and technical audit).
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Head of Computer Group 
(Senior Executive Officer)
SYSTEMS DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING
2 Professional and Technology 
Officer II
2 Professional and Technology 
Officer III
1 Executive Officer
1 Lieutenant RN
1 Executive Officer
1 Higher Executive Officer/ 
PT02
1 Executive Officer /PT03
L _
OPERATIONS
1 Higher Executive Officer/ 
Lieutenant Commander
1 Executive Officer/ 
Lieutenant
1 Senior Data Processor
2 Data Processor
DATA INPUT
DATA PREPARATION
1 Executive Officer
9 Clerical Officers/ 
Clerical Assistants
1 Data Processor
TECHNICAL AUDIT
1 Fleet Chief Petty Officer
FIGURE 12 - Total Naval Maintenance Data Centre Computer Staff 
Organisation
DISCUSSION
Chapters k and 5 have summarised the work carried out during the 
appointment as Head of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre which 
during the two year period (September 1978 to September 1980) was 
concerned with the reappraisal of customer requirements, examining 
the data inputs and hence the design of the Naval Maintenance Data 
Centre Total System. By October I98O the draft Chapter 2 (Job 
Specification) and Chapter 3 (The Model System) had been completed. 
This section of the thesis has been used to state the situation 
which now exists following approval by the Central Computer and 
Telecommunications Agency to proceed with the Full Study phase.
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Recently (November 198l) the Central Computer and Telecommunications 
Agency has endorsed the phased approach and more specifically given 
approval to proceed with the Operational Requirement (OR) for 
consideration by industrial contract organisations.
Linked with this is the announcement (COMPUTING 22 October I981) 
that DIGITAL EQUIPMENT have been successful in securing the 
contract to supply the Royal Navy OASIS computers at a capital cost 
of £8 million. This contract was won after competition with TELEMA, 
MAI and SPERRY GYROSCOPE. The first order is for a few computers, 
but the number will eventually extend to over 100, one for each 
Royal Navy ship.
The elements of the Commander-in-Chief Fleet’s Fleet Management 
Information System to aid decision making in the area of Total Ship 
System Effectiveness are emerging, but the emphasis has been on the 
Availability, and to a lesser extent the Performance aspects of the 
Performance, Availability and Human Factors Model. It is the Human
Factors and Performance aspects which will now be considered and
!will commisnce with an overview of a Human Factors approach to Total 
Systems concepts.
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CHAPTER 6
AN EXAMINATION OF THE HUMAN FACTORS ASPECTS FROM A TOTAL SYSTEMS 
APPROACH
A p r e l i m i n a r y  examination of the Human Factors element of the Total 
Systems model based on Performance, Availability and Human Factors 
was carried out during the Feasibility Phase, This was however 
mainly limited to an evaluation of line management data sources 
which could be of value in supporting the initial model concept 
(Figure 4) and the conclusion draira was that the Human Factors data 
were sparse and in some areas non-existent, and less available than 
Reliability and Maintainability data.
Emphasis during this next phase of the research was placed on 
examining some of the models and techniques used in Human Factors 
and are grouped under the following headings :
a. Conceptual Models of Man
b. Strategies on Human Factors Studies
c. Methodologies
d. Techniques and Procedures
e. Application of Human Factors Models
f. Data Measurement
The reasoning behind this approach was similar to that behind the 
Availability, and to a lesser extent the Performance appraisal 
where it was decided that if models or techniques existed in part or 
in whole which could be utilised in developing a total systems 
methodology, then these should be used in preference to re-inventing 
the wheel. Given that this was unfamiliar ground for a research 
student with a background emphasis on engineering application work 
it was necessary to make contact with many people involved in the 
Human Factors area in order to develop a personal data base of 
knowledge.
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6.1 CONCEPTUAL. MODELS OF MAN
As was demonstrated with the basic Performance, Availability and 
Human Factors Model for Effectiveness, a model’s complexity is 
determined by the modeller and then by the model user. They are 
therefore an aid to understanding and are representations of 
reality and not faithfull mathematical or mechanistic 
reproductions of real life. There is also the question of level 
involved from that of basic pscho-physiological functioning to the 
group behaviour of complete organisations. BROWN and MARTIN - 
(1977) identify four levels :
a. the individual at the level of basic psycho- 
physiological functioning;
b. the individual seen at the level of cognitive control 
tasks;
c. analysis at the level of the group - inter personal 
behaviour;
d. the group, the behaviour of complete organisations, 
and will be used as the basis for the survey of conceptual 
models.
6.1.1 INDIVIDUAL BASIC PSYCHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING
The problems already identified with attempting to conceptualise and 
model total systems are dependent upon the interactive complexity of 
the system elements and the difficulty in setting up controlled 
experiments and obtaining reliable and valid measurements. These 
problems are less acute when attempting to model man at the move­
ments and actions level, and.because the task is constrained to a 
particular area considerable data records are possible, with the 
associated proliferation of analysis of results, calculation of 
norms, distributions and use of statistical correlation tests, 
Typically, test apparatus would be devised with sensors monitoring 
and recording human body movements and muscular activity by means of 
electromyographic sensor pads. By using a representative sample of 
the population the factors such as preferences, likes and dislikes 
can be ascertained which can be integrated with the physiological
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test results. The wbrk of the classical ergonomist would he in 
this area (WARD - 1971), and the case of the systems ergonomists, 
and error ergonomists are covered later in this section.
Another approach is to postulate that the individual has an optimal 
level of performance which is a function of balance of stresses 
(POULTOW - 1971) and that there is a relationship between personal 
arousal and efficiency of performance. This is illustrated by the 
theoretical curves at Figure 13, and have been included in this 
section as particular reference is made at Chapter 8, Section 8.5.5 
when discussing the application of a proposed methodology.
COMPLEXTASKSHIGH
P I P3
A2
AKXBAL -
(After BROWN & MARTIN 1977) ODBOORAN 1965POULTCN (URC-iSPU CA&BRIDGE)
FIGURE 13 - Theoretical Inverted U Curves Showing the Relationship 
Between Arousal and the Efficiency of Performance
Illustrative of this approach are the many factors examined 
experimentally relating ’arousal* and ’stress’. For example:
a. Personal threat,
b . Task overload.
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c. Noise»
d. Body temperature.
e. Loss of sleep.
f. The effect of drugs.
There appears to be no clear cut rule for increasing efficiency of 
performance. However, recognition of the state of an individual in 
terms of efficiency of performance in relation to the factors noted 
above and the nature of the task should help in anticipating what 
action or combination pf actions are most likely to result in an 
improved performance. There are also techniques which can be 
taught and practised in order to help individuals improve their 
personal performance. As examples the deliberate practice of a task 
such that it becomes an 'automatic' procedure can help relieve the 
workload situation, and in a similar vein the deliberate restriction 
of the areas of attention can result in a reduction of task overload 
with an improvement in performance. Finally, training and education 
of the reasons why stress, is developed could help individuals 
recognise stressful situations, or moments of stress combinations 
and take deliberate action to give an increased performance and 
prevent a deterioration of personal efficiency. More fundamental is 
the need for job design to include a thorough examination of the 
Human Factors requirements and to produce a 'Human Factors 
Specification'. This is discussed at Chapter T Section 7.2 and also 
the recent construction of a Command Systems Laboratory (Section 
7.1 .5) indicates the importance attached by the Royal Navy to this 
task.
In addition to classical ergonomics approach and the arousal and 
performance model, another classification of individual basic 
psycho-physiological functioning is the relationship between errors 
and psychological processes. Two classifications of Error 
ergonomics are the 'zero defects' approach which assumes that human 
error is principally the result of inadequate motivation, and the 
'error data store' approach which believes human error to be 
inevitable and therefore systems design must minimise the 
occurrence and effects or errors. Examples of situations would 
include ;
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g. False expectations,
h. Pre-occupation and distraction.
j. Habituai response to an incorrect signal, 
k. Relaxation after stress,
1. Timing errors.
In the above five error factors, the reasons for the errors could 
perhaps be found in psychological pressures, problems, effects of 
ill health or other explanatory factors and illustrate that man is 
affected by environmental forces and problems which may be related 
to his performance decrement. It is also for consideration that 
such factors cannot be eliminated and therefore should be allowed 
for in the system design (error data store technique) and 
similarly in any model of the complex man-machine system,
6.1.2 INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT OF COGNITIVE CONTROL TASKS
Implicit in some of the aspects noted in the preceding Section 6.1.1 
is man's development of skills. An early theoretical model of the 
type which illustrates how the brain conceptually behaves is at 
Figure lU.
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Senses Rehearsal Feedback Loop Muscles
(inputs) (outputs)
Working
Memory
Input
Selector
Output
Selectori Computer
H
Long­
term
MemoryLong-term memory 
feedback loop
Long-term 
memory feed forward lopp
THE BRAIN
FIGURE l4 - A simple theoretical model of the brain as an input 9 
processing and output algorithm (modified from 
BROADBENT9 19585 Figure T)
The inputs are based on the five basic sensors of hearing, seeing, 
smelling, taste and touch, whilst the outputs are muscular movements 
such as the moving of eyes or hands. The remainder of the model is 
used to represent the brain and processes involved, and there are 
three basic loops involved.
Recognizing that this model has been superseded by more 
sophisticated interpretations, its simplicity is of value at 
Chapter 8 Section 8,3 where a proposed methodology is examined.
Such a simplistic approach is however bound to have attendent 
limitations, such as the exclusion of training, perception and 
-external influences of fatigue, drugs and illness (MICHON and 
FAIRBANIC - 1971).
In Figure l4 the working memory is the input store of sensing inputs 
but has a short retention time cycle of a few seconds unless it is 
refreshed or updated. This is achieved either by the sensing input
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updating the working memory, or by means of the rehearsal feedback 
loop. Not all sensory inputs have the same significance and an 
audio input requires less rehearsal than a visual one, (BROADBENT - 
1957). The working memory also has a limited capacity and an 
average memory span of about eight random letters or digits is 
quoted. The computer box is a single input device and multiple 
tasks (POULTON 1970) talce longer than the time required for each 
task on its own due to the psychological refractory period.
The long term memory becomes enhanced with each rehearsal of the 
working memory, and retention times are measured in hours and days 
as opposed to seconds. Also with highly developed skills, the input 
selector via the computer can select profiles which (via the dotted 
line) pass direct to the output selector. The sensory inputs can 
then monitor the correct functioning of the outputs but in a 
sampling mode rather than full time attention and hence leaves the working 
memory free for other tasks (BAHRICK, NOBLE and FIAS 195^).
6.1.3 GROUPS OF PEOPLE - INTER-PERSONAL BEHAVIOUR
Because of the hierarchical structure of the Royal Navy with its 
clearly defined status levels, the conceptual model of 'role-sets*
(MERTON - 1975) may have application value. Status implies a 
,position in a social system with an order of rights and obligations.
The role is then the behaviour adopted by an individual which is a 
function of the expectations of others within the social organis­
ation. This is then extended to the concept that there is not just 
one role, but many which can be termed a ’role-set’ but as a 
function of the individual’s position within his organisation. This 
differentiates ’role-sets’ from ’multiple roles’ which is concerned 
with the number of roles an individual has to perform because of 
belonging to more than one social organisation.
The manner in which these role-sets operate can be classified as 
follows ;
a. The relative importance of the various status levels or
roles.
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b. Differences of power and authority of those involved in 
a role-set.
c. Deliberate concealment of role activities from other 
members of the role-set.
d. Conflicting demands by members of a role-set.
e. Reduction of role-set as a possible means of creating 
cohesiveness,
The combinations of these facets can strengthen, change, or weaken, 
not only the position of an individual but also the organisation 
within which the role is being played. Sub-culture social groups 
can be formed, and in many cases this is deliberately generated in 
cases such as pride of ship, mess,- branch, operational task, sport 
..... which may support or be counter productive one role to another. 
The error factors discussed at Section 6,1,1 can originate from the 
role-set situation and it is this final aspect of the role-set model
- the existence of residual conflict which can result in a 
reduction of effective role performance by individuals, which may 
need further consideration when considering the overall 
effectiveness of complex systems involving men.
An alternative view of inter-personal behaviour in groups is the 
analysis of man in an organisation (SHACKED, KLEIN - 1976). Task 
analysis, ergonomics design, simulation experiments, implementation 
and evaluation can be based on simple ergonomics system design 
methods, but factors other than normal organisational principles are 
involved, including work overload, motivation and stress. Such an 
approach emphasises the importance of including the ’organisation 
man’ in system simulations not only as a means of ensuring optimum 
system design but also to increase confidence and motivation of the 
future operators and maintainers. The Command System Laboratory 
described at Section 7.1*5 will be a valuable research instrument in 
this area.
The concept of risk, and acceptability of risk to individuals (STARR
- 1969) will need to be considered in terms of technological 
developments, and this is an important'area for consideration in
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Royal Navy ships in both peace and war time roles. If it is 
possible to anticipate what will influence man's risk evaluation and 
acceptance, then steps can be taken to ensure that the appreciation 
of risk is diminished - accepting that this does not necessarily 
mean that the actual risk level has been decreased. Advertising, 
perceived usefulness, and numbers of people participating are some 
areas which could be“examined.
6.1.4 THE BEHAVIOUR OF COMPLETE ORGANISATIONS
Examination of this group of conceptual models was concentrated on 
the cybernetics (BEER ~ 1975) approach to the situation of man in 
complete organisations and key characteristics include:
a. Complete organisations are dynamic if they are to 
survive.
b. Large organisations contain elements of instability.
c. Survival is achieved by adaptation to change.
d. There are a number of possible states of a complete 
organisation (the variety).
Whilst the dynamic nature of organisations is recognised there are 
considerable difficulties involved with changing both the 
Mechanical and Human Factors aspects of ship systems. Space 
constraints, refit costs, loss of operational time and the long 
training periods involved mean that severe constraints exist. This 
is counter to the philosophy that change is a necessary adjunct to 
system survival.
The elements of instability within large organisations becomes more 
evident when subject, to both internal and external changes, and it 
is this ability to survive change which is one criteria of a well 
designed system. Here well designed does not necessarily mean 
rigid construction because the more complex the system then theI ^greater the number of possible states which can exist. This becomes 
apparent at Section 8,5 where a specific case study is used to 
evaluate the first four stages of a proposed methodology (vide 
Section 8.4).
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6.2 STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES IN HUMAN FACTORS STUDIES
The strategies and techniques used in Human Factors Studies can be 
grouped under two broad headings of:
a. Restricted strategies (Section 6,2.1),
b. Systemic strategies (Section 6.2.2).
Restricted strategies can be further sub-divided into 
classifications:
(i) those based on accepted good)
.practice
(ii) interviews post event
(iii) observation field studies
(iv) specific experimental 
projects
(v) developing general 
principles from a 
theoretical base
Systemic strategies can be classified as:
(vi) large scale field studies
(vii) detailed modelling of human 
behaviour
(viii) simulation, pragmatism
(ix) broad based normative
classification
(x) problem solving method­
ologies
)) experience related
))) experimentation 
) related 
))
extension of 
experimental 
approach
analytical
approach
6.2.1 RESTRICTED STRATEGIES
Reference was made in the pre-feasibility study Total Systems
Effectiveness Model to the requirement for support documentation at
both the user and maqntainer levels, Whilst the requirement may
appear obvious, there are consistently occurring examples of systems
with inadequate support documentation with consequently deleterious 
effects on the Total Systems Effectiveness.
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Technical investigations and Boards of Enquiry are examples of post 
event investigation where analysis is carried out with the judge­
ments produced based on experience possessed by the investigators. 
Frequently actions are related to ’currently accepted good 
practice’ and this is an experience related strate^ in Human 
Factors studies, sometimes restricted because its limits are 
determined by the extent of experience involved.
Experimentation in tlie area of field studies and specific experi­
mental projects are valuable methods of developing a data base of 
knowledge in particular areas of total systems situations such as 
the IKARA special trial at Section 3.4.1. There is the ever 
present question mark of reliability and validity of such 
approaches given the internal interactive nature of Human Factors 
problems, compounded by external, environmental influences.
The question of vigilance decrement (SMITH, LUCACCINI - 1969), was 
examined because of the importance to the work described in 
Chapters 8 and 9* Whilst there have been many laboratory based 
studies to demonstrate that vigilance decrement is a positive 
'phenomenom, the debate of whether or not this is valid for real life 
situations continues apace. Military based data, mainly concerned 
with operators and radar screens is a favoured topic and whilst an 
open mind is retained on the facts* as presented, the following 
comments are made on vigilance, decrement and motivation;
a. Attempts to correlate monitoring performance on a wide 
variety of aptitude, intelligence and personality test 
scores have generally been disappointing. Also it has been 
found that the performance of a given subject on a 
particular task shows a hi^ inter-session correlation.
b , Individual differences in vigilance expressed in terms 
of a capability to learn to detect signals have also not 
been found. "However, a greater ’sensitivity’ of the 
results can be obtained by making the task more simple. 
Conversely complex display tasks not only result in a lower 
level of vigilance performance, but this remains at a low 
level and relatively constant throughout the test session.
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c. vigilance decrements can be eliminated or 
significantly reduced when motivational influences are 
employed.
d. There is evidence to suggest that vigilance decrement 
can be substantially improved by the application of 
rewards, punishments or coercive forces.
These last two points are similar to POULTON'S (196I) assertions ,^ 
and where the vigilance task is repetitive and boring with little to 
engender interest that motivation falls. The use of feedback on 
performance and encouragement to do better (personal threat) will 
'often result in an i^ nprovement in vigilance, or a reduction in the 
decrement rate «
One refinement of the ’knowledge of results' aspects is it appears 
that the presence of the experimenter is a dominant stimulus since 
in tests with automatic (presented on the visual display) feedback 
of results, and no feedback of results dual subject experiments, the 
overall vigilance is invariably improved by the known presence of 
the experimenter. This can be supplemented by the introduction of 
stimulus words, ’challenging’, ’difficult’ which are effective when 
compared with counter words such as ’monotonous', ’easy'. Finally, 
a consistent pattern of behaviour is lack of attention to the 
screen, daydreaming,. leaving the display, talking and even falling 
•asleep during vigilance sessions. This last point is reconsidered 
at Section 8,5.
6.2.2 SYSTEMIC STRATEGIES - THE SYSTEMS CONCEPTS
Section 6.2 commenced by placing strategies and techniques in Human 
Factors studies into two categories of Restricted, and Systemic. A 
brief review of the restricted strategies has been given in 
Section 6.2,1, and in this section the emphasis is placed on the 
implications of systemic thinlcing and systems concepts since it is 
from this base that the proposed Methodology in Chapter 8 has been 
developed, and use made of all five systemic strategies noted in 
Section 6.2.
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The origins of systemic thinking are placed in the idea of a 
systems approach which is multi-disciplinary in concept with 
.corresponding variations in terminology. There are however under- 
'lying common themes involved where a system can be thought of as 
synonomous with order - the opposite of chaos ; a system as a set of 
inter-related elements (ACKOFF - I968); a collection of inter­
acting entities, or a collection of parts, together with some kind 
of statements on relationships between these parts; a complex 
grouping of human being and machines (JENKINS - 1971). Associated 
with systems is systems behaviour which involves both states and 
variables and some basic statements can be made about behaviour in 
terms of closed and open systems :
a. A closed^system has no environment and hence no inter­
actions with 'any elements outside itself. All closed 
systems have a tendency, to move towards maximum entropy and 
a static equilibrium, ACKOFF (1968) defines the environment 
of a system as a set of elements and their related 
properties, which elements.are not part of the system, but a 
change of which can produce a change of state in the system,
b. The open system has elements in the environment with 
which it interacts. There are inputs and outputs of energy, 
material and information flowing across the systems 
boundary. These flows enable the system to counteract the 
process of entropy by sustaining, renewing and 
restructuring the components. The open system can still 
decay, but it has the possibility of increasing 
differentiation and organisation. Many systems have a 
tendency towards groifth and increased variety, and such a 
system can adapt to its surroundings by physical change and 
internal re-organisation. A steady state of equilibrium can 
be reached, but unlike the static equilibrium of the closed 
system, that of the open system is dynamic.
Hie behaviour of systems can be classified into four types (ACKOFF -
1968);
1. State maintaining.
2 . Goal seeding.
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3. Multi-goal seeking and purposive,
4. Purposeful.
The state maintaining system is not capable of learning or 
selecting its behaviour, whilst ttie other three comprise a hierarchy 
of systems that can learn and choose their form of behaviour, 
culminating in the purposeful system, which can choose its ends and 
means and its best exemplified by the human activity system.
The Systems Approach
The systems approach comprises the features of;
Systems Thinlcing 
Concepts 
Methodologies 
Techniques
Systems thinking is not control engineering, operational research, 
the application of statistical analysis to problems, mathematical 
modelling, systems analysis, or systems dynamics. This is not to 
say, however, that systems thinking never incorporates, or makes use 
of these approaches. Systematic thinking is involved - where this 
involves having a method or a plan, and orderly, methodical 
disciplines of approach. More important, systems thinking is being 
able to perceive systems in a given situation. It is a kind of 
i^nsight which enables one to look at complex, confused situations 
•and to perceive some^degree of order or inter-connectedness in the 
apparent chaos. The order which one perceives is the system, and 
the activity of perceiving it is called systems thinking. Often 
this can mean that a system may be nothing more than an idea in 
someone's head, a personal intellectual ordering of reality,
Man is surrounded by systems, and he is himself one, and it does not 
require an imaginative or intuitive leap to be able to perceive 
them. It is the complex set of interactions which give rise to a 
system state which is often the difficult aspect to perceive and it 
is in these situations that systems thinlting becomes an important 
tool to try and perceive order. It is this approach which has been
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used to try and gain insight with the Total Ship System 
Effectiveness problem.
The basic statements made at the beginning of this section on open 
and closed systems and amplified to this point, contain many of the 
system concepts considered essential when attempting to develop a 
holistic appreciation of complex man-machine organisations.
Figure 15 is a diagramatical representation of some system concepts 
(young - 1964) and summarises many of the factors raised so far in 
this thesis.
Structural Concepts
regulation and maintenanceopen/closed 
concrete/abstract 
interaction 
state
equifinality 
uncertainty 
boundary 
environment
Stability 
equilibrium 
steady state 
purposive 
purposeful
Homeostasis 
goal seeking
negative
entropy
entropy
goal seeking feedback 
goal changing feedbackpositive
entropy
Adaptation 
learning 
growth 
dynamic 
teleology
decline and 
breakdomi
dynamics and 
change
SYSTEM CONCEPTS
FIGURE 15 - A Systems Diagram of Systems Concepts (YOUNG - 1964)
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The factors involved are the extremes of decay, dynamics and change, 
and regulation and maintenance are overlapping, with the 
structural concepts defining the framework on which systems thinking 
is based,
6.3 METHODOLOGIES
A methodology is an organised way of tacking a complex problem and 
these are often supported by techniques. Whilst a technique will 
always produce an outcome (which may or may not turn out to be 
relevant) a methodology does not necessarily produce any result.
The following examination of methodologies was limited to those 
areas which were seen to be of potential value to the research 
problem, where the methodologies have the three essential stages of 
analysis, synthesis and implementation. The last stage is not 
always included since some methodologies are only concerned with 
examining the behaviour of systems, and are not attempting to change
the systems as established. In the case of the proposed
Methodology developed in Chapter 8, the implementation phase is
included in the proposed structure, but not implemented in this
research study as it is beyond the aims of the programme of work.
One further element involved in systems methodologies is iteration - 
the continual recursion to previous stages in the light of outcomes 
or experience acquired during the progress through the stages.
6.3.1 OPERATIONAL RESEARCH
The first methodolo^ considered was that of Operational Research 
which uses the quantitative techniques of science on problems which 
arise on large scale operations, There is much in common between 
operational research and systems engineering, but whereas systems 
engineering is concerned with placing emphasis on the design of the 
total system, operational research can, and often is, being used to 
explore the süb-systems, A method for operational research (ACKOFF 
and SASIENI - I968) is;
a. Formulate the problem.
b. Construct a mathematical model to represent the system
under study.
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c. Derive a solution from the model.
d. Test the model and evaluate the solution.
e. Implement and maintain the solution.
It is a thorough and well proven approach, but requires that the 
system under examination can be well defined in order that the 
first four steps can be carried out. Much of the work carried out 
by the Defence Operational Analysis Establishment at West Byfleet is 
based on Operational Analysis methods and is instrumental in 
providing valuable support to the MOD(N) Central Staff.
6.3.2 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Systems engineering is very much concerned with practical design and 
construction in chemical, civil, mechanical and other engineering 
projects. There is usually a large quantitative content almost to 
the exclusion of subjective value judgements. A considerable range 
of methodologies are available with some biased more towards the 
mathematical approach to be found in Operational Analysis, and at 
the other end of a scale tending towards Systems Analysis (q.v.).
The methodolo^ for systems engineering devised by JENKINS is 
within the traditions of systems engineering and systems analysis 
but avoids the necessity of formulating alternative solutions. The 
methodology does not place great emphasis on iteration, but does 
stress the importance of effective operation.
6.3.3 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
One of the earliest Systems Analysis methodologies was developed 
within the RAND corporation during the 1950's. The approach was 
designed for defence and military applications and hence the 
objectives of the decision maker and the options open to him are 
well specified. The methodology (HALL - I962) can be summarised as 
follows Î
a. Formulation (the conceptual phase).
b. Search (the research phase).
c. Evaluation (the analytic phase).
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d. Interpretation (the judgement phase).
e. Verification (the scientific phase).
Included at the research and analytic phases are two important 
steps:
“ the creation of possible alternative systems
- the analysis of the hypothetical systems in the light of 
objectives
and it is here than an application of insight is appearing. As with 
the Systems Engineering Methodologies, the classifications are not 
hard and fast and in the case quoted have similarities with the next 
methodolo©r considered.
6,3.4 CHECKLAND’ 8 METHODOLOGY
The Systems Engineering Department of Lancaster University, 
initially under JENKINS and later under CHECKLAND, carried out 
action research into systems. At first an attempt was made to 
6*Pply JENKINS’ methodology to the ill-structured, fuzzy, ’soft’ 
problems that comprised the research projects, A general systems 
methodology gradually emerged from the programme and was formulated 
and refined in later projects. The essential stages of the 
procedure are:
a. Analysis.
b. Root definition of relevant systems.
c. Conceptualization.
d. Comparison and definition of possible changes.
e. Selections.
f. Design and implementation, 
go Appraisal,
As is implied in the use of the phrases fuzzy and soft, the
methodologies such as CHECKLANDS are more appropriate, for complex
man/machine systems, which is not to say that the other
methodologies cannot serve a useful purpose. It is however a matter 
of personal judgement as to which methodologies to use.
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6.3.5 CHOOSING METHODOLOGIES
It is considered important at this stage of the thesis to make 
distinctions between ’hard systems’ where the variables are 
expressed quantitatively and measures of effectiveness can be 
computed, components are concrete and their states well defined, and 
’sofb systems’ which are characterised by the human activity system. 
Here there are complex and involved interactions, conflicting 
objectives and qualitative variables, replete with value judgements 
and subjective assessments. There are, however, no clear dividing 
lines, between the hard and soft categories and most systems have 
combinations of hard and soft sub-systems. Also it may be 
necessary to modify a methodolo©^ to suit the system problem, but a 
ranking of methodologies based on those commented upon in the 
preceding sections can be constructed:
Operational-Research methodology 
Systems-Engineering methodology 
Systems-Analysis methodology 
CHECKLAND’S methodology
À Hard Systems
Soft System
The Total Ship Systems Effectiveness problem is a complex man- 
machine interface task and it is believed that the use of suitable 
soft system methodologies are called for. As will be described in 
Chapter 8 it was concluded that it was necessary to develop a new 
methodology to help gain an insight into the problem, and that this 
was in turn developed from the approach to be found in the above 
’soft' methodologies,
6.4 TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
Techniques can be defined as ’the practice, method or procedure in 
any science, profession or the like’, and can be powerful tools for 
dissecting systems and for examining and predicting the behaviour of 
systems. They are most applicable in situations where the para­
meters and variables are well defined but it follows that in order 
to have good quality outputs, not only must the input data be of the 
same calibre, but the system must behave as modelled by the 
technique. The terms hard and soft, can again be used to group the
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techniques, where ’hard techniques’ have a strong mathematical 
context, and are normally derived from quantitative disciplines such 
as Statistics, calculus and operational research. Difference 
equations, reliability models and transition matrices fall into this 
category. Frequently computer programs are used to carry out a lot 
of the conventional calculations required.
Soft techniques do not necessarily provide numbers as outputs, and 
can often be used in a catalyst role. Many sociological techniques 
come under this heading including sociograms, the critical incident 
technique and systems maps and diagrams. The use of soft 
techniques and in particular systems interaction diagrams are an 
important element of the proposed methodolo^r at Section 8.4.
6,4.1 MODELLING
A model is an organised set of assumptions about a complex 
situation; a model is a representation of reality. To construct a 
model it is necessary to abstract those components that are 
significant or relevant to the problem which immediately imposes an 
element of subjectivity. The result can be models that are vague, 
imprecise and possibly ambiguous. However, given the possible 
dangers, models are of value to communicate facts and ideas about 
the system and also help the generation of new ideas.
Above all, a model is a predictive tool, particularly of the systems 
behaviour and by so doing provides an insight and helps clarify 
thinlcing about the system. Four categories of models are considered 
and used as the basis of evaluation in Section 6,5î
1. Conceptual models.
2, Iconic models.
3. Analogue models .
4, Symbolic models.
Conceptual models were considered at Section 6,1 and also included 
are systems maps, relationship diagrams and process diagrams,
Systems maps are essentially a descriptive illustration given the
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modeller’s picture of what he thinks comprises the system. 
Relationship diagrams attempt to show how the various components of 
interest are linked together and interact both within the system 
and between the system and its environment. Interaction diagrams 
and flow diagrams of energy, material and information are all 
types of relationship diagram whilst a process diagram gives the 
sequence of activities that takes place within a system and 
includes details of those activities.
Iconic models are images that resemble what they represent but have 
a different scale, and assist in visualizing a situation or 
activity and often stimulate the imagination to a greater degree 
than symbols or language.
Analogue models use one set of properties to represent another set 
of properties, and whilst these are valuable as generators of 
ideas, care must be taicen not to stretch the analogy beyond 
reasonable bounds.
The use of letters, numbers and other symbols to represent 
variables and the relationships between them are the basis of 
Symbolic models and this is the most abstract and generalised form 
of modelling, best characterised by the use of mathematical 
equations. Differential equations, difference equations, 
statistical tests and transition matrices are included as symbolic 
models,
A summary of modelling techniques is made at Table 17, but there are 
considerable overlaps on these classifications, and is used only to 
serve as an aid to the next step of examining models in existence 
and use.
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MODEL TYPE
Conceptual
Flow diagrams
Block
diagrams
Process
diagrams
Systems maps
Sociograms
Relationship
diagrams
Analogue
Reliability
models
Servo system 
models
Feedback
models
Optimisation
models
Gaming
Role
playing
Hierarchies
Constraints
Matrix
management
Critical
incident
Symbolic
Statistical
techniques
Transition matrices
Compartment models
Difference
equations
Reliability models
Performance
evaluations
Systems
effectiveness
Principles of 
model ’validation’
Iconic
Geo­
graphicalmaps
Photographs
Pictures
Drawings
Schematic
represent­
ation
TABLE IT - Classification of Model Type v Hard and Soft Techniques
6.5 MODELS OF MAN AND HUMAN FACTORS ACTIVITIES
Comment has already been made on the problems associated with the 
reliability and validity of models in particular, and perhaps more 
markedly so in the case of Human Factors or Man Models because of 
the complexity involved, the measurement difficulties, subjective 
assessment, bias and the sheer dynamics of the situation. There­
fore the same problems are expected to arise when examining and 
making judgements (subjective) on existing models. Nevertheless, 
there are clearly benefits in such an exercise of stimulating 
thought, broadening the horizon and perspective and the fact that 
some models - in part or in whole - already in existence, may be 
suitable for adaptation to the particular problem under research 
consideration. The following section is not a definitive 
appraisal of models of man, but representative of those examined 
during this phase of the research programme of work as being of 
potential value in attempts to devise the decision making aid for
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complex systems evaluation. It will be necessary to expand on some 
of the models inspected, others will only receive a passing 
mention reflecting the considered value to the research project 
aims.
6,5.1 the human operator simulator
The Human Operator Simulator (HOS) developed by LANE et al is the 
simulation of a total system during an operational mission and is 
based on digital computer programs. Although HOS was designed for 
the Engineering Community as a design and evaluation tool in the 
early 1970's, its potential usefulness extends well beyond the 
classical scope of human engineering design and evaluation 
problems (LANE - 1979). It simulates, not only the behaviour of 
the operator but the system aspects including sensors, targets, 
transmission devices and associated software, together with software 
programs as applicable to the simulation. It is mission profile 
orientated and therefore requires the modeller or simulator operator 
to provide the appropriate data. The operator functions in terms of 
time taken to carry out given tasks, are not supplied by the 
simulator user, but reliance is placed on 'micro-process’ models, 
which are detailed representations of the operator in terms of 
physical, psychological and physiological processes that are 
involved in carrying out the task. The analyst describes the tasks 
that the operator must perform and the model then generates 
performance predictions for the tasks based on the modelled 
processes. The Human Operator Simulator operator is defined as 
being capable of performing seven basic functions :
a. Obtaining information.
b. Remembering information,
c. Performing mental calculations.
d. Malting decisions.
e. Body movements .
f. Manipulating and control.
g.. Relaxing.
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The operator is considered to be goal orientated, and will there­
fore only carry out functions to accomplish a task, omitting 
actions have have become redundant due to previous actions, and the 
micro-models are basically deterministic rather than stochastic.
The modeller can specify alternative or branching rules and also 
time limits for particular procedures, The model deals with the 
series of events in a 'next-event * mode recognising priorities 
placed on actions before the simulation run commences. Operator 
characteristics can be introduced to represent the particular 
situation under investigation, and standard or 'normal operator* 
characteristics can be used, included in the basic model 
algorithms. Tasks will be carried out error-free, unless this is 
introduced and controlled by the analyst. Application of the 
Human Operator Simulator include search performance, multiple dial 
reading and mail sorting (STRIEB 197^), assessment of operator 
workload in dual task situations (LANE, STRIEB, WHERRY - 1977) and 
simulation of the Air Tactical Officer in the LAMPS anti-submarine 
helicopter (STRIEB et al - 1975).
6.5.2 OPERATOR INTERFACE COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Operator Interface Cost Effectiveness Analysis (OICEA) has been 
developed as a means of assessing the cost effectiveness of 
proposed systems using a baseline of a system in service and known 
performance and both capital and on costs, The operator require­
ments for the baseline system can be determined by a statement of 
requirements and/or measurement, and therefore the cost 
effectiveness of the proposed system predicted as a measure in 
relation to the baseline. The model can then be extended to vary 
the numbers, skills and training of operators in order to determine 
the optimum solution and hence costs involvedi
6.5.3 A DIGITAL SIMULATION LANGUAGE FOR THE STUDY OF MANNED 
SYSTEMS
Simulation Language for the Study of Manned Systems (SAINT) is 
included as one type of symbolic model, although it is more a 
network-orientated, combined simulation language for modelling 
manned systems. The man, machine or both, can be represented as a
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combination of discrete events or continuous processes. SAINT does 
not use just one statistical methodology, but can use either a 
method based on the classical describing function approach to 
modelling manual control tasks where the emphasis is on a 
frequency domain analysis of a continuous process, or alternatively 
to use a sampling process - but in the time domain. These two 
approaches are used following rejection of the approach that man can 
be represented by a time-invariant, linear differential equation, or 
that a discrete task approach is viable since manual tracking tasks 
for example are more sophisticated and complex than a simple 
continuous process.
Ihe SAINT user has the option of considering three possible levels 
of the constructs available - elementary, intermediate and advanced. 
The user can employ elementary level procedures without 
programming knowledge, needs some programming experience at the 
intermediate concept level, and programming knowledge is necessary 
to use the Advanced Concepts. Also Use of the continuous process 
modelling constructs require the user to be experienced at 
describing system dynamics mathematically in terms of algebraic, 
trigonometric or differential equations.
The examples examined of the use of SAINT typically involve a two 
mode situation, man to man, man to machine and include aspects of 
decision making, attitudes, response times and expectancy of 
behaviour. SAINT is classified as a symbolic model based on a hard 
technique.
6.5.1+ MAN MACHINE INTERACTION IN AEROSPACE CONTROL SYSTEMS
An approach to man-machine interaction in aerospace control systems 
(TOWILL - 1980) is that an appreciation and evaluation of man- 
machine systems can be assisted by describing them in conventional 
control engineering terminolo^. Transfer functions are used to 
represent not only the dynamics of the mechanistic system but also 
the human operator performance. In the case of aerospace control 
systems it is argued that the current rapid advances in micro­
electronics can be utilised to reduce the pilot workload by use of
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techniques including ’quickened displays’, ’prediction displays’ and 
'fast model’ predictors,
Man behaviour aspects such as 'compensating behaviour’, 'persuit 
behaviour’ and 'pre-’cognitive behaviour’ (ie no feedback) are 
described in basic servo control loop language involving nyquist 
equations and with system performance modified by manipulation of 
poles and zeros.
As with the SAINT advanced concept level, this approach to man- 
machine interactions is capable of operation by operators and 
analysts with the appropriate engineering and mathematical 
knowledge.
6.5.5 A SYSTEM DEMAND/WORICLOAD RELATIONSHIP MODEL
One model reviewed which includes some of the aspects of the Basic 
Interactive Systems Effectiveness Model (Figure 3) also concentrates 
on the relationship between the workload of a task and the man’s 
performance (SEIFERT - I980).
The man factors included in the model cover the range of both 
’hard’ and ’soft’ variables and include qualifications, training, 
experience, motivation, social conditions, stress tolerance, and 
physical/mental fitness. The system factors are stated as 
environmental load, workload, risk load and demand load, with these 
combining with the man factors to produce a resultant strain and 
hence output performance. The diagrammatical representation of the 
model is at Figure 1 6,
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Envi r onment al 
LoadQualification Risk LoadWorkload
Instruction
Training DemandLoad
Experience
Motivation Strain J Performance
Output to 
Man/ 
Machine 
SystemSocial
Sociocultural
Conditions
Fatigue
Stress
Tolerance
Fitness
Physical
Psychic
FIGURE 16 - The Inter-relation of Individual and System Dependent 
Factors in Man/Machine System Operation Performance 
(SEIFERT - 1980)
Strain in this model becomes the measure of the amount by which a 
man is affected by a given workload. The individual dependent 
functions have defined relationships with respect to strain, and as 
examples ;
a. a less qualified and/or trained operator is more 
strained than a better qualified and/or trained one when 
giving an equal performance in a Man Machine System;
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"b. an operator being under social stress, eg family 
stress is more strained than one without such stress, when 
giving an equal performance in a Man Machine System;
c, an operator with extremely high motivation could 
produce a higher risk acceptance, thereby exceeding his 
stress tolerance and altering the subjective strain 
experienced by a given workload.
An Iconic relationship between performance and strain (SEIFERT - 
1980) is depicted at Figure 17, and is not seen to be completely 
compatible with the inverted U curve relationship at Figure 13.
Strain
3
2
1
P Performance
FIGURE 17 “ Possible Relationship Between Performance and Strain 
(not quantified) (SEIFERT I98O)
Both the slope and level of the curves are dependent upon the type 
of load and in some cases such as vibration, the man as a person 
could be affected by allowing his stress tolerance and the task 
performance to be degraded due to the effect on hand movements. The 
general purpose of this model approach is to provide an aid to Man 
Machine system design by concentrating thought on workload and 
performance limiters and the theme embedded in the approach is of
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potential value for the effectiveness problem being researched by 
this thesis.
6.5.6 THE SHIP MOTION WORKING PARTY
The Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee have established the 
Ship Motion Working Party to examine the factors involved in 
personnel emesis as a function of ship motion. A four pronged 
approach has been adopted based on:
a. Epidemiological studies.
b. Pharmacological studies.
c. Motion simulator rigs.
d. Co-ordinated research with other countries.
This detailed area of work has been included because of the 
importance of the effects of sea-sickness on operator performance. 
Whilst the results obtained to date have not been directly 
included in the decision making aid designed at Chapters 8 , 9 and 
10, it is considered that the next phase of research should 
constantly monitor the SMWPs progress with the aim of eventually 
including this into the Total Ship Effectiveness Model (q.v). From 
this it follows that the model development should ensure that sub­
routine matching at some future date is achievable with the least 
possible difficulty.
A motion sickness incidence survey by questionnaire of 1,900 
subjects has been carried out with the results still awaiting 
analysis. A comparative trial of cinnarizine versus hyoscine in two 
Frigates has been completed and consideration is being given to 
strictly controlled trials of naloxone, or tetrahydrocannabinal.
Some first figures suggest that only 10^ of a ship’s crew bother to 
take anti-sickness drugs of any sort, and the majority ,'put up with’ 
sea sickness.
Current work is investigating hyoscine or hyoscine-amphetamine 
combinations for the prevention of motion sickness and the develop­
ment of an Assay for concentrations of hyoscine in blood. Hysocine
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has a well recorded history in use for motion sickness hut there are 
known associated side effects and these are often uncomfortable 
enough for an individual to prefer the effects of ship motion.
There is undoubtedly room for improvement in the means of 
administration of hyoscine in order to produce a long-sustained 
effect while avoiding side-effects, and one of the aims of the 
Working Party is to compare the effectiveness of hyoscine 
administered in different ways, and to search for optimum means of 
administration for different situations.
The development of a simple motion generator was considered 
essential for producing controlled exposure to motion under 
laboratory conditions and a tilt-turntable machine has been 
constructed. A ’chair* can rotate in either direction at rates of 1 
to 30 rpm, and can be tilted up to to the vertical with a 
tilting rate variable between 15°/sec and b5°/sec, This equipment 
will be used, together with the anti-motion sickness drugs 
investigation.
The work of the Ship Motion Working Party is co-ordinated with that 
being carried out by the United States Navy at the Naval 
Biodynamics Laboratory, New Orleans. A motion generator platform is 
used for controlled research together with a TOO ft long 
acceleration/retardation track to study the initial body dynamic 
response and then the physiological reaction after initial 
acceleration. A plan of work is based on the need to examine and 
evaluate both physical and physiological degradation of:
. the central nervous system 
. information processing 
. perception 
. psychomotor skills 
, motor skills
Trials have been carried out with ten labyrinthine defective and 
twenty normal subjects where they were exposed to extremely severe 
weather conditions during a sea voyage. None of the labyrinthine 
defective subjects exhibited symptoms of motion sickness whereas all 
the control subjects did, with seventy-five per cent vomiting. The
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conditions were such that all the nomal and some of the 
labyrinthine defective subjects were extremely anxious for their 
safety. Also some normal subjects actually vomited over 
labyrinthine subjects, and the fact that even under these 
conditions the labyrinthine subjects suffered no motion sickness 
symptoms, suggests that even where the motion sickness symptoms 
appear to be triggered by anxiety, smell etc the vestibular organs 
play an essential etiological role.
A mathematical model has been produced which has been used 
successfully to predict the percentage of subjects suffering emesis 
within 2 hours in conditions of simple harmonic motion and used to 
predict motions needed for 50% emesis with two frequencies present. 
With tests on 20 subjects, 50% emesis did in fact occur with a 
fundamental and second harmonic. Introduction of a third harmonic 
frequency produced figures of 68% and 75% emesis. The principles 
involved in the construction of this motion sickness model could 
provide a valuable sub-routine in any total ship system 
effectiveness model.
Whilst there appears to be considerable work being carried out in 
the relationship between sea motion and motion sickness, there is 
less information in the area of motion sickness and task performance 
There are results of trials carried out on tracking tasks, which as 
in the example quoted for the SEIFERT system demand/workload 
relationship model show that ship vibration will have a dual effect 
on such tasks. One of the latest ideas under consideration by the 
Ship Motion Working Party is to use a portacabin as a portable 
laboratoiy, carrying out performance trials ashore and then placing 
the portacabin onboard ship to measure repeated trials under sea 
motion conditions.
6.5.7 METHODS OF PREDICTING HUMAN RELIABILITY IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS
An approach to the prediction of human performance reliability has 
been developed (MEISTER - 1964) which depends upon:
a. the development of a data store;
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b. the development of a Technique for Human Error Rate 
Prediction.
The methods of error estimation used in the Technique for Human 
Error Rate Prediction (THERP) are based on a simply 
multiplicative probability model and as such is similar to the 
reliability engineering approach. In order to do this, however, 
appropriate data is required, and work was carried out in I962 at 
the American Institute of Research aimed to produce a Data Store of 
what was termed an Operability Index. This was done by using 
available experimental and field data and analysing this in terms of 
time and error of performance. The basic unit of analysis was based 
on the Stimulus-Organism-Response paradigm which were called Input, 
Mediating Process and Output Components. Whilst the Input and Output 
Components could be comparatively easily identified and data 
produced, there were much less data on the mediating process. For
each functional element in the final data store there is an
associated Reliability figure and time to complete the task.
The procedure followed in developing a predicted Human Reliability 
figure for a given man-machine system is to analyse the system into
tasks and these tasks are then listed as a sequence of events
similar to the mission flow used in the British Aerospace Total Ship 
Availability Model. Each 'behavioural step’ is then analysed into 
component input, mediating process and output aspects, and a time 
and reliability estimate obtained from the data bank. Total System 
performance is then obtained by adding the times for each behaviour 
mode, and multiplying the individual reliability estimates in order 
to obtain total system reliability.
The use of probability models for human factors aspects simplifies 
the task, but may have some inherent limitations. The data source 
will need to be a valid source when compared with the system to be 
analysed, and the reliability and validity of such data must be 
constantly reviewed. The procedure used to produce the data may be 
subjective assessment, and this derived from data which could also 
be subjectively obtained. There could therefore be strong arguments 
against such an approach, but the case of subjectivity is a problem 
central to so much Human Factors analysis, Although not able to
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withstand the same rigorous treatment as can he applied to 
mechanical availability data, the approach does enable work to 
proceed from a common base which cap be refined as experience is 
gained from use of the data base and Human Factors predictive 
models,
One of the elements of the aid to decision making, and summarised at 
Chapter 10, is the framework of an Availability/Human Factors 
Model. THERP has considerable potential for adaptation and 
inclusion in this model, particularly since the numeric output can 
be interpreted in acturial terms yet still be of value to the model 
operator or systems analyst.
The Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (SWAIN - 1964, 
and SWAIN et al 1963) is based on probability theopy and has been 
used to provide quantitative predictions of system degradation 
occurring as a result of human errors when equipment reliability, 
operational procedures and system characteristics are also included. 
The technique is based on five iterative steps but not necessarily 
used in the following order;
1. Define the system or sub-system failure to be 
evaluated.
2. List all the human operations performed and their 
relationships to system tasks and functions.
3. Predict error rates for each human operation, or 
groups of operation.
4. Calculate the effects of human errors on the system.
5. Recommend changes to minimise failure rates.
Again, these steps are usually 'standard procedure' for system 
reliability studies.
The definition of the system failure can range from a major system 
function not meeting desired performance objectives down to the 
level of a component failure. The analysis is limited to the 
influences of the human factors element on the system failure and 
therefore does not set out to identify all possible causes of system
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unreliability. Man-machine interactions would still be included, 
but pure mechanical aspects excluded. The construction of a list of 
all human operations performed, is completed by system and task 
analysis, and the use of a probability tree is one normal technique 
used. This can be used to include individual error rates, 
environmental and stress influences, and the effects of errors and 
use factors on system and sub-system reliability goals.
A , B ,1 -A,B'
(y»” 0)-A.B
(Va = 0)
Figure 2 Probability tree illustrating branching techniques (taken from Swain, 
1964). (P - success. Q failure. Small English letters represent human successes. 
Capital English letters represent human failures. Greek letters represent 
probabilities o f events not under direct control o f the humans in the system.)
FIGURE l8 - Probability Tree Illustrating Branching Techniques 
(SWAIN - 1964)
Individual error rates are obtained from the Data Store or data from 
similar studies and comparable operational tasks, with a group of 
specialists used to obtain a concensus of approval for the figures 
to be used. Point estimates are used because of the paucity of 
distributions of performance data, but in' order not to produce 
optimistic output predictions ’worse case' data can be used. Inter­
actions and interdependencies are included wherever possible in the
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probability tree, with corresponding estimates on the associated 
probabilities. Finally, for each error rate, an estimate of the 
probability of occurrence is made which will probably be supplied by 
again à group of people with experience in the particular or 
associated systems,
Notwithstanding the quantitative approach and the potential to 
combine the model with hardware probabilities and calculations, the 
technique rests on the reliability and validity of the data in terms 
of error estimates and probability of occurrence. Also the logic of 
an elementaristic approach used in a next event mode as applied to 
the human operators complex interactive situation with both hard and 
soft factors involved may degrade the potential value as a 
predictive tool. Accepting these weaknesses and limitations, and 
applying commonsense to the data estimates and model outputs then it 
can provide a useful framework for the common testing and evaluation 
of ideas in complex man-machine systems.
6.5.8 OTHER HUMAN FACTORS MODELS, METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES
This review of models of man and Human Factors activities has 
concentrated on specific examples which were considered to have 
potential value to the research project. The considerable range of 
models available and the increasing rate of interest generated is 
reflected by at least two Conferences held in 1979 and I98O.
The British Psychological Society Conference on 'Models of Man' was 
held in Cardiff between 2 and 6 July 1979. Ttfenty papers were 
presented and in addition to these being available (CHAPMAN, JONES 
Ed 1980) there are also thirteen discussant’s and chairmen’s 
commentaries. A divergence of views existed which ranged from ’not 
models’ (BROADBENT) to specific uses, and included in this latter 
group of thought a consideration that models should be orientated 
to be of use to application work (WALLIS). In general, from the 
very nature of the conference convening body, the papers presented 
were more concerned with psychological models of man than those 
involved in man-machine systems.
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The Defence Research and Scientific Affairs Divisions of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organisation, together with the Ministry of Defence, 
of the Federal Republic of Germany held a Conference in Freiburg, 
Germapy from 22 to 25 September I98O. The conference title was 
’Manned Systems Design - New Methods and Equipment’, and twenty-six 
papers were presented. Comment has been made of three models 
discussed (Sections 6.5.1/6.5.2, 6.5.3, 6.5.5) and others put 
fon^ard approaches which could have applicability to this research 
project. An analytical evaluation of manned systems with Task 
Network Models (KRAIS - Forschungsinstitut fur Anthropotechnik, 
Werthoven, FRG) utilises task network models, together with system 
behaviour expressed in terms of transfer functions and following 
TOWILL’s approach (6.5,4).
The Department of the Senior Psychologist (Navy) has conducted a 
number of studies related to the task under review and includes man- 
machine modelling from the Naval Staff Target (DODD - 1979) and 
Operator Readiness Testing (DODD - I98O). A case is argued in the 
first study report for a Specialised Man-Machine Modelling Unit 
which would help alleviate the pressures on the staff of the Senior 
Psychologist (Navy) and provide a consistent measuring and 
prediction device, particularly in the area of support to the 
Director of Naval Operational Requirements in the production of 
Naval Staff Targets and Naval Staff Requirements.
Accepting that the survey of Models of Man and Man-Machine interface 
models is an area requiring more study, the survey carried out of 
some of the models does highlight the criticality of any approach on 
the data available.
Ifhilst this is an obvious situation and equally true for the 
mechanistic data for the Availability Models, the problem is 
compounded with the Human Factors because data measurement tends to 
be at the nominal and ordinal end of the data measurement scale, yet 
most techniques, methodologies and models require interval or ratio 
data. This problem area will be briefly reviewed in the next 
section.
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6.6 DATA MEASUREMENT
The overall aim of the collaborative research project is concerned 
with the initial design of aid to decision malting on Total Ship 
System Effectiveness, The use of numerical procedures for the 
Availability function, together with the movement forward of the 
Naval Maintenance Data Centre gives support to the view that it may 
be possible to design a decision making aid including the Human 
Factors aspects which is suitable for certain Methodological and 
Modelling techniques. The stumbling block now appears to be Data, 
and this will be considered under three headings:
a. The Principles of Measurement,
b. Model building v data sources.
c. Strategies for data manipulation,
6.6.1 THE PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENT - VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
For practically all purposes, the four scales of measurements - 
nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio - are sufficient to classify 
the different scales of measurement used in the social and natural 
sciences. It is rare to meet ratio scales in the social sciences 
although the sone scale of perceived loudness is one example, and
’background’ variables such as age are on the ratio scale. Data on
nominal scales are very common, and whilst a majority is probably 
on an ordinal scale the presentation sometimes gives an impression 
of interval scale values, The measurement scale determines the 
permissible statistical procedures which can be used and examples 
include :
a. Nominal - Number of cases - Discrete Nominal
(frequency) - Continuous Nominal
Mode
b . Ordinal - Median
Percentiles
c. Interval - Mean
Standard deviation
Product moment correlation
d. Ratio - Coefficient of variation
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Knowledge of the assumptions made in statistical tests does allow 
variation of standard procedures to be carried out provided that 
care is taken in the interpretation of statistics when they are 
applied to scales of measurement not at the level assumed by the 
particular statistical method.
Validity
Much more important than the scale of measurement used in the 
validity, and whilst there are numerous validity aspects to be 
reviewed, a summary is at Table l8 .
Type of Validity Purpose
Content To investigate behaviour exhibited on the 
test which is of direct interest to the 
researcher
Criterion-related To investigate behaviour on a test only 
insofar as it is relevant to behaviour on 
the criterion, which is the only 
behaviour of real interest to the 
researcher
Construct To investigate the construct underlying 
the behaviour on the test
TABLE 18 - Summary Table - Purpose of Types of Validity
Chapter 8 concentrates on analysis of data and both Internal and 
External validity need to be observed. Internal validity refers to 
the exclusion of alternative explanations and so to the assurance 
that what are represented as casual variables actually do produce 
the observed effects. External validity refers to the extent to 
which results can be generalised beyond the immediate sample or 
setting and can be sub-divided into;
- population validity (generalisation to other populations
- the Type 42 to other ships)
- ecological validity (generalisation to other settings
such as from the Command System 
Laboratory to the ships)
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Reliability
Reliability of measurement might take second place to validity, but 
without reliable measurement there cannot be valid measurement, 
since reliability is the extent to which a test could give 
consistent results if applied more than once to the same people 
under standard conditions.
The difficulties of determining scales of measurement, and the 
problems of validity and reliability reflect into the development of 
measuring instruments - a process which could take up a substantial 
part of the time allowed for the research as a whole, bringing also 
the requirement for pilot studies, validity studies and estimations 
of reliability. As will be explained in Chapter 7» the research 
design included using data collected by two Ministry of Defence (N) 
departments and this short section on Validity and Reliability has 
been included to highlight the importance of these aspects, 
particularly when dealing with Human Factors problems,
6 .6 ,2  MODEL BUILDING AND DATA SOURCES
ïfhilst some of the models considered in Section 6.5 have satisfied 
their designers and users that the data available is both suitable 
and admissible for modelling purposes, it is considered necessary to 
re-address this matter. If some form of deterministic or 
probabilistic procedure is going to be used, and if computer 
assistance is going to be involved in carrying out calculations 
(because of the considerable number of variables likely to be 
involved) then because metric data will be required the principles 
involved need to be stated. It is not a case of examining linear, 
causai and multi-variate modelling per se but more to address the 
admissibility of nominal and ordinal data with such techniques.
The development of equations to represent human factors situation 
increases as the number of variables involved are examined.
Although many (if not most) human factors problems are multi­
variate, a general expression could be of the form;
= t (Xg, X j  ............ X^.
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where the stochastic term is included to illustrate both the 
distribution of values and compensate for the variance in left 
unexplained. The purpose of the model can be seen as assisting in 
explaining the variance in one or a number of variables. The use of 
distributions means that the equations are intrinsically 
probabilistic as opposed to deterministic, and parametric or non­
par ametric techniques may be feasible depending upon the data type, 
for example;
T"---- -------- --VARIABLES STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE
All Cardinal Classical parametric
All Ordinal Non-parametric, but parametric can be used if 
assumptions made about underlying cardinal 
values
All Nominal Non-parametric, but dummy regression 
techniques possible
Different levels Tetrachoric correlations, but adaptations of 
parametric techniques possible
TABLE 19 - Typical Statistical Techniques Available as a Function of 
Data Type
A basic linear specification of a two variable stochastic function 
(eg cardinal variables) is
Xi = ai t ^1
The parameters of the form of the relationship are derived from a^ 
and b^g,Students t or F distributions are tests of significance of 
a and b values. The strength of the relationship is estimated from 
the product moment correlation coefficient r by using:
2r which gives an estimate of the efficacy or completeness of the 
model.
Test of significance for r using the Z-distribution.
The equations for non-linear stochastic variables can be expressed 
as polynomials or mathematical transformations such as log- 
transforms. Also a combination of linear regression lines can be
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used to develop the technique of fitting linear models over 
specified ranges of variation of the explanatory variable. As the 
number of variables increases so do the comparative complexity of 
the equations used to represent the relationships. The additive 
models commented upon above, can be extended to contain 
multiplicative interaction effects such as
Xi = ai + 3^ gXg +  ^ ^1
or with powers introduced to model the non-linear situation. 
Perhaps, finally, simultaneous equations can be used in a 
situation where there is more than one explained variable, 
possibly involving endogenous and exogenous variables. The use of 
matrix notations in situations such as these where the complexity 
of the equation requires another tool to assist understanding can 
help determine whether individual equations are not identifiable.
Ordinal and Nominal Data Models
The use of contingency techniques for nominal variables such that 
they can be handled within the framework of multiple regression 
(ABEL - 1971) is a possible method for assisting in multi­
variate situations. As a first consideration a simple 2 x 2  Table 
for X^ (explained variable) and Xg (explanatory variable) allows 
the calculation of the difference of proportions (or the difference 
in conditional probabilities for stochastic data) of the form:
^12 = _b_ - _a_b+d a+c
and this is analogous to the regression coefficient of X^ , onto Xg. 
The analogy between proportional difference and dummy regression is 
then extended to multi-variate but still dichotomous variables X^ , 
Xg, X^ .... and comparison of the difference of proportion para­
meters in the variety of possible combinations regarded as 
permitting an intuitive feel of interactive or additive effects of 
selected explanatory variables on a given explained variable.
Alternatively, the contingency tables can be treated directly as a 
multi-variate dummy regression problem, and then using normal 
regression techniques estimates of a and 3 coefficients obtained.
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2Also the value of r gives the proportion of variance in the 
explained variable explained by the explanatory variable.
The arguments for the use of regression techniques with ordinal 
system of variables is treated with more caution (ABEL - 1971) and 
there are perhaps two possible cases to consider:
a. where it is believed that an underlying cardinal value
exists j
b. where no assumptions can be made on the existence of
underlying cardinal values.
In the first case the mapping from ordinal to cardinal be done on 
the basis of the believed or perceived cardinality. However, if a 
common data transfer base is not used for both variables (in a two 
variable situation) then the regression line slope will be affected 
and in consequence the inferences which can be drawn from dumny 
regression calculations. Where no assumptions on underlying 
cardinality exist then it is a matter of judgement as to what 
metric values are utilised. In both cases considerable personal 
judgement is involved but may provide yet another tool for 
obtaining an insight into multi-variate situations limited to 
nominal or ordinal data measurement.
The annual summary of papers 'Sociological Methodology’ is 
concerned "with publishing important papers in the established area 
of quantitative analysis .., also papers presenting a<%vanced 
developments in ’quantitative’ areas ...". The 1976 
’Sociological Methodology’ reflects a concern with moving beyond 
the confines of the general linear model in order to handle, 
amongst others, nominal and ordinal data. GOODMAN in his paper on 
'The relationship between modified and usual multiple regression 
approaches to the analysis of dichotomous variables’, carries out a 
mathematical analysis of the case for using dummy multiple 
regression techniques of nominal data and also argues that the 
modified multiple-regression approach can be extended directly to 
the case where the variables are polytomous (not necessarily 
dichotomous). The case for the production of a genuine ordinal 
slope analogue (BLALOCK Jnr - 1974) follows the lines of regression-
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analysis assumptions, and also that frequency tables can be of value 
in general interpretation of data relationships in addition to the 
normal statistical calculations available - insight is an 
important key to this approach. An alternative technique 
(BONACICH, KIRBY - 1976) is the procedure of effect - proportional 
recalibration (LYONS - 1971) where a metric for one ordinal 
variable is obtained by assuming linearity, but requires that the 
metric of the other variable already be known, and is then extended 
to consider if metrics of all variables can be established from 
assumptions about linear relations between pairs of them.
6,6.3 THE REQUIREMENT FOR A DATA SEARCH STRATEGY
The nature of the total ship systems effectiveness problems where 
combinations of men are involved in operating and maintaining 
ship installed systems, means that there are a considerable number 
of Human Factors variables involved. It is also a reasonable 
assumption that there will be interaction between variables which 
will compound the problem of analysis.
The computer programs in the Statistical Packages for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) have a concentration on the more definitive aspects 
of statistical requijrements for Social Sciences data, but the 
Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA) is one computer based 
routine which may be of value and so this has been reviewed. In 
addition, on advice from University staff, the Automatic Inter­
action Detection (AID) programme has been considered and included 
in this overview of the requirement for a data search strategy.
Multiple Classification Analysis
Multiple Classification Analysis is a computer based program for 
assessing how several predictive factors simultaneously determine a 
dependent variable. It is adopted from conventional analysis of 
variance with the program based on one dependent variable with a 
series of independent variables. The assumption is made that the 
values of variables are based on a summation of coefficients which 
are related to the variable function. The problem is to determine 
the values for these coefficients which when processed by the MCA
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model will predict an output which reproduces as far as possible an
observed score. From the MCA outputs it is possible to construct a2 .measure analogous to a r which will indicate the amount of total 
variance which is considered to be related to the combined main 
effects of the various predictions. It has been stated (SONQUIST 
- 1970) that there are several, limitations to the MCA program. No 
attempt is made to measure or delete possible interaction affects 
of the control factors on the dependent variable, although the 
program can cope with interactions provided they are introduced as 
input variables. However, the analyst is not always aware of the 
full range of interactions existing in his data set, and in 
consequence high unexplained residuals may exist in the MCA output, 
which can serve to alert the analyst that there are factors which 
have not been adequately represented in the model. This was the 
starting point of the development of the Automatic Interaction 
Detection Algorithm (MORGAN and SONQUIST - I963).
The Automatic Interaction Detection Algorithm
The Automatic Interaction Detection Algorithm is reputed to be 
suitable for the inductive phases in sociological research, and 
typically where the analyst is more concerned with the development 
of models than with the testing of pre-determined hypotheses. The 
usefulness of statistical analysis of data such as AID could be in 
producing guidelines for specifying the form and extent of the 
relationships between variables, and the fact that it sets out to 
locate interacting variables which have not: been represented 
adequately in the raw data.
The techniques is an application of a one way analysis of variance 
model. The object is to divide the input data into a series of 
non-overlapping sub-groups, in order to identify the set of groups 
whose means explain more of the variation in the dependent 
variable than any other set of sub-groups. The sequence involved 
is :
a, calculate the sum of the squares of the total input
sample;
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b. next find the single predictor which when split into an 
non-overlapping sub-groups provides the target reduction in 
the unexplained sura of the squares;
c. consider all possible binary splits on all predictors 
such that :
(1) the classes of each predictor are organised into 
descending sequences using their means as a criteria;
(2) non-contiguous classes are not placed together 
in one of the new groups to be formed;
d. after completion of step c, further splits are carried 
out until pre-determined limits for total sum of squares 
cannot be exceeded.
In addition to printing the partition tables and final output group, 
a tree network is printed stating group type, sample and mean. This 
pictorial representation is a useful aid to obtaining an insight 
into the independent variable.
6.7 DISCUSSION
In carrying out this,overview phase of the Human Factors aspects 
from the Total System requirement, a selective appraisal has been 
completed of those areas considered relevant to the research. The 
six sections have covered in varying depth the subjects of their 
respective headings, and the bias evident in the topics selected 
indicates the pre-judgements made on the paths to be followed.
The major conclusion derived from this chapter’s work is that given 
the complex man-machine interface situation involved, with inter­
active multi-variate variables as data sources, that codification 
and analysis would not be a simple task. Further, the validity of 
any sample data collected must be carefully considered together 
with reliability in order to ensure that any conclusions drawn from 
the sample can be meaningfully construed to the total population. 
Because of the total systems man-machine area of research it is 
concluded that the following aspects should be observed and used 
wherever possible:
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a. Strategies based on systems concepts.
b. Methodologies able to cope with 'soft* systems.
c. Techniques emphasising the man-machine interactions
d. Conceptual models.
The next Chapter examines the Data Collection Methods utilised, 
and starts by explaining the reasons for using data collected by 
two Ministry of Defence (Navy) projects.
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CHAPTER 7
THE DATA COLLECTION METHODS
The final year of the three and a quarter years' research was 
carried out full time at the University of Surrey under the Defence 
Fellowship Scheme. The procedure for the award of a Defence,
Fellowship includes attendance at two Interview Boards, Preliminary 
and Final.
The preliminary interview board, chaired by the Naval Secretary and 
with Ministry of Defence (N) membership, recommended the award of 
a Defence Fellowship to the Final Board, and also stated that the 
planned area of research - the Human Factors aspects of Total 
Systems should be linked to the work in hand by the Director of 
Weapons Co-ordination and Acceptance (DWCA). This is concerned 
with Ship Weapon System Engineering (SWSE).
The Final Board, chaired by the Second Permanent Under Secretary 
of State and with Ministry of Defence - tri-service membership 
considered that in awarding a Defence Fellowship for a sabbatical 
year that it was important during the research that contact be 
maintained with the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment (ASWE)..
Here the work by one division is concentrating one overall performance 
of the Command and Control Systems in Royal Navy modern ships.
This Chapter will summarise the work being carried out by the 
Directorate of Weapons Co-ordination and Acceptance, and the 
Director Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment and in particular 
the data collection methods employed by these two organisations 
in the specific area of Human Factors. This data was then utilised 
in carrying out an independent analysis which is summarised at 
the end of this Chapter and then expanded upon in Chapter 8.
7.1. ADMIRALTY SURFACE WEAPONS ESTABLISHMENT - COMMAND AND CONTROL 
SYSTEMS DIVISION
The Command and Control Systems Division (XCO) at the Admiralty Surface 
Weapons Establishment at Portsdown, in Hampshire is responsible for
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Research and Development Support to current and future Naval Command 
Systems, and during the past five years detailed operational 
assessments have been undertaken of the performance of onboard ship 
command teams in:
a. Action Data Automation System ships (ADA).
b. Computer Assisted Action Information System Ships (CAAIS)
These assessments have been carried out during realistic operational ' 
exercises at sea (TAYLOR - I98I).
The efficiency of Command and Control Systems is dependent upon 
the production of both an accurate and timely tactical picture. Data 
on the position, course, speed and identity of ships, submarines and 
aircraft in the vicinity of the ship developing the tactical picture 
is required, and the ship sensor inputs include Radar, Electronic 
Warfare, Digital Ih.ta Links, Sonar and Communications. A combination 
of manual and automatic data extraction of the radar data received by 
the ship is practised by means of a computer-based system, and 
evidence derived from the assessments carried out to date emphasise 
the importance and sensitivity of both the man to man, and man to 
machine aspects of tactical picture compilation. Ultimately the 
operational performance of the whole ship will be degraded in a 
situation of inadequate tactical picture compilation activity.
7.1.1 THE MEASUREMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ACTION INFORMATION 
ORGANISATION IN SURFACE SHIPS
The method of exercise analysis developed by the Command and Control 
System Division (XCO) is based on a reconstruction of selected past 
events by use of mission reports, operation orders and ships’ radar 
recordings in order to produce what is termed the 'God's eye view' 
of the exercise. The next stage involves recording data received by 
the ship via its sensors and subsequently made available to the Action 
Information Organisation team on the ships Operations Room. It is 
therefore possible by subsequent data reduction and analysis to 
reconstruct the tactical picture which could have been compiled by 
the tactical picture compilation team. Finally, by appropriate data 
recordings, the tactical picture actually developed by the Operations
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Room Team is reconstructed. The three way comparison of results will 
lead to a measure of effectiveness of the Action Information Organisation, 
and in particular the picture compilation process.
7.1..2 THE AREAS OF DATA RECORDING
A comprehensive data recording organisation is necessary in order to 
be able to conduct the three way analysis outlined above, and the ’
princip#i aspects covered are as follows (JOHNSON, COWAN - I980).
a. Operational Orders, Mission Reports and similar data 
on excise plans and conduct which are produced external to the 
ship.
b. Ship's Radar video.
c. Ship's internal and external communications (selected 
channels).
d. Selected data from the Ship's Tactical Computer System.
e. Low light television recordings within the ship's 
Operations Room.,
f. Nsirrative reports compiled by onboard ship observers.
Operational Orders, Mission Reports and Exercise Plans.
The fact that normally only major Royal Navy exercises are considered 
for evaluation b;y the Command Control Systems Division, means that 
a comprehensive data bank can be established from which an accurate 
reconstruction of actual events can be carried out. Variations from 
planned exercise orders cein be qualified by mechanical failure 
(of attack aeroplanes), inclement weather, poor radar conditions, 
jamming and evasive action, times (to minutes and seconds) and 
personal views and anecdotes from mission reports and debriefs.
Ships Radar Video
The ships radar video is recorded through a specially designed interface 
units on to commercially available television cassette recorders. The 
ships normally have two surveillance radars, and the video from both 
is recorded together with a synchronisation time marker common to all
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recordings. Whilst it is possible to record the radar video at any 
point from 'as received by the ship', to 'as presented on the operator's 
display', it is practice to record at the radar receiver end, which 
whilst overcoming the problem of range scale switching at the 
operator display, may not highlight the problems of video line 
losses or incorrectly set up displays.
Ships Internal and External Communications i
The ship's internal and external communications are recorded on special 
audio recorders, and again time synchronisation based on the computer , 
time is used. The communication lines to be recorded are largely 
determined by the exercise, but normally will include:
Command Open Line
Air Picture Compilation Net
Aircraft Control Net
Selected Data from the Ship's Tactical Computer System
By use of a special recording sub-routine which can be used whilst the 
tactical computer is 'on line' using the standard operational program, 
all computer injections made by the Operations Room system operators 
are recorded in real time. Illegal and legal injections are stored, 
and also the position and status of all surface and air target tracks 
which are held in the 'main track table' are recorded at 8 second 
intervals. Finally, Electronic Warfare and Weapons System data are 
recorded.
Low Light Television
Low light television cameras are available for positioning in selected 
places in the Operations Room. As well as giving a real time picture 
of general activity, the facility to zoom onto a particular operator, 
display or manual injection keyboard is available. This can 
supplement the computer stored records of, for example, the number 
of illegal injections made from visual records of all tactile 
movements. The value for particular man-machine interface 
investigations is considerable.
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Narrative Reports compiled by On-board Ship Observers
In addition to monitoring the behaviour of the recording equipment, 
the Command and Control Systems Division observers remain onboard 
the ship for the complete exercise period, which are typically ten 
days' duration. Observers are skilled and experienced in Action 
Information Organisation work and can provide a valuable record of 
situational data for use during subsequent data reduction. A low 
profile, minimum interference role is adopted.
7.1 .3  DATA REDUCTION
To continuously record the data sources for the whole ten days exercise 
period would create a considerable data reduction task. Continuous 
recordings of up to 8 hours have been carried out, but in general 
detailed analysis is confined to an average of ten one hour recording 
samples.
The computer tape record is returned to the Admiralty Surface Weapons 
Establishment and transferred to computer disc store. Specially 
written Data Base System software is used to construct some standard 
outputs which include :
a. a listing of all surface and air tracks formed in the 
ship's computer.
b. a listing of all computer manual injunctions made.
c. the Operations Room operator's developed picture of
hostile and friendly tracks - this being plotted by means of 
a graph plotter by range and bearing, and to the same scale 
as the radar video recording for subsequent comparisons.
The Ship's radar video is,also returned to the Admiralty Surface 
Weapons Establishment and stored on 35 mm films by playing the video 
back on to a ship's type display. The film recording rate is adjusted 
so that one rotation of the ship's radar aerial corresponds to one 
frame of films. After processing, the film is back projected onto a 
screen, and echoes manually plotted to give all tracks with time markers 
for a selected hour's recording. Since the film can be run both
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forwards and backwards at a variety of speeds it is possible to obtain 
a comprehensive visual picture of the air and sea contact activity.
The communication recordings are transcribed to a written narrative 
which will include all comments made over the communications lines and 
time markers added by means of a specially made time analyser.
The three way reconstruction of events is now undertaken. A comprehensive 
picture of what actually happened in the exercise area is reconstructed 
from Operation Orders, reports etc and hence the 'God’s eye view'.
This does not need to be constrained to the ship's sensor range 
capability which will be influenced by weather conditions, electronic 
warfare activity, radar performance and availability. The ship's 
sensor (radar) picture can be then compared with the 'God's eye view', 
and finally the computer produced plots with the data which was 
available from the ship's sensors. The three overlays at Figure 19 
are typical plots of the three way picture construction.
M .
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FIGURE 19 - Reconstruction of actual air traffic, that detected by
ship's radar, and computer plot stored by ship's operators
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7.1.4 THE COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM DIVISION'S ANALYSIS OF 
RESULTS (HUMAN FACTORS)
It is not the purpose of this section of the thesis to summarise the 
tactical inference which can be drawn by an analysis of results, but 
. the procedures used result in figures of merit for overall performance 
which are obtained under exercise (simulated 'operational') conditions. 
The sequence of events from detection up to weapon system point of 
'fire' is included in analysis and also estimated variation in overall 
effectiveness examined as a function of predicted scenarios, various 
attack concentrations and levels of electronic warfare jamming.
Some human factors orientated observations which have emerged from 
the analysis and assessment work to date are (TAYLOR - I98I):
a. because of operator tiredness, overload of inadequate 
inter-operator interaction the detection of contacts on the 
radar screen is degraded.
b. operators will initiate computer tracks for non-existent 
targets.
c. poor or incorrect operator procedures can result in 
track identity confusion by multiple numbering of tracks or 
using a block number for more than one target.
d. feedback to the operators of their relative (manual v
automatic modes) performance is inadequate when automatic (by 
computer) track initiation and tracking is used. As a result 
boredom and low motivation are evident when using the auto mode,
e. the overall ship performance is considerably influenced 
by the performance of the system performance.
f. there are identifiable weaknesses in man-machine 
interfaces but with existing hardware and software constraints 
only limited remedial action is possible short of a considerable 
system redesign.
g. on-board training facilities are inadequate for maintaining 
operator proficiency.
h. system manning is sometimes undertaken by operators of 
lower grade (rating) and experience than required by the 
system design.
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7,1.5 the command system laboratory
The Command Control Systems Division is not only investigating the 
present Royal Navy fit of Command and' Control Systems, but is also 
researching the development of future systems. The approach adopted 
is based on maintaining an overview of the whole problem and that the 
Human Factors aspects be given 'much more of an equal voice withe the 
computer technology side than hitherto, at all levels of system '
requirements, specification, system design and implementation'
(TAYLOR - 1981).
In order to grapple with the problems of the future systems architecture 
and systems design, a major new facility - the Command Systems 
Laboratory, has been developed. The first main instalment of equipment 
occurred in 198I, and the facility will be operated by a team of 
Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment Scientists, together with 
extensive industry support. A schematic of the Command System 
laboratory is at Figure 20.
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7.2 THE'DIRECTORATE OF WEAPONS CO-ORDINATION AND ACCEPTANCE - SHIP 
WEAPON SYSTEM ENGINEERING
During the last half of the 1970's a number of Study Groups had made 
proposals on the way ahead for Ship Weapon System Engineering (SWSE) 
and as a result some changes were made by the Director General Weapons 
(Naval) to parts of his organisation. In June 1979 a further Study 
Group made proposals for the adoption of Agreed Fighting Characteristics 
(AFC) as a step towards a coherent development of the Fleet's Weapon 
Systems, and to improve their integration, both within the individual 
ship and within tactical units and groups (DWCA(N)/DD/330/C22).
In order to proceed with the Agreed Fighting Characteristics concept 
(qv) some further reorganisation of the Directorage of Weapons 
Co-ordination and Acceptance was necessary which also reflected the 
overall Ship Weapon System Engineering task. This task begins at 
the concept phase and is then concerned with the design co-ordination 
and system management which spans the whole life cycle of the ship up 
to disposal. This total task involves many authorities, including some 
not within the Director General Weapons (Naval) line management 
organisation, and extending to Industry. A dynamic and matrix based 
organisation was therefore required with Weapon System Managers 
assuming responsibility for particular phases of concept, feasibility, 
definition, development, setting-to-work, acceptance, in-service and 
post-design.
A conceptual outline (DWCA(N) - 1979) of the weapon system functions 
required in a broad range of operational roles is at Figure 21, which 
(it was considered) emphasised the need to develop new techniques, 
including macro-system Simulation and Modelling with which to address , 
the complex interactions implicit in modern ship weapon systems 
(DWCA(N) - 1979).
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FIGURE 21 - Conceptual outline of weapon system functions 
(DWCA(N) - 1979)
7.2.1 AGREED FIGHTING CHARACTERISTICS
The specification of Agreed Fighting Characteristics (AFC) - ’a 
definition of the required performance characteristics to achieve a 
given operational effectiveness’ (DWCA(N)/DD/306/022 - June 1979) 
became the task of the Deputy Director Agreed Fighting Characteristics 
(DD/AFC) and his staff starting in 1979»
Earlier that year a Study Group had reported that one of the important 
benefits of the Agreed Fighting Characteristics approach was the extent 
to which it might be possible to generate and validate models of 
complete ship weapon systems. As part of this approach the ability 
to undertake the necessary trials and exercises, to improve the 
limited knowledge of the environment, and above all, the ability to 
simulate man in the correct operational environment were considered to 
be of major concern. Also the setting in hand of feasibility studies 
to investigate the use of modelling techniques would be aimed at 
realising benefits in the long term.
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The Agreed Fighting Characteristic task meant the involvement of 
authorities external to the Deputy Director Agreed Fighting 
Characteristics' line management organisation, and therefore information 
exchange procedures would be required. The Effectiveness task was also 
the concern of many Ministry of Defence (Navy) departments, and 
in particular the activities of the Fleet Performance Co-ordination 
Committee and its Systems Effectiveness Groups (qv) had to be 
considered.
It was decided that in order to construct a precise and unambiguous way 
of expressing whole-ship fighting performance, it would be necessary 
to apply analytical disciplines and techniques, recognising that there 
would be less precise results where human performance was concerned 
compared with those for equipment performance. The following features 
embody the philosophy of the analytical discipline:
a. it must encompass all components of capability including
equipment, manpower, software and support.
b. it must take account of likely interactions between the
many and diverse operational capabilities required.
c. it must address the whole life of the operational
capability required,
d. it must be capable of validation to a specified level of
confidence.
The definition of a total ship requirement would be derived from all 
relevant 'statements of requirement' and would include Ship and Weapons 
Naval Staff Targets (NST), Agreed Characteristics, Specification,
Study Reports etc. These would need to be analysed for function and 
scenario and then fpr each specific capability, identification of the 
human, material and software components with a measurement of the 
performance required from each such component. Finally, the sensitivity 
of each process to a wide range of variables would be carried out and 
would include (as examples):
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e. Operational Factors - equipment performance, operator.
performance, compatibility with 
other Capabilities, effect of change 
in threat level, tendency to 
overload, environment, reliability 
factors ......
f. Background Factors - training, documentation, software,
stores, test facilities ....   •
Selecting one part of the total activity outlined above - 'the 
specification of the required Agree Fighting Characteristics of all 
components of capability including equipment, manpower, software 
and support' - the Deputy Director Agreed Fighting Characteristics 
took action to place contracts with EASAMS LIMITED (a member of GEC - 
Marconi Electronics Ltd), Caraberley, Surrey and Electronic Facilities 
Design Limited (EFD), Wargrave, Berkshire. The activities of the two 
contractors were inter-related and the work carried out was referred to 
as the 42 Audit as it was concerned with the Type 42 Guided
Missile Destroyer Class of ship. The next section of the thesis will 
examine the Electronic Facilities Design work, an organisation, which 
despite the title consists of teams of Consultant Psychologists. The 
contract with EASAMS Limited concentrated on the Command and Control 
Function of the Tÿpe 42 Class of ships and present capabilities with 
respect to its fighting goals.
7.2.2 THE TYPE 42 AUDIT - HUMAN FACTORS ASPECTS
A contract for a Human Factors Audit of the Royal Navy's Type 42 
destroyers was awarded to Electronic Facilities Design Limited (EFD) 
on 17 May 1979. The final report was produced in April I98I and 
within that two year period a considerable number of interim and 
detailed reports were produced which mirrored the scale of the work 
carried out. The task was directly concerned with the men within the 
Operations Room of the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer Class of ship 
and examined their tasks, their training, their interactions with each 
other and with the Action Information Organisation.
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7.2.3 t h e a p p r o a c h a n d o b j e c t i v e s
A summary of the approach adopted by Electronic Facilities Design Limited 
is as follows :
a. as a first objective to produce an analysis of the Human
Factors aspects of the Type 42 Operations Room, with particular
reference to the identification of any areas of weakness.
b. the second objective to recommend courses of action
directed towards remedying any particular shortcomings 
identified in the analysis, and grouped as short term or long 
term measures.
c. the study to be based on a systematic investigation of 
each Operations Room job. The importance of sensors, weapons, 
communications and ship's propulsion system to be considered where 
relevant to Human Factors issues.
d. for each operator in the Type 42 Operations Room,the
Human Factors analysis to be based on four headings of :
(1) the man's task
(2) the man's Command System facilities
(3) the man's training
(4) the man's personal qualities
The Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer is one of the Royal Navy's new 
Class of ships and in 1979 a total of five ships had been built and 
accepted into Royal Navy service. All five ships were finally included 
in the Type 42 Audit,
7.2 .4 SECONDARY DATA SOURCES
In addition to studying literature references EFD staff visited and 
made personal contact with people and authorities who could be in a 
position to make available both ojective and subjective data and 
judgements.
The literature search included Action Data Automation System manuals, 
and Electronic Facilities Design Limited had previously carried out
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Human Factors projects for the Ministry of Defence (Navy) in similar 
ships, but with a variation of Action Data Automation System fit. The 
reports produced by the Command and Control Systems Division (XCO) 
at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment on their Type 42 'top 
down’ method study approach were examined, as were numerous other papers 
and documents concerning the Type 42 destroyer.
Electronic Facilities Design Limited had been contracted directly by ) 
the Command and Control Systems Division at ASWE to investigate 
particular aspects of manual injection procedures in ADAWS fitted ships, 
and the reports produced were considered to be relevant to the Type 42 
Destroyer situation.
Demographic data on the Operations Room Ratings including education, 
age, rating, service engagement, training, task and continuation 
training were made available by the Naval Manpower Utilisation Unit 
(NMUU) who has carried out a questionnaire survey of 191 Operations Room 
Personnel in the five Type 42 destroyers as part of the 'Type 42 Audit'.
Similar type data on the officers was made available by the Director 
of Naval Officers Appointments (X).
Finally, discussions were held with members of staff of the Flag Officer 
Sea Training (FOST), the Operational Evaluation Group (OEG), the 
Captain Naval Operational Command Systems (CNOCS), the Institute of 
Naval Medicine (INM), HMS DRYAD - Royal Naval Training Establishment 
for Operations Room Officers and ratings, and finally HMS MERCURY - the’ 
Royal Navy Communications Training Establishment.
PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
The primary data collection procedure was based on visits to the five 
Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyers where formal interviews were held with 
a total of 127 Operations Room Personnel, Table 20 summarises the 
percentage of the total personnel borne on board by complement who 
were interviewed.
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AAWO (50
APS 60
AIRPICTUIŒTEAM
APCs 27
APR(F) 40
APR(L) 40
AAHO(A) 30
FIGHTER CONTROL FC 30
HGD 60
AWU SDC 50WEAPONSTEAM GC 40
TIOps 50
EW EWO 66TEAM EWOp %
PWO 80
SURFACEPICTURETEAM
AcPS 50
SPS 50
SPC/R 70
HELD CONTROL HC ,
ASMD 50ASWTEAM SC 26 jSOs n
SUPPORT ORS _jlJ
TABLE 20 - Percentage of l^ ype 42 Guided Missile Destroyer Operations 
Room Operators interviewed during the Human Factors Audit, 
(see Glossary of Terms for description of Operator Acronyms),
Each interview lasted approximately half an hour, and following the 
interview the majority of the personnel were asked to complete a written 
questionnaire, A total of twenty-seven questions were contained in 
the questionnaire based on a three point semantic differential scaling 
for the interviewees responses, and covering aspects of;
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a. environmental forces - heat, light, noise, ventilation
b. medical - sea-sickness, tiredness, eyestrain
c. attitudes - isolation, job satisfaction
d. workload - high, low, interest, boredom
e. support documentation - quality, frequency of use, 
feedback
f. supervision
Finally the psychologists remained with one of the Type 42 Guided 
Missile Destroyers during part of a Major Fleet Sea exercise of the 
type monitored by the Command and Control Systems Division of the 
Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment (ASWE) and reported upon in 
Section 7.1.
7.2 .5  DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING
Throughout the series of reports produced by Electronic Facilities 
Design Limited of the 'Tÿpe 42 Audit’, the same proforma of analysis 
was used, which were perceived dimensions of Operation Functions 
under four headings;
a, the Task
b. the Facility
c « the Training
d. the Man
The operator's 'Task' involves his contribution to the Action Information 
Organisation System and will include the responsibilities and activities 
necessary to meet the task. The 'Facilities' range from hardware, 
computer software, internal and external communications and physical 
disposition in relation to his equipment and other operators. The 
'Training' ranges from basic career training, specialist shore based 
training for his task, pre-joining the ship training (PJT) and also 
Command Team Training (CTT). Once onboard the ship continuation 
training will vary from real situations, simulations, trainers to 
question books. The 'Man' facet ranges from those aspects previously
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described as 'hard' such as age, rating/ranlc, time on board ship to 
the 'soft' aspects of motivation, pressure, stress and attitudes.
In making the assessment and analysis under the four major headings 
above, EFD acknowledge that these contained interactive independent 
variables and a judgement on this was made by means of a final 
assessment heading for each operator function (and individual 
operator if at the detailed report level) under the heading of 
'Conclusions'«
It is also formally recorded in the reports that ’’standards of 
required performance” do not exist in respect of individual tasks 
performed in the Type 42 Operations Room. Judgements as to success 
or failure of operators in certain aspects of their tasks were made 
by EFD on a combination of commonsense, the psychologist's (EFD) 
experience developed on previous (or current) Action Information 
Organisation Contracts, and the opinions of others who operate the 
same or similar systems or who were engaged in training or objective 
analysis.
A considerable number of reports were produced and the most detailed 
of these - The Basic Facts Report - consists of twenty-two Chapters 
where each Chapter represents the account of an individual operator 
or groups of operators within the Type 42 Operations Room. The 
chapters vary in length from thirty to seventy pages with the detailed 
findings, and an account of actions to be considered in order to 
remedy the deficiencies revealed by the Human Factors Audit. The 
next level of report - 'The Summary of Findings' - is in two volumes 
and contains five to ten page accounts of the Human Factors aspects 
of the twenty-seven operator positions and functions within the 
Type 42*s Operations Room. This report represents a summary of the 
material contained in the Basic Fact Report. Finally, the Synopsis 
of Findings - is aimed at giving a brief overview of the Human Factors 
Audit and also acts as a reference source for the other two more 
detailed reports. Here single sheet summaries of twenty-three of 
the twenty-seven operator functions in the Type 42's Operations Room, 
based on the four analysis groupings of task, training, facilities and 
man plus a conclusion 'box'. Also included is a single sheet table
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aimed at giving an at-a-glance summary of the Human Factors Audit 
for twenty-three of the twenty-seven Operations Room functions 
(excluded are the General Operational Plot Compiler, Weapons Engineer, 
Communications Yeoman, Tactical Operator and the ship's Captain). A 
traffic-light colour coding scheme has been used in this table to 
indicate unsatisfactory, satisfactory and good aspects of each 
dimension,
7.2.6 THE ELECTRONIC FACILITIES DESIGN ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The very thoroughness and quantity of detail recorded in the reports 
creates a problem of appreciation of the Overall Human Factors 
situation in this case study of the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer 
Operations Room, The 22 x 4 matrix (or including the five noted above 
27 X  4) gives a large combination of factors to be considered and 
since data reduction, followed by data reduction has taken place the 
making of overall judgement needs to be made with caution. Certainly 
this is not attempted in the Electronic Facilities Design Limited 
reports except that for each operator function interactions from that 
operator's position are examined, and thus the potential exists for 
reconstructing the whole interactive web of events.
The Confidential and Commercial-in-Confidence aspects of the data in the 
reports precludes recording in this thesis the specific aspects 
involved but the total system interpretation will be discussed in the 
next chapter.
7.3 DISCUSSION
The two programmes of work - the Command and Control System Division 
(XCO) at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment, and the 
Directorate of Weapons Co-ordination Acceptance (DWCA) contracting 
Electronic Facilities Design Limited (EFD) to carry out the 'Type 42 
Audit' in support of the Agreed Fighting Characteristics (AFC) 
organisation were not part of one integrated task. There was 
however a free interchange of progress, ideas and results obtained 
but this did not significantly alter the approach of either 
organisation to their particular work programmes. The common elements
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of the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer, the selection of the 
Operations Room as the case study, the use of the same ships (all 
ships of the Class available), and therefore the involvement of the 
same men, leads to consideration of using the data from these two 
projects as a common data base source.
This was the approach adopted by the thesis author, and also met the 
remit placed at the two Defence Fellowship Boards to link and maintain 
contact with these two organisations. This was to ensure that optimum 
use be made of available data and that all work involved in the area 
of Total Ship System Effectiveness was integrated as far as possible.
Ttie considerable benefit of having such comprehensive data available 
was accompanied by the problems of having to analyse data which had 
not been specifically collected for the author's research aims.
However this is one of the constraints imposed by collaborative research 
and it was more a question of having too much data available, which 
gave rise to the first problem of how to structure the analysis work.
It was eventually decided to concentrate the initial effort on the 
Electronic Facilities Design data as recorded in their reports, and . 
this is described in the next Chapter at Sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3»
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CHAPTER 8
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY
Discussions were held with both the Deputy Director Agreed Fighting 
Characteristics and the Head of the Command and Control Systems 
Division (XCO) at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment, on 
the work in hand by their respective organisations, and the aims of 
the author’s research programme with an emphasis on the Human 
Factors aspects involved. The emphasis was necessary since, as 
already reported in this thesis, a considerable amount of work had 
already been completed towards the realisation of the Total Systems 
Effectiveness concept based on Availability, Performance and Human 
Factors. In particular the production of the Preliminary Study 
Report (PSR) and Full Study Report (FSR) for the future Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre (NMDC) Information System would ensure a 
firm base for data collection and analysis in the area of material 
Availability, Reliability and Maintainability and also including 
some aspects of systems performance.
The Deputy Director Agreed Fighting Characteristics agreed that 
discussions could talce place with Electronic Facilities Design 
Limited and a first meeting was held at Wargrave, Berkshire in early 
December 1980. Prior to this event, the ’Type h2 Audit' reports 
produced at that stage had been studied and a first list of 
'Aspects of the Man' had been produced.
8.1 TYPE 42 AUDIT - PRE-ANALYSIS OF DATA
The first five Chapters of this Thesis concentrate on the 
engineering aspects of Total Ship Systems, but also included are 
continuous attempts to probe into the Human Factors aspects in 
order to work towards the Availability, Performance and Human 
Factors model of Effectiveness. Before examining the Electronic 
Facilities Design Ltd reports a list of eleven major Aspects of Man 
was constructed, where these eleven aspects were those which had 
consistently occurred during the first two years of the research 
work programme. The intention was then to analyse the EFD reports 
against the eleven major aspects to see if there were adequate data
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to help consolidate these perceived key factors. This approach is 
summarised in Table 21. ,
Whilst many of the aspects considered important were also to be 
found in the Electronic Facilities Design reports it did not help 
in making any real progress with either of the first two aims of 
the Thesis;
a, the design of a Methodology to assist in
identifying the critical failure areas within complex
systems;
b. to identify the framework of a conceptual model 
involving equipment and men as an aid to decision making of 
Total Systems Effectiveness.
It will be noticed that the second aim has been modified such that 
only the framework of a conceptual model is now to be constructed,
and this reflects the realisation as the research work progressed
of the much greater effort and resources necessary in order to 
complete the second aim as originally written.
In addition to the backcloth of ideas listed in Table 21, a more 
formal approach was taken with two questionnaires which were used as 
part of the 'lype 42 Audit’. These were:
a. A survey carried out by the Naval Manpower Utilisation 
Unit (NMUU) of 197 Operations Room Personnel in Type 42 
Guided Missile Destroyers.
b. A survey carried out by Electronic Facilities Design 
Limited of 114 Operations Room Personnel (Type 42’s).
8.1.1 THE NAVAL MANPOWER UTILISATION UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
The Naval Manpower Utilisation Unit (MNUU) survey was carried out 
in the Summer of 1979 and involved four of the five Type 42 Guided 
Missile Destroyers examined by Electronic Facilities Design Ltd.
The fifth ship was not available in the Summer of 1979» being still 
involved in the shipbuilder's trials. The 197 responses were made 
available for analysis and a data set - 197 interviewees v 19 
question elements - prepared. A completed copy of the questionnaire
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a s p e c t s  of  THL MAN
1. MAIN SYSTEM FUNCTION (EFV CAT f - Opt/uUioM Room Team}
2. MAIN MAN FUNCTION (EFP CAT 2 - Funiitcotuti Gnoup] GAOup SÂze
3. MAN REPORTING LEVEL (EFP CAT 3 - ADAWS 4 Function OpeAxitou)
4. RANK/RATE AND SPECIALISATION CATEGORY (EFP CAT S(6}-VAaitÙig}
5. REDUCED MANNING STANDARDS OR COMPLEMENT DILUTION
6. TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE EFP CAT g - Education, T/uUning and Expexieiice)
a'. PRE-JOINING TRAINING AND BASIC COURSES (EFP CAT &(?), 8(2),  8(3)
B. ON BOARD TRAINING (EFP CAT 8(3) On-Boood TAOining}
C. EXPERIENCE/KNOWLEDGE (EFP CAT 8(4) - Education, abiZity, ExpeAiencet £ Knototedge) 
Co. EDUCATION/INTELLIGENCE (EFP CAT 8(4)]
Ce . a ge]
7. SKILLS
A. OPERATOR
B. DIAGNOSTIC
C. MANAGERIAL
8. MAN MACHINE INTERFACE - A (EFP CAT 4 AOAWS 4 F a c c titU i and CAT 5 Coimunicationi
and CAT 6 Comput&A FaituAe]
ThcA zntAy i i  uAcd o i the tin k  to  the AvaitabiZity pAogAom iu ite .
9. MAN MACHINE INTERFACE - B - ERGONOMICS (EFP 4(5) - EAgononUcA and Opi Room Layout]
10. DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT (EFP CAT 7 - Job 'AixU i
A. DIAGNOSTIC
B. JOB INFORMATION
C. DESCRIPTIVE
11. human PERFORMANCE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF PRESSURE AND MORALE
(EFP CAT 9 -  Human PeAiofimance Limitation&)
A. MORALE (EFP 9(2) - BoAedom and Motivation]
B. FATIGUE (EFP 9(1) -  R etiab iU ty  and (ffoAktoadf 9(4) SenAofl-t/ Load]
C. JOB SATISFACTION AND ATTITUDE (EFP 9(2) ....... Motivation]
D. MEDICAL/HEALTH
E. ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSORS (EFP 9(7) - Envltoronent &t4.eAA04A)
(lOeathcA, Living Conditioni, OpeAating Conditions, Ships PAogAome,
Food, Leave, Sea/SkoAe Ratio]
TABLE 21 - ’Aspects of the Man’ - Initial List Stimulated by Type 42 
Audit Reports
is at Appendix 19» The data collected was largely demographic, but 
also includes aspects of training and attitudes - the last measure 
based on intentions to leave the Royal Wavy by formally giving 
notice. A glossary of terms is included at the end of this thesis 
to assist in understanding abbreviations used in documents such as 
the NMUU questionnaire. Inclinations to use the data set as a 
basis for initiating statistical analyses were resisted at this 
stage, and in the absence of hypotheses to be tested would not have 
been of major importance to the research aims.
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8.1.2 THE ELECTRONIC FACILITIES DESIGN LTD QUESTIONNAIRE
The general content of the EFD questionnaire has been commented upon 
at Section T.2.5 and a range of facets were covered, including 
environmental forces, medical, attitudes» workload, support 
documentation and supervision. Again a data set - ll4 interviewees 
V 23 question elements was completed, and this done in direct 
collaboration with EFD. A complete data set was only possible for 
the first nine questions (environmental forces and medical) and 
the remaining fourteen questions asked of specific personnel, a 
total of only 38 people of the 114 interviewed. The data set was 
again retained until a method of approach to data analysis was 
structured.
6.2 THE IDENTIFICATION OF KEŸ INDICATORS OF HUMAN FACTORS
Whilst accepting that the data sets generated from the questionnaire 
had potential value, it was not clear how the question of overall 
effectiveness could be addressed, and to start examining particular 
aspects of the problem could be detrimental to the major aims of 
the research project.
As already stated the Electronic Facilities Design reports were all 
based on examining the lype 42 Destroyer Operations Room Human 
Factors under four classifications of the Task, the Facilities, the 
Training and the Man. Based on a systematic but subjective survey, 
EFD considered that they could identify weakness areas within the 
Operations Room Team and so it was decided to analyse the reports 
under the four headings used by EFD, and to try and identify the 
key indicators which were involved with good or bad performance.
This approach had two advantages:
a. a taxonomy of key indicators of Human Factors 
performance could be used as part of a general assessment 
procedure;
b. the key indicators could form the basis of
rating scales and so produce data on an ordinal base.
The Tables 22, 23, 24 and 25 are copies of the final grids produced.
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The Task
It was decided as the analysis of the Electronic Facilities Design 
reports progressed that an additional sub-heading 'Man Performance 
of Task' should be introduced. The twelve 'Task' key indicators 
and the nine 'Man Performance of Task' were finally selected for use 
in a grid proforma and is shown at Table 22.
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TABLE 22 - List of Key Indicators for 'The Task', and 'Man 
Performance of Task*
The 'mark link flag* is an indication of the need to link any Human 
Factors Model developed with the related equipment, which would be 
contained in the 'Availability' sub-model.
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The Facilities
Sixteen key indicators for 'The Facilities' were derived in the 
same way as for the 'Task', and the 'value criteria' is available 
to be used to create comparative scaling factors for the four 
tables. Some of the interactive key indicators are clearly evident, 
and one example is interaction with other equipment and other 
operators.
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TABLE 23 - List of key indicators for 'The Facilities' 
Training
The key indicators identified for 'Training' were less than those 
produced for 'The Task' and 'The Facilities'. Training has been 
constantly appraised by the Royal Navy and the Naval Manpower 
Utilisation Unit questionnaire (qv) also contains similar headings 
to those listed in Table 24. It is not known however if this was
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produced independently by the NMUU or in conjunction with 
Electronic Facilities Design Limited.
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TABLE 24 - List of key indicators for ’Training’
The Man
The comparatively small number of ten indicators conceals the fact 
that Man related aspects are also included within the previous 
three tables. Skill is contained within training and frequency of 
training, pressure is contained within workload of the task and 
similarly stress, so the apparent paucity of key indicators needs to 
be considered against all those identified and selected in the total 
set of four tables.
Having produced an instrument for quantifying Human Factors 
performance in a man-machine environment it was decided to produce 
table sets (of four) for the twenty-two operator functions listed 
in Table 20, This was achieved by again using the Electronic 
Facilities Design reports and transposing the written accounts into 
rating scale tables. From this array of 88 tables it was 
anticipated that patterns could be detected and then for each of 
the 22 man functions examined that profiles could be drawn. This
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TABLE 25 - List of key indicators for 'The Man'
would then help to develop the overall appreciation necessary if 
the total human factors situation was to be conceptualised.
Whilst a technique was now available for identifying Human Factors 
performance at the man function level (those listed in Table 20), 
it was nevertheless inadequate for developing the interactions 
involved between the man functions. It was therefore concluded 
that additional methods would need to be employed in order to meet 
this system interaction requirement.
Chapter 6 included a review of methodologies and techniques which 
might be of value in Total Systems problems, and 'soft system' 
methodologies such as that originated by CHECKLAHD and 'soft' 
conceptual models such as systems maps, sociograms and relationship 
diagrams were cited as potential tools. It was decided to use 
CHECKLAND's methodology to take a fresh look at the interactions 
problem and steps 1, 3 and k were used in a modified form. The 
'analysis' stage was implemented by using systems maps techniques 
in order to develop (in CHECKLAND's words) a 'rich picture'. The
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process - not withstanding the formal steps within the 
m e t h o d o l o g y  - is not a totally systematic procedure. It is more 
systemic in approach and attempts to develop insight within complex, 
soft systems problems. The intuitive jump made as a result of this 
fresh approach did without doubt constitute a conceptual break­
through, for the task had started to develop a too difficult 
proportion and the more detailed the analysis that was attempted the 
more incomprehensible became the holistic appreciation. Two new 
approaches emerged which would assist in understanding the man 
function interactions ;
a. the concept of an Information Transfer Function (see
Figure 23 ). ;
b. a proposed methodology based on the soft system
methodologies discussed at Section 6.3.
8.3 THE EMERGENCE OF THE BASIS OF A METHODOLOGY
The total Operations Room complement on the Type h2 Guided Missile 
Destroyer is thirty-three men, all of whom are organised in one 
space central within the ship and occupying pre-determined 
physical positions within the Operations Room (see Figure 22).
Radar Displays interlaced with Computer Controlled Symbology (LPD), 
coded and plain language special displays (TOTES), internal and 
external amplified speech communications are the information source 
and exchange media. The tasks for each man, each sub-group team of 
men and finally the Operations Room organisation are dependent upon 
the type of data presented to the man, and required problem solving 
activities in order that a desired output is produced. The 
problems are not necessarily easy or repetitious and patterns which 
deviate from the norm or that expected to be seen or heard give 
rise to uncertainties, which mean that a man has to decide how to 
cope with the particular new problem. Overlaying all this are the 
aspects of training and drill, normally stated in Operator Hand­
books which specify the procedures to be followed in order to 
satisfactorily discharge ’the task'. These interactive aspects are 
conceptually represented by an information 'Transfer Function' at 
Figure 23 where the three overlapping factors of variable 
disjunction of information, information processing and knowledge are
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FIGURE 22 - Type h2 Guided Missile Destroyer Operations Room 
Configuration
considered to be fundamental to the Human Factors aspects of 
complex man/machine systems, and form the basis of the proposed 
methodolo^ described in the next section.
The variable disjunction of information factor will include 
situations where information received is inadequate, incorrect, 
ambiguous, not timely or not received at all. Information 
processing will include some aspects of the simple theoretical 
model at Figure iL and also involves work overload, stress, 
pressure, motivation. Knowledge will include training, skill, 
intelligence, experience, and all three factors overlap by varying 
amounts for each man function. The definition of the Information 
Transfer Functions is fundamental to the proposed Methodology, and 
the proposed Human Factors model discussed at Chapter 9.
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VARIABLE DISJUNCTION 
OF^FORMATION
NFORMATIONPROCESSING KNOWLEOGE
NTELLIGENCE
CLEAR, TIMELY. RELIABLE, VALID, ADEQUATE, WIDE RANGING
FIGURE 23 - Model of the Information 'Transfer Function'
8.U A PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR COMPLEX MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS
The personal experience gained in attempting to grapple with the 
complex man-machine system used as the case study - the Operations 
Room of the Type h2 Guided Missile Destroyer - leads to a 
conclusion that a combination of techniques and methodologies are 
necessary in order to gain an insight into aspects of the systems 
failure. Also, in common with existing methodologies for soft 
systems, there is probably no definitive answer to the problem, but 
more an increased awareness of the most critical and sensitive 
aspects of the total system requirements. The following are the 
steps of the proposed methodology:
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ANALYSIS 
(STAGE I)
CONCEPTUALISE 
(STAGE II)
COMPARE 
(stage III)
EVALUATE. 
(STAGE IV)
IMPLEMENT 
(STAGE V)
REVIEW AND ITERATE 
(STAGE VI)
- An examination of the problem, and 
nomination of possible 'man 
functions' involved.
” Analysis by means of the 
rating scale tables (Tables 22-25).
- Construct systems interaction 
diagrams of the man functions.
- Produce 'Information Transfer 
Function' tables,
“ Compare rating scale
tables, Information Transfer 
Function tables and Systems Inter­
action diagrams,
- Identify significant error points 
in comparison.
- Decide on error reducing measures 
accepting that there will be 
perhaps many options and 
combinations of options.
- Action changes selected to 
minimise error and system failure.
The sequence of actions follows soft system problem solving 
approaches, but the particular use of:
. proforma rating scale tables
. systems interaction diagrams 
. information 'transfer function' tables
are specific to the methodology, and will be examined by considering 
two members (functions) of the Air Picture Team, and one interacting 
(man) function. This will demonstrate the potential benefits of the 
proposed approach as well as the difficulties involved.
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8.5 A SPECIFIC HUMAN FACTORS CASE STUDY
It is not intended immediately to state the purpose of the three 
man functions involved since this could indicate a researcher bias 
and an attempt to situate the appreciation. The three man functions 
under examination are:
a. The Air Picture Supervisors (APS).
b . The Air Picture Compilers (APC).
c. The Fighter Controller (FC).
Their physical relative positions within the Operations Room are 
indicated by the colour markers in Figure 22.
Examination of both the Electronic Facilities Design Limited 
reports, and also those of the Command and Control Systems Division
(XCO) at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment indicate that
the Air Picture Supervisor, Air Picture Compiler and Fighter 
Controller interaction situation suffers from some deficiencies.
The observations at Section T.l.b of this thesis (qv) are general 
comments applicable to the Air Picture Compiler in particular, and 
some aspects also to the other two operator (functions),.
8.5.1 THE AIR PICTURE SUPERVISOR
A description was given at Section 8.4 of the method used for 
completing the rating scale tables for the man functions,
and in the case study was obtained by analysis of the written 
contents of the Electronic Facilities Design reports. This same 
procedure was followed to complete the four tables for the Air 
Picture Supervisor function which are shown at the Table 26 series.
The subjective analysis results obtained indicate that the 
significant problem areas are the Task and the Facilities, but both 
Training and the Man exhibit some poor characteristics.
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AIR PICTURE SUPERVISOR 
T H E  T A S K I I i 1 §
1
1 Ë 2
D E S I G N  O E  T H E  T A S K /
W O R K L O A D  O P  T H E  T A S K  L l R h t y l l o Q v y
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I N T E R A C T I O N  W I T H  ( Y I H R R  T A S K S y M a n yo t h e r  E Q U I P M E N T J M a n ya i ' H E R  o p e r a t o r s y M a n v
E Q U I P M E N T  A V A I L A B I L I T Y  H i R h
C O - O R D I N A T I O N  O F  T A S K / L o i v
C L A R I T Y  O P  I N F O R M A T I O N  t h p K * y L t w
I N  T R R E S T  C O N  1 E N T - M O T I V A T I O N " I g h L o w
M A N  P E R F O R M A N C E  O P  T A S K V E R YG o o d g o o d A D E Q U ­A T E
N O T  A D E  - Q U A T E P O O R V E R YP O O R
k .n o w l e d g e  o f  t a s k
P F R F O M A N C E  W I T H  O T H E R  O P E R A T O R S i
C O M P R E H E N S I O N  O F  T A S K ...1 .
S U P E R V I S I O N  H Y  O T H E R S
S U P E R V I S I O N  O F  O T H E R S J
T I M E  C R T T I C A L T Y  _  n r i N  i R N . J H i g h
r . M  i  r k s t - h o r e d o m J
r k l i a h i l t t y  i n  , A S K  p e r f o r m a n c e - J
A C C U R A C » / E R R O R  R A T E
p A T i u u E  I n c i d e n c e  l o w . ------ H i g h
TABLE 26a - The Task - Air Picture Supervisor (Key Indicators)
AIR PICTURE SlPERVISCHl ® Î?
P R K - J O T N l N Q
c o m m a n d  t e a m
C A R E E R
L E A D E R f : | l T P
ON U O A R ! )  T R A I N I N G  R E A L  T I M ES I M U L A T O R S
S E A  E X E R C I S E S  EREtMIENCY V A L U E
T I M E  G A P S  S E T W E E N  T R A I N I N G
TABLE 26c - The Training - Air Picture Supervisor (Key Indicators)
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L ink  f ln g
A I R  P I C T U R E  S l f f E R V I S O R  
H I E  P A C I L I T I E S
s §g § 0 S i I >
E Q U I P M E N T y
n i S P L A i / T O T R y
M A N U A L  I N J E C T I O N S y
d e c i s i o n  A D T O M A T i O W y
E R R O R  n i E O K l N C . y
E R c f O N O M i C o
F l E i n  O K  V I S I O N y
I N T E R A C T I O N  W l l M  O T H E R  E Q U I P M E N T S yO P E R A T O R S y
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  i n t e r n a l y
c o m m u N t c a i i o n s  e x t e r n a l y
C L A R I T Y  < • ! • '  i n f o r m a t i o n y
I n f o r m a t i o n  c o N i i c N r y
P H Y S I C A L  S P A C E  C O N S T R A I N T S y__
n o L S E  ' O T S T R A C n O N y
S h A R K I j  r  A C  I L I  I T  E S  (  K E Y  H O A R D  T I O  I E I.
V A L U E  C R I T E R I A t
TABLE 2613 - The Facilities - Air Picture Supervisor (Key Indicators)
A I R  P I C T U R E  S U P E R V I S A
M A N
S  S
I ! 1 1 %  « I2
E X P E R I E N C EG E N E R A L yF I r i E D  S Y S T E M y
L E A D E R S H I P y
A B I L I T Y  »
S Y S I E M  K n O V L E D G E y
I n t e l l i g e n c e * * y
m a n u a l  D F X l E R T T V
P E R S O N A L  R F S O u R C E F U L K K r S y
M O T I V A T I O N y
A l T I T U D E S J
A P P R O P R I A l E  H A n K / R A T E  F O R  T A S K y
*  I n c l u d e s  A n i ' n u A C i  , C A L I « R E , C O M P E I E i ' i C E  
• •  A l s o  M K N T A L  A u l L l i i  E D U C A T I O N A L  A T T A I N M E N T
TABLE 26d - The Man - Air Picture Supervisor (Key Indicators)
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Even if attention was limited to those descriptions which are 
classified as not adequate, poor - then thirty-six such 
descriptors would he in need of closer examination. This Analysis 
phase of the methodology does not however call for immediate 
action to he taken, hut is to he used as a device of alerting the 
analyst of certain potential key areas and also at Stage III of 
the proposed Methodology.
The Conceptualise Phase (Stage II) of the Methodology recommends 
two actions:
a. the construction of a systems interaction diagram;
h. production of the 'Information Transfer Function' 
conceptual appreciation in a tabular presentation.
A systems Interaction diagram for the Air Picture Supervisor is at 
Figure 2h and this has been constructed in such a way as to group 
the interactions with people, interactions with equipment/ 
facilities and psychological and physiological factors. From this 
systems diagram there appears to he significant problems in terms 
of:
. excessive supervision task
. critical delays experienced in receiving information 
, work overload
The second conceptual tool, that of the 'Information Transfer 
Function' is at Table 27,
The two main problem areas appear to he:
Variable Disjunction of Information 
Information Processing
and those aspects which are directly connected with the other two 
man functions under examination (The Air Picture Compilers and 
Fighter Controller) are now more apparent when re-examining 
Figure 2h and Tables 26. A more detailed Evaluation Phase will be 
completed at Section 8.5*5 when the other two operator functions 
have been examined in the same way as the Air Picture Supervisor.
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R J H C T I O N :  T R A C K  M A N A G E M E N T  A N D  S U P E R V I S O R YL E A D I N G  S E A M A N  O R  P E T T Y  O F F I C E R V A L U E  C R I T E R I A ;  H I G H
V A R I A B L E  D I S J U N C T I O N  O P  I N F O R M A ­T I O N KNOWLEDGE I N F O R M A T I O N  P R O C E S S I N G
F r o m  F C ^ C  —  s o m e  t i m e  d e l a y s  i n  r e c e i p t  o f  c r u c i a l  i n f o r m a t i o n .
S o m e  c o n f l i c t  o f  t r a c k  i d e n t i t y .
I n f o r m a t i o n  f l o w  n o t  q u i c k  e n o u g h  t o  m e e t  A P S  t a s k .
S o m e  s h i p s  -  A P C ' s  g i v e  g e n e r a l  i d e n t i t y  t o  t r a c k  b e f o r e  A P S  c a n  a c c u r a t e l y  v a l i d a t e .
R a n g e  c o n f l i c t s  w i t h  A A H O  ( w h e n  s h a r i n g  A i r  P l o t )
C e r t a i n  i m p o r t a n t  m a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n  f a c i l i t i e s  a r e  l a c k i n g ,
I F F  r e s p o n s e  t o o  s l o w  ( f o r  r a p i d  p a c e  o f  A P S ' s  a c t i v i t i e s ) .
D i s p l a y  p h o s f . n o r  p e r s i s t e n c e  o n  r a n g e  c h a n g i n g .
N o  a d e q u a t e  w a y  o f  m a r k i n g  c i v i l  a i r  l i n e s .
H a s  t o  s h a r e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  ( w i t h  A P R ( l )  o r  A A N O ( A ) )
L I N K  p o o r l y  u n d e r s t o o d  ( b y  a i r  p i c t u r e  t e a m  i n  g e n e r a l ) .
M a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n s  n u m e r o u s  a n d  e a s i l y  f o r g o t t e n .
N o t  a l l  a b l e  t o  p r a c t i c e  m a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n s  i n  O p e r a t i o n s  R o o m ,
A D A W S  P J T  t o o  b r i e f ;  i n a d e q u a t e  s c o p e  o r  d e p t h .
I n e f f e c t i v e  o n  b o a r d  t r a i n i n g  f a c i l i t i e s ,
l a c k  o f  r e l e v a n t  p r e v i o u s  e x p e r i e n c e .
S u p e r v i s i o n  R e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  A P C ’ s  -  M o s t  d i f f i c u l t  a n d  t i m e - c o n s u m i n g  -  d e g e n e r a t e s  t i m e  f o r  o t h e r  t a s k s ,
( S u p e r v i s i o n  o f  d e t e c t i o n  a n d  I n i t i a t i o n  o f  n e w  c o n t r a c t s )
S o m e  c o n f l i c t  o f  t a c k  i d e n t i t y ,
L I N K  c o n s i d e r e d  e x c e s s i v e l y  c o m p l i c a t e d  t o  u s e ,  p o o r l y  u n d e r s t o o d ,  m i a - u a e  p r e s e n t s  d i f f i c u l t i e s .
M o n i t o r i n g  o f  A P R  i n t e r r u p t s  o t h e r  A P S  a c t i v i t i e s .
S u f f e r s  f r o m  f a t i g u e .
R e q u i r e d  t o  r e s p o n d  t o  i n t e r r u p t i o n s .
P r e s s u r e  o f  w o r k .
H e l l  m o t i v a t e d ;  n o t  b o r e d .
S u p e r v i s i o n  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  T I O P ’ s  w i t h  s p e c i a l  a t t e n t i o n  t o  t r a c k i n g  a c c u r a c y  a n d  ’ c e a s e  t r a c k i n g ’  o n  a c q u i s i t i o n ,
( M i n o r )  -  M o n i t o r  A P R ’ s  e x t e r n a l  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ,
TABLE 27 - Information Transfer Function (tabular presentation) 
The Air Picture Supervisor
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8,5.: TliE AIR PICTURE COMPILERS
There are a total of four Air Picture Compilers in the Operations 
Room per watch » and they are grouped in pairs in front of nominated 
Labelled Plan Displays (LPD), with air surveillance radars feeding 
data to each pair of displays as shown in Figure 22,
ni.rH»fî
M R  P I C T U R E  O O W I I S R S  
T H E  T A S K II 1 î go i» • II
D E S I G N  O P  T H E  T A S K J U c ' W
W 0 R K 1 . 0 A n  O P  T H E  T A S K L i g h t y H e a v y
D E C I S I O N  M A K I N G  E L E M E N T S m a l t y G r o m  t
C O M P L E X I T Y L o w y H i g h
T I M E  R E Q U I R P r t E N T S - P R F M I U M L o w y H i g h
I N T E R A C T I O N  W I T H  O T H E R  T A S K S F e w M a n y
o t h e r  F Q H I P M E N T P o w M a n vO T H E R  O P E R A T O R S M n n v
E O T T T P M E N T  A V A t L A u I T . T T Y r L a w
C O - O R O I N A T I O N  O F  T A S K 1 / ^ k î f .
C L A R I T Y  O F  I N F O R M A T I O N L w
I M E R F S T  C O N T F N T - N O T I V A T I O N M l e h 1 /  1 L o w
M A N  P E R F O R M A N C E  O F T A S K V E R YG O O D G O O D A D E Q U ­A T E
N O T  A D E  - Q U A T E p e o R V E R YP O O R
K N O W L E D G E  O F  T A S K y
P E F ^ F O M A N O E  w i t h  O T H E R  O P E R A T O R S
C o y r R F H E N S l O N  O P  T A S K
- P P F R V I S T O N  H Y  O T H E R S y
S U P E R V I S I O N  O F  O T H E R S
T I M E  C R I T I C  A L T !  _  r n r f T K w ’ T 1 O l W y U f g h
I N  1  i ' R E  - T - p O R E D O M
K E L T A h I I  I T Y  I N  T A = : K  P E R F C R M A n C F
A t ' C i  R A C Y  ' E R R ' i R  R A T E '
F A T I G U E  I N C I D E N C E L o w y
TABLE 28 - The Task - Air Picture Compilers (Key Indicators)
Following the Analysis phase of the Methodology@ the four 
rating scale tables were produced and the first one - The Task, is 
at Table 28. (The remaining three are enclosed at Appendix 20),
From Table 28 the mans performance of the task appears to be poor 
in four areas - knowledge, interest-boredom, reliability and 
fatigue evidence. Also the co-ordination of the task is poor as is
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the design, and the interest content - motivation is poor. The 
three 'good* aspects of small workload, small decision making 
element and low complexity are noted at this stage and are discussed 
in the Comparative Phase of the Methodology when all three operator 
functions have been examined.
The Systems Interaction diagram for the Air Picture Compilers is not 
so rich as that produced for the Air Picture Supervisor, but high­
lights the importance of the Air Picture Compilers on the ship's 
Anti Air Warfare (AAW) capability, and the diagram is summarised as 
showing:
a. Low mot ivat ion.
b. Monotonous nature of task.
c. Poor supervision.
d. Lack of clarity of the requirements for the combination
of the Detection and Tracking tasks.
A P S
ORS
A I R  E N V I H D W i E N T
_  F U N C T I O N S  A N D  E Q U I P M E N Tt
R I C H  I N Î L U E N Œ  
O N  S H I P ' S  A A W  
C A P A B I L I T Y
inadequatesiç>ervision
supervision liindered by lack of Oommand Sj-stem facilities
C o r t J U t e r  c o n t r o l l e d  t r a c k  s e < i u e n c i n R  c a n  b e  a  l i i n d r a n c oi
AIR PICTU 
C50M>ILERS
lack oI full uiaku-slunding . of tust«
Reliability in ck*tection decreases as watcli progi'esses
Tracking; injections not gent'i'ally used eorn'Ct ly
Poor Detee tion l'uilioieney
Lack of awaivness in short lull
Cbntiinntion of detiviion luid liueking duties unsatisfactory
Se:ureuislii|j duties preferi'ed
BOREDOM resulting in deficiency of perfoitiiance due to the TASK
L C W  M J r i V A T I Q N  I D N O i m X B  N A T U R E  O F  T A S K  P O O R  S U P E R V I S I O NL A C K  O F  C L A R I T Y  O F  C O M B I N A T I O N  O F  I l M E C T I O N  A N D  T I U C K I N G  T A S K S
FIGURE 25 - Systems Interaction Diagram for the Air Picture 
Compilers
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Ain PICTUHK CDMrtl.l''JI
A B L E  S E A M A N  O R  O R D I N A R Y  S E A M A N VA ID E  C R I T E R I A :  l l I C l l  IH E L U E N C E  ON
S H U ': ;  AAW C A P M U l . l ' r i '
V A R I A B I Æ  D I S J U N C T I O N  O P  I N F O R M A T I O N K N O W I £ D G E I N F O R M A T I O N  P R O C R S S I N O
C o m p u t e r  c o n t r o l l e d  t r a c k  s e q u e n c i n g  c a n  b e  a  h i n d r a n c e .
P o o r  d e t e c t i o n  p r o f i e n c y  ( b u t  t h e r e  a r e  f e w  p e r c e p t u a l  p r o b l e m s ) *
P o o r  h a n d o v e r  o f  t r a c k s  f r o m  l 8 0 ° /  2 0 0 °  s e c t o r s .
A i r  R a i d  r e p o r t i n g  n e t  ( l i s t e n - i n  f a c i l i t y ’  n o t  u s e d  t o  i n c r e a s e  a w a r e n e s s , )
S l a v i n g  o f  9 9 2  A P C ' s  d i s p l a y s  t o  T I 0 P 1  r e d u c e s  a v a i l a b l e  a i r  p i c t u r e  t o  25^ .
L a c k  o f  a w a r e n e s s  o f  s h o r t f a l l  i n  p r o f i c i e n c y .
T r a c k i n g  i n j e c t i o n s  n o t  g e n e r a l l y  u s e d  c o r r e c t l y *
L a c k  o f  f u l l  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  t a s k ,  p o o r  d e t e c t i o n  p r o f i c i e n c y .
L a c k  o f  c l a r i t y  ( a w a r e n e s s )  o f  h o w  d e t e c t i o n  a n d  t r a c k i n g  t a s k s  s h o u l d  b e  c o m b i n e d .
N o  f e e d b a c k  o f  m a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n  e r r o r s ,
B a s i c  t r a i n i n g  e a s i l y  f o r g o t t e n ,  o n b o a r d  t r a i n i n g  i n e f f e c t i v e .
I n a d e q u a t e  s u p e r v i s i o n  b y  A P S
S u p e r v i s i o n  b y  O R S  h i n d e r o  1  b y  l a i - k  
o f  c o m m a n d  f a c i l i t i e s .
B o r e d o m  — - » •  d e f i c i e n c y  i n  p e i T o m a n c e  d u e  t o  n a t u r e  o f  T A S K  - - - ? > " f a t i ( a i » " .
R e l i a b i l i t y  i n  d e t e c t i o n  d e c r e a s e s  a s  t i m e  o n  w a t c h  p r o g r e s s e s .
A t t i t u d e  -  p r e f e r  n o a j n a n n h i p  d u t i e s ,
I i o w  v a r i e t y  o f  t a s k .
L i t t l e  j o b  s a t i s f a c t i o n .
C o m b i n a t i o n  o f  d e t e c t i o n  a n d  t r a c k i n g  d u t i e s  u n s a t i s f a c t o r y  
♦ R e s u l t i n g  i n  l e s s  a c c u r a t e  c o m p u t e r  p r e d i c t i o n s  o f  t r u c k  p o s i t i o n s .
TABLE 29 - Information Transfer Function - The Air Picture Compilers
The Information Transfer Function would seem to indicate that 
difficulties are equally spread between ’variable disjunction of 
information’s, ’knowledge’ and information processing. The 
disjunctions of information seem to be concentrated on the man- 
machine interfaces, whilst the knowledge problems have a bias 
towards lack of experience and skill. The interpretation of the 
’information processing’ problems is that these are so dominant that 
they could submerge any improvements to the other two areas, or 
would need to be considered as a first priority in order to allow an 
improvement of the whole.
8.5.3 THE FIGHTER CONTROLLER
The Air Picture Compilers are either Able Seaman or Ordinary 
Seaman. The Air Picture Supervisors are either Petty Officers or 
Leading Seaman. The Fighter Controllers are*'Lieutenants Royal Navy 
and occupy a position in the Operations Room as shown in Figure 22.
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The four key indicator tables are again the first analysis tool and 
'The Facilities' is at Table 30 (the remaining three tables are at 
Appendix 21).
Mn rk 
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P H Y S I C A L  S P A C E  C O n S t R A I n i S V
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S U A P r n  F A C  1 1  I T  r  F . S (  K E Y  H O A R D  » T O T l ) y
VALUE CRTTEHIA:
TABLE 30 - The Facilities - Fighter Controller (Key Indicators)
The overwhelming number of indicators assessed as poor could be 
immediately interpreted as unless these are corrected then no 
improvement in the Fighter Controller's performance can be 
expected. However, the two other tools to be used may give rise to 
alternative decisions - based not on the cause of poor facilities, 
but the effect that these have on the Fighter Controllers task 
performance. As can be seen from Appendix 21 the Task is assessed 
as adequate and Training in need of some, but not dramatic, 
improvement,
The Systems Interaction diagram at Figure 26 presents a different 
picture of the situation, for whilst the poor Facilities are 
emphasised and inadequacies of training shown, the following:
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a. high workload when a number of aircraft are involved;
b. the maintenance of manual records o,s a contingency for
computer failure ;
c. potential fatigue situation;
d. limited (NIL?) previous ADP experience,
e. interfaces with the Air Picture Compilers;
f. interfaces with the Air Picture Supervisor;
enlarge the system boundary and now involve other influences, 
including those already noted.
I N T E R N A L
‘CDÎMKICATIONB
busyfacility
AAWO
Physical remoteness a serious sliortcoming g in design
DISPUY; TOTES/Displaytoosnail
NON IBE OF inr (PCSP) DUE TO LACK OF OONFI- lENCE IN DATS PRE­SENTED
IFFSOFTWARE
Inadequate
AIRCRAFT
f V  '
EXIERNAL /judged to) (EWMIJNICATIQNSV be poor /Iconsiderable 
conmuni cations load
.3 Trad; validation data, failure to pass, or too - - A P S slow in passing data
adequate
t r a c kvalidai ion
FKarlERC C O T T O L L E R
i n a d e q u a t e
/ too brief iK)t adequateA H O A F TOa'TTHXIEielointiE ADAWSP J T err
notadequate
SEAT R A I N I N G
« Hiai V.ORIC LOAD whai a nuntoer of aircraft involved
0 Manual I'ecoi'ds maintained as a contingency for ca^qiuter failure
Potential fatigue situation
ALP Cprovious experience on manual systens)
6 Manual injections too lengthy "Use of manual injections degrades LPD sui’voilliuice tusk (effects aircraft safety)* Cjanfusion between tote trad;nuiitoera and aircraft call signs »PCSP limited to alrcraft- requireinent sometimes exceeds this
FIGURE 26 - Systems Interaction Diagram for the Fighter Controller
The last conceptual tool - the 'Information Transfer Function' is 
shown at Table 31 and not only are the two aspects of 'variable 
disjunction of information', and 'information processing' dominant 
but they are also interactive.
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THK FIGMTOÎ GONTHOLUOR
F i N C T I O N :  G A r e r V  A N D  C O N T R O L  O P  A I H C R A P T:  U E D ' P P N A N ' P V A L U S  O R  I T ! ®  T A ;
V A IÎIA R !,!': D liV U N C T lO N  01'' IN F O R M A T IO N
P h y s i c a l  r e i n o t e n o s a  f r o m  A i r  P i c t u r e  T e i u n  ( s e r i o u s  s h o r t c o m i n g  i n  d e s i g n )
C o n s i d e r a b l e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  l o a d .
I P F ' '  s o f t w a r e  i n a d e q u a t e  (60 s e c o n d s  f o r  r e a d o u t )
N o n - u s e  o f  M T l '  ( P C S P )  d u e  t o  l a c k  o f  c o n f i d e n c e  i n  p r e s e n t e d  d a t a .
I n t e r n a l  c o m m i m i c a t i o n s :  b u s y  f a c i l i t y .
U s e  o f  m a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n s  d e g r a d e s  L P D  s u r v e i l l a n c e  t a s k  ( e f f e c t s  A / c  s a f e t y )
I n a c c u r a t e  t r a c k i n g  b y  A P C ' s  m e a n s  t h a t  M T T  d a t a ,  a n d  s u b s e q u e n t  '  c a l c u l a ­t i o n s  w e r e  o f t e n  w r o n g ,
I ' X I ' s  t r y  t o  m i n i m i s e  a n , y  p o t e n t i a l  c o n f u s i o n  b e t w e e n  A W W S  t r a c k  n u m b e r s  a n i  f i g t i t e r a  c a l l  s i g n s  b y  t u r n i n g  o f f  t h e  d i s p l a y  t r a c k  l a b e l s ,
A / o  p o ! ' : i o u a l  . ' o d o  ( i P P )  c a n n o t  b e  m a r k e d  o n  L P D .
P o o r  t r a c k i n g  b y  A P C ' s  m e a n t  I P P  i n t e r r o -  l y i t i o n  w o u l d  f a i l ,
j  O P D K N  s t a t o b o a r d  n o t  v i s i b l e ,
; UUP connus ju d g ed  to bo p q o r.
K N O W I J I D G E
A D A M S  P J T :  ' I b o  b r i e f ,  n o t  a d e q u a t e .
S e a  t r a i n i n g  -  n o t  a d e q u a t e .
I N l ' X J R M A T I O N  P R O C E S S I N G
P o t e n t i a l  f a t i g u e  s i t u a t i o n  r e p o r t e d . b u t  n o t
H i g h  w o r k l o a d  w h e n  n u i n b e r  o f  a i r c r a f t  i n v o l v e d .
C o n s i d e r a b l e  i n t e r n a l  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  l o a d  F C / A A W O  o n  C O L ,
L a c k  o f  c o n f i d e n c e  i n  p r e s e n t e d  d a t a  ( b y  A i r  P i c t u r e  T e a m ) .
I n t e r n a l  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  —  b u s y  f a c i l i t y .
M a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n s  t o o  l e n g t h y .
U s e  o f  m a n u a l  i n j e c t i o n s  d e g r a d e s  L P D  s u r v e i l l a n c e  t a s k  ( e f f e c t s  A / c  s a f e t y )
P C S P  l i m i t e d  t o  a / c  —  r e q u i r e m e n ts o m e t i m e s  e x c e e d s  t h i s .
M a n u a l  r e c o r d s  m a i n t a i n e d  a s  c o n t i n g e n c y  f o r  c o m p u t e r  f a i l u r o o .
T r a c k  V a l i i i a t i o n  . D a t a  t o  A P S  —  F h i l u r c  t o  p a s s -  o r  t o o  s l o w  i n  p a s s i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n .
A A W O ( A )  m a n s  J A A W S C  n e t  a n d  p e r f o r m s  P C  ' t a k i n g ' o n '  a n d  " h a n d i n g  o v e r '  c o m m a  p r o c e d u r e s  d u e  t o  P C ' s  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  l o a d .
TABLE 31 - Information Transfer Function - The Fighter Controller
8.5,4 METHODOLOGY STAGE III - COMPARISON
This stage of the methodology - 'Comparison' is based on;
a. comparison of the rating scale tables, 
systems interaction diagrams, and information transfer 
function tables ;
b. identification of significant error points from the 
comparisons,
The requirement is to examine specific comparative aspects in order 
to develop a conceptual appreciation of the overall interactive 
problem - in this case - of the Air Picture Supervisor, Air Picture
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Compilers and Fighter Controller. Tiiis means that the system 
boundary must be re-defined by the analyst. There will be no 
unique or correct boundary specification, each analyst will 
perceive the problem from particular points ^ of view and each 
appreciation will have equal potential validity. Both analytic and 
conceptual tools may be necessary in order to arrive at a position 
where perceptual awareness is achieved. The approach used by the 
thesis author was to concentrate on the Information Transfer 
Function Model and so achieve a systemic insight of the crucial 
factors involved in the three operators mutual tasks.
It was concluded that the fundamental problem was in the 
'Information Processing' task and that this was interactive with 
both 'variable disjunction of Information', and 'knowledge'. This 
is summarised at Table 32,
(/AIUABLE DISJUNCTION OF INK)'N INFORMATION PROCESSING KNaVLEDŒ ( !
A
r c
Air raid reporting net - listen facility rat used to increase aivai’encss
Inadequate supervision by APS 
Boredom
Deficiency in performance due to nature of task
Fatigue
Reliability in detection decreases as time on watch progresses
Low task variety
Little Job satisfaction
Lad; of awareness of shortfall in proficiency
Lack of full understanding of task
Lack of axvareness of how detection and ti-acking tasks should be confi­ned
No feedback of errors
A
P
S
Some conflict 
Information flow 
Sone ships-APC's give track
of track identity j
rat quick enou^ for APS task |
general identity before APS can accurately validate
Supervision of APC-difficuit and j tine coifiiming j
Fatigue j
Requircd to respond to interruptions
Pressure of worit |
Well iiwtivated - not bored
V
c
Demote from
Inaccurate tradting by APC's n*sa 
Poor tracking by APC'
L. ------
Air Picture Tbaxo | 1
Non use of MIT, due to lack of confidence in presented data
ns MIT data, hence^ ISOP calculation often wrong
s meant IFF interogations would failj
Track validation data to APS-failed to pass, or too slow j
Lad; of confidence in data presentedby Air Picture Team j ■
TABLE 32 - Information Transfer Function - Interactive Comparison
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8.5.5 METHODOLOGY STAGE IV - EVALUATION
The purpose of Stage IV of the Methodology is to;
'Decide on error reducing measures accepting that there 
will be perhaps many options and combinations of options I'
Any decision made on error reducing measures will be derived from 
the perceived key problems - in this case of the Air Picture 
Supervisor, Air Picture Compilers and Fighter Controller.
Starting with the Air Picture Supervisor, the high information 
processing load is embedded in a high pressure of work situation.
The information flow required in order that the task can be satis-'s! ■factorily completed, is not quick enough and involves the failure of 
the Fighter Controller to pass track validation data to time, or in 
the extreme case not pass the data at all. The Air Picture 
Compilers sometimes give contacts a general track identity before 
the Air Picture Supervisor can accurately validate, and supervision 
of the Air Picture Compilers has to be increased which is difficult 
and time-consuming. The 'Supervisor' therefore suffers from 
fatigue, and this is exacerbated by the requirement to.respond to 
interruptions from various sources. Finally, there is a high 
element of motivation present.
Tlie Air Picture Compilers have both 'Information Processing' and 
'knowledge' problems. The task itself is not difficult, in fact 
boredom is common, with both low task variety and little job 
satisfaction compounding this situation. It seems that there is a 
lack of awareness of any shortfall .in proficiency, a lack of under­
standing of the task and no feedback of errors made. Just how the 
detection and tracking tasks should be combined is not clear to the 
Air Picture Compilers. The lack of supervision by the Air Picture 
Supervisor will not help alleviate some of these detrimental 
factors,
The Fighter Controller has a high information processing task, which 
is increased by the inaccurate tracking by the Air Picture Compilers 
because computer held data becomes incorrect and computer based
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interrogations of the aircraft fail due to inaccurate correlations. 
There is a general lack of confidence of the computer assisted 
radar marker display, and associated tote read-out pages and so 
the "work overload situation is self-increased hy the Fighter 
Controller hy maintaining a ’contingency’ manual record. In any 
case, previous experience has generally been with systems operating 
in the manual mode and this influences opinion of the value and 
reliability of computer based systems.
A model of this information processing probrèm-involving the three 
personnel functions is at Figure 27.
APC A P S rc
laa mAmsEss
ÎSJH lanvmm
datatransfer.^ coQfliotica of data ■
FIGURE 27 - Self Sustaining Information Processing and Information 
Flow Loop-with Positive Feedback Characteristics APC,
APS and FC
Fi’om the model at Figure 27 the Air Picture Supervisor has a
degradation of data in, and an increase in information processing
due to conflicting data from the Air Picture Compilers and slow data
transfer from the Fighter Controller. The Air Picture Supervisor
therefore gets into a work overload situation such that the ability
to supervise the Air Picture Compilers is reduced. The Air Picture
Compilers, already suffering from low motivation and low awareness,
decreases the information processing, and so increasing the output
of conflicting data - thus completing the self-sustaining - 
positive feedback - characteristic of the model.
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Given such an unstable model then a number of error reducing 
measures can be considered, which could include:
a. reduce the positive feedback from Air Picture 
Supervisor to the Air Picture Compilers - by increased 
supervision;
b. increase the awareness, and motivation of Air Picture 
Compilers ; *
c« remove the Fighter Controller from the information flow;
-
do increase the dataflow from Fighter Controller to the 
Air Picture Supervisor;
e. reduce the information processing load of the Air 
Picture Supervisor »
A deeper examination is necessary of some of these proposals, and in 
order to pursue the value of the methodology, the factors of 
motivation, workload and man’s task performance are considered in 
more detail. The graph at Figure 28 is a representation of possible 
relationships between the three variables of Motivation, Workload 
and Man Performance, and as a model can be used to consider the 
particular case of the Air Picture Compilers and Air Picture 
Supervisor.
Too low a workload, lack of motivation tendency to boredom, poor 
task performance - the analysis of the Air Picture Compilers,
Too high a workload, high motivation, degraded task performance - 
the analysis of the Air Picture Supervisors.
A simplistic solution would therefore appear to be in an adjustment 
of workloads, Increase the Air Picture Compiler’s workload, 
decrease the Air Picture Supervisor's workload. However in 
Chapter 6 - Section 6.1.1, individual psycho-physiological 
functioning was discussed and in particular the ’Inverted U’
Arousal v Efficiency of Performance Model at Figure 13. These 
theoretical inverted U curves postulate that there are variations in 
curve fit between complex and simple tasks and if compared with 
Figure 28 suggest that instead of an exponential, a double curvature
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C o n f u s i o n ?
M O T I V A T I O N
B o r e d
P o o r
G O O D
V
P o o r
H A N S
T A S K
P E R F O R M A N C E
T o o  L o w W O R K L O A D T o o  H i g h
FIGURE 28 " Possible Relationship of Motivation» Workload and Man’s 
Task Performance
curve is involved. So the complexity/simplicity of a task needs 
first to he judged as a function of the operator’s ability, and 
then a further judgement made as to the arousal, stress, workload 
being experienced in relation to the optimum possible performance. 
Analysis of data made available by the Command and Control Systems 
Division (XCO) at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment 
suggests that on the basis of detecting aircraft contacts that a 
relationship such as shown in Figure 29 (man’s performance 
efficiency v aircraft contacts per hour) exists.
'riiis needs to be compared with the ’internal communications 
efficiency, again described from analysis of XCO data.
0., ’the team appeared to build up a relatively high level of
efficiency over the first U8 hours, they held this
efficiency during the next L8 hours, and seemed to slip from
this peak some time after 96 hours of 2 watch defence 
watches’.
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FIGURE 29 - Possible Relationship between Aircraft Contact Rate and 
Man's Performance (from Analysis of XCO Data)
V Good
Good
Adequate
Not
Adequate
Poor
Very
Poor
Tiredness 
associated with 
transitions 
from cruising 
to defence 
watches
2 days maintenance 
of good efficiency
A lot of discus-. 
sion, chatting 
between them­
selves and aiding 
each other :
Considerably less 
talk; working well ' 
together and 
maintaining a good 
picture
drop in efficiency 
and interest
Day 2 Day 3 Day k Day 5 Day 6
FIGURE 30 - Internal Communications Efficiency as a Function of Time 
(from Analysis of XCO Data)
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Included within Figure 30 are possible elements of motivation such 
as the drop in interest and working well together/aiding each other 
Also the knowledge that an exercise period or phase is soon to 
terminate may cause an associated fall off of motivation. In one 
exercise analysed by the Command and Control Systems Division 
(XCO) the effect observed is shown in Figure 31.
V Good
A
V
§ 1
• H  - P
Fs
Insularity
Half Exercise 
Point
Exercise 
Completion Date
FIGURE 31 - Motivation as a Function of Time to Completion of 
Exercise (from Analysis of XCO Data)
So the initial solution of increasing the Air Picture Compiler's 
workload, and decreasing the Air Pictui'e Supervisor's workload is 
apparently more complex and involves other interactive features, 
This does not mean however that the error reducing strategy is 
invalid but demonstrates that it is but one of the numerous 
possible strategies available.
The next two stages of the methodolo^ :
Stage V “ IMPLEMENT - Action changes selected to minimise 
error and system failure 
Stage VI - REVIEW AND ITERATE
are intended to continue the logical flow of events, and the Review 
and Iterate Stages will probably involve further data recording and 
analysis, again followed by the methodology stated in Section 8.4.
The aims of the research (vide Chapter 1 Section 1.1) are concerned 
with the development of a decision making aid for evaluating Total 
Ship System Effectiveness. In this Chapter only part of that 
decision making aid has been described and it is considered
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essential that the holistic approach is maintained and not divorttal 
into developing more fully parts of the aid to decision making 
which could only be done at the expense of the total plan of work. 
For this reason action on Stages V and VI must remain as part of 
the areas for further research, and support for the proposed 
Methodology be based on the specific case study at Sections 8.5*1 
to 8 .5.5.
In Chapter 9s the proposed framework for a Human Factors model is 
produced, and the operation and data bank of this model is 
dependent upon both the proposed methodology and the concept of the 
Information Transfer Function. There is therefore an additional 
use for the work described in this Chapter and this will be 
described at Section 9.3.
8.6 DISCUSSION
This chapter has described the manner in which data analysis was 
initially attempted, and the problems which were encountered as a 
result of being too close to the problem. The use of CHECKLAND's 
Methodology was instrumental in gaining a first systemic 
appreciation of how to adopt a fresh approach and that this in turn 
led to the formation of a new methodology for use in the Total Ship 
Systems Effectiveness area.
The six-stage methodology includes a balanced mixture of 
rating scale analysis and two conceptual tools, systems interaction 
diagrams and a conceptual model termed the Information Transfer 
Function. The use of the proposed methodology through the first 
four stages of Analyse, Conceptualise, Compare and Evaluate have been 
followed through by selecting the Air Picture Supervisor, Air 
Picture Compilers and the Fighter Controller as a case study. It is
considered that the use of the proposed methodology has demonstrated 
two important factors:
a. that the methodology does assist in obtaining an 
insight - a systemic appreciation of the important and key 
factors involved in complex man-machine systems, 
particularly the Human Factors aspects;
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b. that there is no definitive or unique solution or 
answer available - only an increased awareness of the 
possible error reducing actions which are available.
Nevertheless, without such a methodology and faced with countless 
problems and countless possible solutions, there exists, the 
probability that decisions as to which path(s) of action to follow 
could be made an opinion and experience of individuals which may 
be biased, incomplete or even out of date. It is considered that 
the proposed structured approach will help to alleviate these 
problems and lead to a more soundly based ability to minimise 
error within Total Ship Systems.
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CHAPTER 9
THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK OF AN AVAILABILITY AND HUMAN FACTORS MODEL
The introductory paragraph of Chapter 1 to this Thesis laid down 
three aims:
a. the design of a methodology to assist in identifying
the critical failure areas within complex systems;
bo to identify,the framework of a conceptual model involving
equipment and men as an aid to decision making of Total Systems 
Effectiveness ;
Co the design of an information and processing system to
support the first two aims.
Chapter 8 was concerned with the development of a methodology to 
assist in identifying the critical failure areas with complex 
systems. Chapters 4 and 5 discussed the information and processing
system, based on the Naval Maintenance Data Centre and then extended , 
to deal with the total information systems as shown at Appendix 11.
The approach taken to deal with this wide ranging research problem 
has been to deal with identifiable facets incrementally and hence 
the Availability, Information System and then Human Factors themes. 
There remains therefore the aim 'to identify the framework of a 
conceptual model involving equipment and men as an aid to decision 
making of Total System Effectiveness', and this is addressed in this 
Chapter.
9.1 TOTAL SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY MODELS - A RE-APPRAISAL
The analysis of availability models (Section 2.5) included the range 
of ship system models, whole ship models and logistic models, whilst 
Models of Man and Human Factors were addressed in Chapter 6 
(Section 6.5)• Should there exist any model which is able to deal 
with the total ship system situation described in previous Chapters 
then the task becomes one of adaptation as necessary to meet 
particular requirements. It would appear that there are a 
considerable number of models in existence which in varying degrees
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cover parts of the systems effectiveness task. The suitability of 
these models depends very much upon the design approach to a 
combined Availability and Human Factors model, and the theme of 
this Thesis is one of holism and total systems philosophy rather 
than detailed ergonomic man-machine interface models (or simulators). 
However, it is possible that once having developed an overall structure 
model_that the more detailed modelling will be required and some of 
the models in existence can then be utilised.
9.1.1 THE SELECTION OF A WHOLE SHIP AVAILABILITY MODEL
One of the recommendations at the end of the Feasibility Study phase 
was that the British Aerospace Total Ship Availability Model be 
considered (as an availability model) for extension to include Human 
Factors, and hence with real time simulation procedures to produce a 
Total Ship Effectiveness Model. The recommendation was made to a 
certain degree in ignorance since the Human Factors investigation 
as reported in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 had not been carried out. The 
continuing validity of that recommendation had to be reviewed, and 
therefore a comparative évaluation of four Availability models was 
carried out. These were:
a. Complex Systems Availability/Reliability calculator
(MOVAIL 25)o
b. Reliability, Availability, Maintainability analysis
program (RAM 5)«
c. Analysis of Systems Availability and Reliability (ANSAR),
d. British Aerospace Total Ship Availability Model (BAe).
The results of the comparative evaluation are summarised in 
Table 33» and there are a number of points which appear to 
recommend the British Aerospace Total Ship Availability Model. This 
Availability Model would appear to be a much more powerful (relative) 
tool than MOVAIL, RAM 5 or ANSAR, There is the penality of 
increased running time as a function of the increased number of 
system elements which can be accommodated, but this time is still 
expressed in minutes rather than hours and is not therefore a major 
argument against its use. It also compares well in terms of
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versatility and finally the support documentation is very good. A 
short explanation of the general background to this Total Ship 
Availability Model will help to support any decision to utilise this 
facility as part of a broader based 'Availability and Human Factors' 
Model.
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M i s s i o n  p r o f i l e  f a c i l i t y N o N o N o Y e s
O u t p u t s  f o r  v a r y i n g  l e v e l s  o f  a v a i l a b i l i t y  f r o n  a  s i n g l e  r u n N o  ( N o t e  4 ) N o N o Y e s
R e s t r i c t i o n  o n  n u m b e r  o f  r e p a i r e r s  a v a i l a b l e ( i e  q u e u e i n g  f o r  r o p a L r )
Y e s Y e s N o Y e s
S t a n d a r d  o f  d o c u m e n t a t i o n G o o d G o o d G o o d e x c e l l e n t  I
N o t< !i'.S
1 .  A  f l o w  c h a r t  s h e ' i n j ;  t h e  s t e p s  i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  a c s o r . h l y  o f  a  s '  L  o f  i r . . r - t  d s t a  e x i s t s  t o  a i d  i n e x p e r i e n c e d  u s e r s .
2 .  I n p u t  p r é p a r a w i o n  t i n e  f o r  t h e  B / . e  m o d e l  w i l l  v a r y  c o n s i c e r a b l y  d e p e n d i a s r  o n  : h cs i z e  o f  t h e  d c p i n d o n c y  c h a r t  i n v o l v e d  a n d  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  u s e r  e x p e r t i s e  b u t  w i l l  a l v a vb e  q u i t e  l e n g t h y .
3.  T h e s e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  c o u l d  b e  r e m o v e d ,  h u t  t h i s  w o u l d  r e q u i r e  e x t r a  p r o g r a m a i n g .
4 .  A  " d c g r a d e d - r t a t ' ' "  a n a l y s i s  i s  p o s s i b l e  u s i n g  m a n u a l  - e t h o d s  i n  c o n j u n c t i o n  v . i t ‘r  a  f u l l  o u t p u t ,  h u t  f u r t r . o r  r u n s  m a y  b e  r e q u i r e d  i n  s o m e  c r o c s .
TABLE 53 - Comparative Analysis of Four Availability Models
9 .1 .2  THE BRITISH AEROSPACE TOTAL SHIP AVAILABILITY MODEL
Conceptually the British Aerospace Total Ship Availability Model is
based upon the work previously carried out by the
Ministry of Defence (Navy) and British Aerospace (Filton) on the
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LEANDER Class Frigate and the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer.
It utilises two types of dependency chart :
a. Availability Dependency Chart.
b. Ship Mission Profile Chart,
to describe the way in which the ship operates in terms of how each 
of the ship's systems contributes to the fulfilment of a given 
mission for the ship (ie how systems are deployed relative to each 
other and what systems are required for what activity).
Data input is via punched cards and no special skills are required 
for their preparation other than adherance to the appropriate set 
of rules for the preparation of the charts. Modifications are easy 
to perform and are monitored by in-built modification control 
checks.
The model is extremely powerful both in terms of the facilities it 
includes and the size of the system which may be modelled. An 
idea of size may be gained from the fact that of a maximum of 
2000 possible system elements, the Mine Countermeasures Vessel uses 
only 480 elements for its 24 system charts. Clearly systems of 
considerable size and complexity may be modelled, but with 
corresponding increases in data preparation and running times.
Whilst the model was produced too late to be of much value during 
the design stages of the Mine Countermeasures Vessel (MCMV), its 
use for subsequent studies has highlighted a number of causes of 
poor availability, in particular a shortage of repair effort. This 
has resulted in the establishment of repair teams on the basis of 
one repair team for every six MCMV's, and also the purchase of a 
Hovercraft for use by these teams in support of the ships.
In addition to its use for the Mine Countermeasures Vessel, the 
model has been used, and is planned to be used for a number of other 
projects. Pilot electrical and mechanical system studies for the 
SSNOY class of the Nuclear Submarines have, been carried out, and 
further SSNOY system studies are planned. Initial dependency charts 
for the future design lype 43 Guided Missile Destroyer will be drawn 
up using the model as part of the Feasibility Study for this Class
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of ship, and full dependency' charts will be drawn up later. It is 
also likely that the model will be used for the next generation 
of Nuclear Submarines - the SSNOZ Class - in a similar fashion to 
the Type 43 studies.
The Departments of the Director General Ships (DG Ships) have taken 
the major lead in sponsoring and use of this model, and in particular 
the section concerned with the Mine Countermeasures Vessels project 
(Section D122), The model has taken some five years to develop to 
its current state and there has been a considerable capital 
investment involved - with estimates given as £250,000 for total 
costs. This will include not only the personnel involved in the 
systems analysis and programming, but also development computer 
time, data collection, analysis and the comprehensive documentation 
support. The cost factor should also be taken into consideration 
when making decisions about using existing models for developing 
new models based on similar concepts.
This emphasis throughout the research work described in this Thesis 
is primarily concerned with the Surface Fleet aspects, although some 
comment has been made of the Submarine Fleet requirements. It is 
necessary to make some comment on a model used uniquely by the 
organisation of the Flag Officer Submarines (FOSM) and this is the 
Submarine Weapons Systems Effectiveness Model which is often 
quoted as a Systems Effectiveness assessment tool. It is an 
analytical model which uses Markov chain theory to calculate 
systems availability, mean down time and systems 'effectiveness' 
for complex repairable systems with redundancy. A matrix of 
transition probabilities between the possible system states, known 
as state space, is defined for the system, and the various states 
on which it is deemed to be operational are allocated a 'systems 
effectiveness' figure.
Here system effectiveness is defined as:
System Effectiveness = Performance x Availability x Reliability
Whilst the model is primarily structured to meet the requirements 
of those wishing to model the availability of submarine weapon
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systems, it could probably be adapted to meet the needs of others.
It can accommodate a system with up to 16 elements in parallel, some 
of which may be redundant. This could possibly be increased if 
some approximations were made in the program to exclude those 
unlikely oases where a large number of elements are in the failed 
state, but it is considerably less than the 'Analysis of Systems 
Availability and Reliability (ANSAR) model which was the basis of 
comparison in Table 35» A schematic of the model, which is run by 
Ferranti, Military Systems Division, Stockport under contract to 
the Director of Underwater Weapons Projects (DUWP) is shown at 
Figure 32»
W E A IO N SF I J U N G
Œ A R
FIGURE 32 - Schematic of the Submarine Weapon System Effectiveness 
Model
There is a similarity between the components and organisation of 
this and the IKARA Systems Effectiveness Rating (SER) Model, notably 
that both include a single 'operator function' as the Human Factors 
element. One other important comment, and this is with regard to 
the considerable advantage which exists for the operators and 
analysts of the Submarine Weapon System Effectiveness Model due to 
the introduction in May 1979 of the Submarine Tactical Weapon System 
Readiness State and Defect Log (RSDL).
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The completion of this log as a diary of defects and events for 
all the (submarines) Tactical Weapon System equipment was made 
mandatory from the period 1979/80. The very nature of this simple 
but comprehensive diary of events meant that quantifiable data on 
reliability and maintainability is retrospectively available for 
the development of an Availability Data Store. The Surface Fleet 
does have data available from the Maintenance Management System 
(MMS) organisation which could be seen to serve as the data 
source, but experience would suggest that systems subject to 
mandatory reporting procedures will give an average 70^ data 
capture rate, compared with normal reporting procedures at a 30% 
data capture rate.
9.3.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BRITISH AEROSPACE TOTAL SHIP 
AVAILABILITY MODEL
The Availability Dependency Charts (ADC) and Ship Mission Profile 
Charts (SMPC) were introduced in the preceding section. The 
Availability Dependency Charts are used to list in a logical way 
the major items of a system, and to enter reliability and 
maintainability data relevant to these major items. A number of 
charts are required and each one relates to a ship's Seagoing 
Characteristics, Fighting Capabilities or Common Services. A 
typical list of these items is at Table 3^ i and are generally 
referred to as 'Characteristics and Capabilities'.
Each Characteristic, Capability or Common Service is defined, by 
relevant equipments known as Ship Definition Levels (SDL). Care 
has to be exercised in deciding upon the equipment at the Ship 
Definition Level since too detailed a statement will result in a 
large model, and converseley too broad an assessment will give a 
coarse ship model. The case of the Mine Countermeasures Vessel 
was noted in Section 9»1»2 where the complete ship is described by 
24 Availability Dependency Charts containing a total of 114 major 
system functions (q.v.). Propulsion is an example of a Seagoing 
Characteristic and this will have between 30 and 40 ship definition 
levels.
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The Ship definition levels are grouped together on the right-hand 
side of the Availability Dependency charts and an example is at 
Appendix 22. The left-hand side of the charts are used to linlc the 
ship definition level statements together to form dependency logic 
statements by means of Boolean AND and OR symbology. The basic 
combinations used are illustrated in Figure 33» The various 
functions linked by the logic statements are sub-divided into 
major functions or minor functions, where major system functions 
are transferred to Mission Profile Charts, whereas minor system 
functions are only transferrable between Availability Dependency 
Charts.
To complete the Availability Dependency Charts, it is necessary to 
enter against each ship definition level information concerning its 
reliability and repairability, the degree to which the item can be 
repaired at sea, and how long it is likely to be in use during a 
typical mission. The compilation of this data is likely to be the 
most time-consuming task of ship availability modelling and 
assistance is provided by another document called the Ship Model 
Equipment List (SMEL). This is a list of all the ship definition 
levels broken down to include all those items which together form 
the ship definition level.
I. 3 Items In series AOI A02 A03
□  □  □  BO.A____A___ A___Q
0Ü4 - AOI.AÜ2.A03 o
2. 1 Item from 2 in parallel with I In series
3. 2 Items from 3 In parallel
AOI
A02
A 0 3
A O I
A02
A03
AOI A02 A03□ □ □ B04(ÆÙ___ AJ__ A-- Q
B04 • AOBoAOi + A02 o
AOI AOZ A03□ □ □
CA__ AJ____ [21
BOS = O AOI. A02 ♦ AOI, A03 + AOZ. A03 «
804
FIGURE 33 - Availability Dependency Chart Logic Statements
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1 .  S E A G O I N G  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  
M O B I L I T Y  G R O U P
E N D U R A N C E  G R O U P
P A S S I V E  P E T O f C E  C R O U P  
C O M M A N D  A N D  C O N T R O L  G R O U P
2 .  F I G H T I N G  C A P A B I L I T I E S  
A C T I O N  I N F O R M A T I O N  G R O U P
A B O V E  W A I E R  W E A P O N S  G R O U P  
U N D E R W A T E R  W E A P O N S  G R O U P
E L E C T R O N I C  W A R F A R E  G R O U P
3 .  C O M M O N  S U P P O R T  S E R V I C E S  
E L E C T R I C A L  P O W E R  G R O U P
A U X I L I A R Y  P O W E R
A I R  C O N D I T I O N I N G  A N D  V E N T I L A T I O N  C R O U P
W A T E R  S Y S T S - Î S  G R O U P
K a n o e u v e  r a b  i  i i t yN a v i g a t i o nP r o p u l s i o n
F u e l  a n d  L u b  O i l  S t o r a g e  a n d  T r a n s f e r  P o o d  S t o r a g e .G e n e r a l  S t o r a g e  a n d  M a i n t e n a n c e .  R e p l e n i s h m e n t  a t  S e a .D o m e s t i c ;  A c c o m m o d a t i o n  a n d  R e c r e a t i o n  F a c i l i t i e s
C a m o u f l a g eP r o t e c t i o n  a n d  I n s u r a n c e  D a m a g e  C o n t r o l
G e n e r a l  M a n a g e m e n t  I n t e r n a l  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  A v i a t i o n  F a c i l i t i e s
A b o v e  W a t e r  T b r g e t  D e t e c t i o n  U n d e r w a t e r  T a r g e t  D e t e c t i o n  T a c t i c a l  D a t a  P r o c e s s i n g  a n d  D i s p l a y  E x t e r n a l  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
G u n n e r yS u r f a c e  t o  A i r  G u i d e d  W e a p o n s  S u r f a c e  x o  S u r f a c e  G u i d e c  W e a p o n s  S u r f a c e  t o  U n d e r w a t e r  G u i d e d  W e a p o n s  A i r  L a u n c h e d  t o  S u r f a c e  W e a p o n s  A i r  L a u n c h e d  t o  A i r  W e a p o n s
U n d e r w a t e r  t o  A i r  W e a p o n s  U n d e r w a t e r  t o  S u r f a c e  W e a p o n s  U n d e r w a t e r  t o  U n d e r w a t e r  W e a p o n s  M i n e l a y i n g  M i n e s w e e p i n gA i r  L a u n c h e d  t o  U n d e r w a t e r  W e a p o n s
D e c o y  S y s t e m s  A c t i v e  E C M
E l e c t r i c a l  G e n e r a t o r  . m i  D i s  t r i b u t I ' u  C o n v e r t e r  P o w e r  G u p p - i e s
C o m p r e s s e d  A i r  H y d r a u l i c  P o w e r
M e c h a n i c a l  V e n t i l a t i  A i r  C o n d i t i o n i n g
S a l t  W a t e r  S y s x e a s  F r e s h  W a t e r  S y s t e m s
TABLE 3^ - List of Characteristics, Capabilities and Common Support 
Services
Tliis lowest level of identification is called the Ship Reporting 
Level (SRL) and reliability and repair data is collected for these 
ship reporting levels and hence the reliability and repair data for 
the Ship Definition Level (SDL) can be calculated and transferred to 
the Dependency Chart.
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Ship Model Equipment Lists
An example of a Ship Model Equipment List is at Appendix 23 ^md the 
Ship Model Equipment List can be regarded as the foundation of the 
paper model. The data is processed by an off-line computer program 
and the outputs obtained are then entered manually on the 
Availability Dependency Chart. The factors examined in order to 
determine the reliability and repairability of each ship reporting 
level (and hence the ship definition level) include:
a. time at risk (calendar, running, mission time etc);
b. ratio of time at risk; •
c. mean time between failures (MTBF);
d. confidence in failure data, and data source;
e. repair at sea probability;
f. mean failure downtime (MFD);
g. M factor adjustment of MFD to allow for environment
and accessibility;
h. confidence in repair data, and data source.
Mission Profile Charts
Mission Profile Charts are used to enter details of the Ship's 
activities during defined missions, together with those major system 
functions put at risk during a mission. This information enables 
availability predictions to be made, and based upon realistic ship 
missions. The types and number of missions will vary with Class of 
ship and deployment and as an example the Mine Countermeasures 
Vessel has five mission profiles defined. The right-hand side of 
the Mission Profile Chart is used to list those activities making 
up the mission, and also all those major systems functions put at 
risk during the mission, with the major system functions being 
obtained from the Availability Depepdency Charts. The same 
procedure for linking activities and system functions (that is by 
logic statements) is completed on the left-hand side of the Mission 
Profile Charts. An example of a Mission Profile Chart is at 
Appendix 24.
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Outputs
There are numerous possible model outputs but these are dependent 
upon three types of use of the model, two based on Mission Profile 
data and one not. The latter is called the 'Steady-State' output 
sequence; the other two are called the 'Sequential-State' and the 
'Real-Time Simulation'.
The Steady-state sequence results from entering Availability 
Dependency Chart data only, and this information is used to 
calculate the availability of each 'Characteristic and Capability 
over a specified period of time. The results are arranged, 
dependency chart by dependency chart, and give a comparison of 
elements of the system which is of particular value to system 
designers,.
The other outputs result from both ship data and realistic mission 
profiles - and to that extent they are more 'life-like' in the 
results they produce. The sequential State sequence is arranged 
to give the odds against completing a sequence of activities which
make up a mission, and is of use to the Naval Operation staff for
example. The Real-time simulation uses the Monte Carlo process to 
assess the chances of a single ship successfully completing a 
mission, or a number of missions based on the random distribution 
of failure and repair events, Tlie simulation is more flexible than 
the others, and allows alternative choices to be made, for example 
continuing a mission at a reduced level of performance.
The total number of outputs available within each category is large, 
and any or all of them may be requested by the model user. Sixteen
typical and frequently used outputs are listed in Table 35»
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IT E M OUTPUT SET T IT L E
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
CHART PRINT 
NARRATIVE
CHART DEPENDENCY STATEMENTS 
CHART DEPENDENCY COEFFICIENT TABLES 
CHART SDL FAILURE ANALYSIS 
CHART AVAILABILITY PREDICTIONS '
COMPLETE DEPENDENCY STATEMENTS
COMPLETE DEPENDENCY COEFFICIENT TABLES
COMPLETE AVAILABH TTY PREDICTIONS
SDL SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT TABLES
COMPUTER FILE ANALYSIS
UNASSIGNED MINOR FUNCTION REFERENCES
INPUTS/OUTPUTS CORRELATION TABLE
DEPENDENCY CHART STATE SUMMARY
SDL DATA SUMMARY
SDL CRITICALITY ANALYSIS
TABLE 35 - Sixteen typical outputs of the British Aerospace Total 
Ship Availability Model
Limitations and Special Facilities
There are, for all practical purposes, no limitations on system size 
or configuration. Limits which do exist are of such magnitude that 
they are unlikely to be exceeded.
With the programs used by the model, certain specifications or 
approximations to reality are made to reduce the mathematical 
complexity and/or computer running time. These all occur in the 
Steady-state or Sequential state computations and do not affect the 
Real-time simulations. They relate to reliability with repair, 
inter-dependenoeof series elements and standby redundancy, but the 
importance to the model output is such that these are not considered 
to be serious limitations.
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Certain features exist in the model which are unique. Apart from 
the Mission Reofile Chart, the most important ol’ these is the abilit.y 
to assign different availability levels witliin each dependency chart, 
which relate to differing system configurations. ILese levels (full, 
acceptable, degraded and minimum) permit outputs to be produced 
showing how availability is increased if the failure of some less 
critical element is'ignored. This facilitates the approximation of 
an operational as opposed to a peacetime, environment. A second 
useful feature is the ability to specify random start conditions for 
a mission. This simulates the starting of a mission with some 
elements still in a failed state and ties in with the concept of 
'sailing notice' which is a period of time allowed before the 
commencement of a mission to make good any unrepaired failures 
remaining from a previous mission.
9.2 HUMAN FACTORS AND MAN MODELS - A RE-APPRAISAL
An overview of Models of Man and Human Factors simulation was 
carried out at Section 6 .5  of Chapter 6.  With the considerable 
range of models available it was inevitable that many potentially 
useful models and simulators have not been examined, nevertheless 
judgement will have to be made at this stage on existing knowledge.
The Human Operator Simular (HOS) developed by LANE et al appears to 
be a valuable model at the level of the individual operator. In 
particular the aspects of seeing information, remembering 
information, performing mental calculations and making decisions 
would appear to have application to the 'Information Transfer 
Function' model postulated at Figure 23<■ The next event modelling 
approach is also similar to that used in the British Aerospace 
Total Ship Availability model during the Real-time Mission 
Simulation computer analysis. The extension of the Human Operator 
Simulator to the Operator Interface Cost Analysis Interface (OICEA) 
is not one of the major aims of this research project but could well 
be a useful tool for the work in hand by the Agreed Fighting 
Characteristics Project of the Director General Weapons (Naval) 
organisation.
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The Simulation Language for the Study of Manned Systems (SAINT) 
is as the title suggests more of a combined simulation language 
for modelling manned systems than a model per se. As described 
the language is more applicable to a two mode situation, man to 
man, man to machine than the more complex multi-man situation 
prevailing in the case study. SAINT (CHUBB - I980) is classified 
as a symbolic model based on a hard technique.
The control engineering (TOWILL - 1980) modelling approach is ; 
mathematically based and develops sound engineering practice into 
the arena of Human Factors. There is a considerable appeal in 
such a method, particularly because of the wealth of knowledge 
and experience that exists with this form of work. Whilst 
empirical techniques can be used to develop the necessary 
transforms - particularly with the use of combined analogue/ 
digital computers, there is still a considerable gap yet to be 
crossed with the research problem, always assuming that the macro 
top down approach is seen to have possible rewards. The alternative 
that of incrementalism has not been supported as a philosophy since 
the driving force behind this research is a belief in the benefit 
of holistic and systemic processes in complex man-machine systems.
SEIFERT and the Basic Systems Effectiveness Model follows an 
approach sympathetic to the 'hard' and 'soft' variable analysis.
It is an alternative approach to the Information Transfer Function 
developed in Chapter 8 and is less 'woolly' in that the factors 
contributing to variation in performance have been explicitly 
nominated. The model, as an individual man function, merits more 
detailed examination and particularly in further research work 
(see Chapter 11).
The development of a Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction 
(THERP) is founded in a simple multiplicative probability model 
(MEISTER) and as such is similar to the Engineering Reliability 
Approach. As a stand alone model when both Man Functions and 
Equipment Reliability are combined it stands out as the sort of 
model required for Total Ship Systems studies. Moreover, the 
achilles heel of many models - the data store - has been openly
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attacked by MEISTER. The model is mildly criticised in 
Section 6.5»7 as being simplistic and deliberately excluding 
human operator interactions, however it is difficult at this stage . 
to see how else the problem is to be solved.
So the benefits of THERP have to be judged against the 
Ministry of Defence (Navy) capital investment in the British 
Aerospace Ship Availability Model. There are however the additional 
factors of the experience in existence, the confidence in its use 
and the data store for the reliability and maintainability functions 
developed during the years of use. Discussions with the Systems 
Designer at British Aerospace support the extension of the model to 
include Human Factors, and also the potential feasibility of the 
concept. Other than this reassuring advice, assistance can only 
be made available if contractually supported. It was therefore 
decided to commence the construction of the framework of the 
Human Factors Model, based on the Availability process. This will 
capitalise on existing documentation pro-formas, coding sheets and 
potential model users confidence in recognising similar tools should 
the idea be pursued by the Ministry of Defence (Navy) on the basis 
of this research project.
9.3 the proposed FRAMEWORK OF A HUMAN FACTORS MODEL
The philosophy of the British Aerospace Total Ship Availability 
model was stated in Section 9.1.3, and that is the Seagoing 
Characteristics, Fighting Capabilities and Common Support Services 
approach. In order to maintain the continuity of the case study 
used in the Human Factors part of the research programme of work, 
the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer was used as the basis of 
developing the Human Factors model framework. Also, since the 
Operations Room Action Information Organisation (AIO) is the 
particular aspect reviewed to date, it follows that the Fighting 
Capabilities will be the particular group of the Characteristics 
and Capabilities to be utilised. The general headings involved in 
a ship's Fighting Capabilities are at Table 36 and will be used 
as the basis for development of the Dependency Charts, Mission 
Charts and Model Listings.
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TABLE 36 “ Table of Typical Ship’s Fighting Capabilities
9 .3.1 THE SYSTEM MAN-FUNCTION DEPENDENCY CHARTS
Whilst the development of the proposed framework of a Human Factors 
Model will be on the lines used for the Availability Model, special 
nomenclature is necessary to reflect the Human Factors aspects.
The purpose of the System Man-Function Dependency Chart (MFDC) is 
to show the functional interdependencies of the ship's personnel 
and systems. A chart will be required for each Fighting Capability 
and will depict the Man Definition Levels (MDL) making up the 
system with additional input functions from the Availability 
Dependency Charts (ADC) to reflect the equipment interface.
The Man-Definition Levels and Function Data
A decision had to be made as to the level at which the Man- 
Definition level was to be pitched. An example, based on the 
Air Picture Team Function is at Figure 34, however, there is 
nothing to stop the modeller making his own decision. The 
Man-Definition level is defined as:
a. The level recognised as a functional entity within 
a system.
b. The minimum level at which system performance (and 
hence effectiveness) needs to be predicted in a ship.
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c. The minimum level which can normally provide a single 
definitive function in a system.
d. The level at which a personnel report would be raised, 
illness, compassionate leave etc to the Administrative 
Authority.
M a i l  D e f i u t i o n  L e v e l s  C & I D L ]  <  t i t l e s
Function Titles {
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FIGURE 34 - Man-Definition Levels and Functions - Air Picture Team
At the early stages of model designs, Man Definition Levels (MDL) 
can be made to be large items, for instance when trying to apportion 
performance targets to systems within the ship in order that they 
meet a specific Fighting Capability performance target. The Man 
Definition Level can then be further split down to its sub-systems 
and performance targets for them established, until they are 
eventually broken down to the required Man Definition Levels.
As is seen in Appendices 22, 23 and 24 the standard charts are 
160 colums wide by 100 rows deep and it is proposed that similar 
format coding sheets be used for the System Man-Function Dependency 
Charts. The first group of columns on the right-hand half of the 
Man-Function Dependency Charts will be used for management and 
control data, and will consist of the following items:
Row number 
Issue update number 
Ship identification number 
Dependency chart reference
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Man Definition Level reference 
Function reference.
The Man-Definition Level titles and Function titles will be written 
in plain language text as in Figure 34.
With the Availability Dependency Charts the metric data used to 
complete the chart is related to the reliability and maintainability 
purpose of the Availability Charts. In the case of the new Man- 
Function Dependency Charts the emphasis is on the Human Factors 
aspects of systems performance. Further, the new methodology 
developed in Chapter 8 is aimed at improving Human Factors 
awareness in total systems, and includes the use of a 'Transfer 
Function Algorithm'. If this is to be used as a tool (in addition 
to the semantic differential tables grouped on the Task, the 
Facilities, the Training and the Man, plus the systems interaction 
diagrams) for developing Human Factors data, then it becomes 
available for use in this model.
An analogue presentation of the Man Definition Level Information 
Transfer Function Algorithm is at Figure 35 and this will be 
maintained in the Ship Model Human Factors List and Information 
Transfer Function Data Banlc (see Section 9,3=3)"
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FIGURE 35 - Theoretical Man Definition Level Information Transfer 
Function Algorithm
In order that appropriate data can be transferred to the Man- 
Function Dependency Charts, the following data will be required to 
complete the right-hand side columns of the chart:
Data source - this is to record within the model the 
source of data with codes used to indicate various 
data banks.
The maximum Variable Disjunction of Information 
expected for the Man Definition Level under stated 
operational conditions (eg data recorded during a 
major ten day sea exercise).
The norm for Variable Disjunction of Information for 
the Man Definition Level, as a mean of data stored.
The maximum Knowledge factor expected for the Man 
Definition Levelunder stated operational conditions 
(eg data recorded during a major ten day exercise).
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The norm for Knowledge for the Man Definition Level, 
as a mean of the data stored.
The maximum Information Processing factor expected 
for the Man Definition level under stated operational 
conditions (eg data recorded during a major ten day 
exercise.
The norm for Information Processing for the Man 
Definition Level, as a mean of the data stored.
The man performance degradation which is expected as 
a function of time expressed as a code:
C = Calendar - where degradation occurs independent 
of the ship’s activities (ie as a 
function of calendar time).
M = Mission - where degradation occurs during a 
mission activity.
The man performance degradation expected as a function 
of time expressed as an integer percentage of the 
calculated Information Transfer Function.
The man performance degradation which is expected as 
a function of Environment expressed as a code :
W = Weather - sea sickness, general physical discomfort.
T = Temperature - Heat, Cold and Humidity.
The man performance degradation expected as a function 
of environment as an integer percentage of the 
calculated Information Transfer Function.
Confidence Codes for:
. max Information Disjunction 
. max Knowledge 
. imx Information Processing
in the series 1 to 9«
The quiescent or non-operational state values of:
. Information Disjunction 
, Knowledge
. Information processing.
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The column layout for the right-hand columns (excluding the 
'management' data) is shown in Figure 36.
Row Nianber 
Issue Update Nuirber 
Ship Identification 
Dependency Qiart Reference 
Man Etefinition Level Reference 
Function Reference
MAN EEnNITICN LEVELS 
AND 
FUNCTIONS
Figiiter Controller
Anti-Air Warfare Officer
Air Picture Cbtrplier
Air Picture Cbnplier
Air Picture Compiler
Air Picture Cbnplier
Air Picture Rejxirter (ïbrœ)
Air Picture îteijorter (Local)
Anti-Air Warfare Officer's Assistant
Reduced Air Picture Team    ____
Air Picture Team
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FIGURE 36 - Right-hand Half of the Man Function Dependency Charts
Whilst there is a clear distinction between Man Definition Levels 
and Functions as shown in Figure 34, the Functions can be either 
Major Functions or Minor Functions. Minor functions can be used 
as aids to completing the Logic on the Man Function Dependency 
Chart, and instead of repeating the Logic which 'picks-up' the 
same Man Function Levels every time, a minor function can complete
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the task in a loop program and prevent unnecessary instructions. 
Finally, minor functions are only transferrable between Man Function 
Dependency Charts whilst Major Function are the link to the System 
Activity Charts,
The logic (left-hand side) of the Man Function Dependency Units is 
completed using stored Boolean AND, and OR configurations. An 
example is at Figure 37» The appropriate software already exists 
on the Availability Model and no difficulties are expected in this 
area of development of the Human Factors Model,
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FIGURE 37 - Man Function Dependency Charts - Logic Statements
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9.3.2 THE ACTIVITY PROFILE CHARTS
The Mission Profile Charts used with the Ship Availability Model are 
used to enter details of the ship's activities during defined 
missions. This information enables availability predictions to be 
based upon a realistic ships' programmes where missions are 
constructed from a list of activities. The emphasis on the 
availability predictions aspects has meant that the mission profiles 
developed have been biased towards the material aspects of ship 
missions such as leaving harbour, general passage etc. However, 
missions do include activities which are more orientated to the 
Fighting Capability requirements of ships rather than the Ships 
Characteristics or Common Support Services. It has already been 
postulated that the case study of the Type 42 Guided Missile 
Destroyer Operations Room organisation (Action Information) must 
be related to Fighting Capabilities, not Ship Characteristic or 
Common Services. It is therefore necessary to restructure the 
Mission Profile Charts in order to accommodate the Human Factors 
and Fighting Capabilities requirements.
The format of the Activity Profile Charts (as they will be called 
in Human Factors applications) is again to be based on the basic 
chart construction as used for the Availability - Ship Mission - 
requirement.
Considering the right-hand side of the Activity Profile Chart 
(see FIGURE 38) there is the continuing requirement to record 
'management and control' data, which will include:
Row numbers
Issue update number
Ship Identification Number
Activity Profile Chart reference (derived
from Man Function Dependency Charts)
Activity reference.
The Major Function titles and Activity will be written in plain 
language text.
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The remaining columns are organised to contain information which is 
relevant to activities such as weapon system engagements which will 
include :
a. standards required for operator performance;
bo time constraints.
The example given in Figure 38 is based on a Surface Weapon 
engagement where the activity sequence shown is limited to the 
more general principles involved in order to illustrate the 
reasoning of the Activity Profile Chart construction.
The relevant Major Functions are 'brought down' from the Man 
Function Dependency Chart(s) (eg Figures 36 and 37)« Only the top 
level Major Functions are listed in the Activity Profile Chart, 
and ascending order of merit is indicated by alphabetical ranking 
starting with A. Hence from the Figure 37 example, 'C Major 
Functions only are transferred to the Activity Profile Chart. The 
computer programs already listed for the Mission Profile Charts 
are time domain-next event structured and so the following data will 
be required to complete the right-hand side columns of the chart:
Rdw Nianber
Issue Update Nuirber
Ship Identification
Activity Profilé Chart Nimber
Major Function Reference
Activity Profile Reference
MAJOR miCTKKS 
AND 
ACTIVITIES
P□
>
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□
00101
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CÛ103
00104
001 
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_005 
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. 009 
. Oil 
013
Above Water Weapons Group 
Undereater Weapons Group 
Action Infonnation Group 
Electronic Warfare Group
Close IÇ) Defence Watches
Surveillance
Toi'get Detecticxi
Classification
Weapon Allocation
Indicaticai ___ ___
E n g a g e m e n t
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0001
0001
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007 
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FIGURE 38 - Activity Profile Chart - Surface Weapon Engagement
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An equipment required code:
R = Required - if nominated equipments are required 
to complete the activity.
1M = Maintained - if the activity can be maintained
despite associated equipment failure 
or non-availability.
Minimum time required to complete an activity.
Priority of the activity by codes:
P = Primary - a failure of the line activity results 
in failure of the total activity unless 
there is a fallback situation.
S = Secondary-a failure of the line activity can occur 
without prejudice to the total activity.
The next activity to be selected if the activity of
the line concerned is a success.
The next activity to be selected if the activity of
the line concerned is a failure.
An activity failure code which will be a sub-routine 
to calculate the effect of failure of a particular 
line activity and to prevent the program going into 
a loop. The number of interactions subsequent to a 
failure will be dependent upon a number of variables, 
and the operating rules to be developed will take 
account of the overload factor for any element (man 
definition level) within a major function and time 
variant and time invariant variables as included in 
the Man Function Dependency Charts.
The logic dependencies required on the left-hand side of the 
Activity Profile Chart to complete the data set are again simple 
to construct and require only knowledge of the system and not the 
Boolean logic calculations involved.
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9.3.3 THE SHIP MODEL HUMAN FACTORS LIST AND INFORMATION TRANSFER 
FUNCTION DATA BANK
The construction of a valid and reliable data bank is fundamental 
to the success of any model activity. This has been recognised 
in the case of the Total Ship Availability Model and hence the 
construction of the Ship Model Equipment List (SMEL). From the 
examination carried out during this research it is considered that 
a comprehensive Human Factors data base does not exist, but in the 
case of the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyer the Electronic 
Facilities Design work, together with the Command and Control 
Division (XCO) data means that it may be possible to start to 
construct a Data Bank from these sources. The man years of effort 
expended by Electronic Facilities Design Limited and the Command 
and Control Systems Division (XCO) - Admiralty Surface Weapons 
Establishment, reflect the effort required to construct such a 
data bank. It is however considered that data collection procedures 
can be introduced in the future without compromising the 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet requirement not to overload the ships at 
sea with unnecessary additional reporting loads.
The problems of data collection for the Availability data base were 
examined by the Naval Maintenance Data Centre project team during 
both the Preliminary Study and Full Study Phases, and data collection, 
was seen to be grouped under two major headings:
a. normal reporting, involving on board ship line 
management documentation;
b. special reporting normally for a limited period of time 
and for specific ships nominated by Commander-in-Chief Fleet.
It was the latter category of data collection that was used during
the IKARA Availability Trials in I98O. The return for effort in
terms of both quantity and quality of data retrieved make such an
approach a desirable data collection technique, and the Naval
Maintenance Data Centre therefore formed a data collection team
based of one officer, and two senior ratings in the Autumn of 1980. .
There are now three such data collection teams whose brief is the
collection of data for nominated requirements which have been 
approved by the Commander-in-Chief Fleet.230
REF CHART TITLE TYPICAL SDL ITEMS
FIGHTING CAPABILITIES
ACTION INFORMATION
GROUP
A1 Above-water Target 
Detection
T actical Radars (except Navigation radars! 
Intercept and analysis equipment 
H /F  D /F  equipment. Electro-optical detection  
d ev ices. Compartments housing these equipments. 
Special power, supplies. Radar aeria ls. 965 
aerial m ast. IFF. Search Periscope.
A2 Underwater Target 
Detection
T actical hull-mounted sonars. Variable-dcpth  
sonar winch. Heat exchangers. Compartments 
housing these equipments.
A3 Tactical Data- 
P rocesslng  and 
Display
ADA or CAAIS com puters. Display Central 
Equipment. Display consoles. Plotting tables. 
Gun Direction S\'st-im. M issile Direction Sy stem . 
Special power supplies. Heat exchangers. Data 
link term inal equipment. Compartments (eg 
Operations Room, Computer Room). MATCH 
equipment.
.4BOVE-WATER
WEAPONS GROUP
131 Gunner)' Capability M edium-range gun-mountings. C lose-range gun- 
mountings. Gunneiy d irectors, radar and 
com puters. Ammunition h oists. M agazines. 
Magazine spray and flood system s. S{>ecial power 
supplies. Heat exchangers. Compartments (egT S , 
TS Annex). Visual aim ing sights. Armed boarding 
fa c ilitie s .
B2 Surface-to-air  
Guided Weapons 
Capability
GW Laimchers.
GW Radars and Control % stem s.
GW M agazines and Handling Machinery.
GW Magazine Spray System s.
Compartments (eg TS, M issile Quarters Position) 
GW T est Equipment.
(NB The m iss ile s  them selves are excluded)
B3 Surface-to-surface  
Guided Weapons 
Capability
Launcher, Computer. M issile  T est Equipment. 
M issile  Data and Firing equipment. (NB The 
m iss ile s  them selves are excluded. )
TABLE 37 - Ship Fighting Capabilities - Typical Ship Definition
Levels for the Action Information Group and Above Water 
Weapons Group
Both the Electronic Facilities Design Limited data collection 
exercise and the Command and Control Systems Division (XCO) have 
used data collection teams, and other examples include the 
Reliability Research Group (Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment)
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CODE NL project, and the already mentioned IKARA project. It is 
therefore a well established procedure, and the resources to collect 
data now exist within the Naval Maintenance Data Centre, and if 
approved .could,b® used to include Human Factors aspects.
The future Naval Maintenance Data Centre system was described in 
Chapters 4 and 5» and there are two aspects relevant to this 
discussion of a Human Factors data base:
Co the Management Support Information Project (MSIP) 
action to ensure that a definitive list of equipments in 
ships is produced, with a copy for each ship in the Fleet 
held in the Naval Maintenance Data Centre computer store;
do the software of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre 
computer system (main disc store, magnetic tape, word 
processor and microfiche) will be organised on a Data Base 
System (DBS) structure.
The elements necessary to proceed with the construction of a 
Human Factors data bank are potentially available, but the question 
of where the Human Factors Model (and the Total Ship Availability 
Model) should be stored has not yet been considered.
The British Aerospace Total Ship Availability Model was developed 
by British Aerospace on their own computer system at Filton,
Bristol. Action was taken by Director General Ships departments in 
1980 to formally accept the model, and it was transferred to the 
Royal Navy (Ministry of Defence Procurement Executive) batch 
processing computer centre BUWEST at Devizes in the West Country. 
There are numerous users of this computer facility and all access 
the computer programs via their own terminals, connected by GPO 
modem and land lines. The Naval Maintenance Data Centre has its 
own Availability, Maintainability and Reliability data files on the 
BUWEST computer, with access via an ICL 7503 terminal located in 
Gosport, Hampshire.
As part of this research programme of work, action was taken by the 
author to obtain a copy of the British Aerospace Total Ship 
Availability Model and have it transferred to the Naval Maintenance
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Data Centre development store locations at BUWEST (total capacity 
of 30 Mbyte for development work) together with all support 
documentation and computer program control cards. A completely 
fictitious Ship HMS CLAVERTON DOWN has been created by British 
Aerospace for use as a software check facility, and this ship model 
is also held in the Naval Maintenance Data Centre development files,
Whilst the development of the Human Factors Model can be undertaken 
on any development facility, it is proposed that the Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre should:
e. be tasked (in conjunction with other Authorities as 
necessary) to be part of the Human Factors data collection 
organisation. This takes the action back into Royal Navy 
tasking areas and reduces contractor support and associated 
project costs;
f. hold copies of both the Total Ship Availability Models 
and the yet to be developed Human Factors Model;
g. retain the Human Factors data store, and specifically:
(1) the Ship Model Human Factors List;
(2) the Information Transfer Function Data Bank.
Whilst the basic construction of the proposed methodology developed 
in Chapter 8, Section 8.4 is an attraction, the requirement to 
transpose the subject data to a metric format will have to be 
resolved. It is beyond the aims of this research programme, but 
the recommended approach to be followed in the next phase of work 
is to use both Multiple Classification Analysis and Interaction 
Detection Algorithm statistical packages such as to order, rank 
and scale the many variables involved. This is pursued further in 
Chapter 11.
Finally, by implementing the above proposal, the important links 
between the Availability Model and Human Factors Model can be 
created with the links being systems and equipment. A similar task 
is already in hand in connection with the Equipment Related Stores 
Usage Information (ERSUI) program associated with the On Board 
Automatic Data Processing in Ships (OASIS) project, and experience
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gained on this task can he used in the construction of the Total 
Availability and Human Factors Model.
9.4 DISCUSSION
The aim of this Chapter of the Thesis was to consider;
'the framework of a conceptual model involving equipment 
and men as an aid to decision making of Total Systems 
Effectiveness'.
A possible model framework has been examined based on the British 
Aerospace Total Ship Availability Model which is inherently 
statistical in construction. The framework has not been completed 
particularly in the area of the 'data store' and the emphasis 
has been on the model organisation, rather than the more 
detailed problem of the data banlc and analysis. This could weaken 
the case that a framework for an Availability and Human Factors 
Model can be constructed and the inability to locate a complex 
systems total model during the literature search phase could be 
seen as an indication that such models are not feasible. This 
approach is however not supported. The theme has been, and is 
maintained, that in complex man-machine systems the holistic, 
top-down approach is necessary and that incremental reduction of 
the problems is the way to proceed, moving each time to a more 
complex, more detailed level in order to gain insight and awareness.
The proposed creation of a Human Factors Model based on, and then 
integrated with the Total Ship Availability Model is argued from the 
base of the capital investment, knowledge, confidence and 
documentation support in existence. Also, that the Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre future organisation provides a substantial guarantee of 
the Information structure necessary to support such an approach. 
Alternatively, if this proposal is not adopted, what else is being 
or will be done to ensure progress in this very important area?
The next Chapter will draw together the various themes, concepts and
proposals made throughout the Thesis to this point and describe
the total organisation considered necessary to aid awareness in 
Total Ship Systems Effectiveness,
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CHAPTER 10
THE STRUCTURE OF A DECISION MAKING AID FOR EVALUATING TOTAL SHIP 
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
The purpose of this Chapter of the Thesis is to bring together the 
various aspects so far reviewed, examined and discussed relating to 
the question of Total Ship System Effectiveness. This has been 
carried out against the title of the Thesis -
A DECISION MAKING AID FOR EVALUATING TOTAL SHIP SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
The methods devised for satisfying this objective have been based on 
the three aims stated in the introductory paragraph to Chapter 1:
a„ the design of a methodology to assist in identifying 
the critical failure areas within complex systems;
bo to identify the framework of a conceptual model 
involving equipment and men as an aid to decision making of 
Total (Ship) Systems Effectiveness:
c. the design of an information and processing system to 
support the first two aims.
Throughout this Thesis there has been the underlying theme of the use 
of a Total Systems Approach and this is emphasised by the proposed 
Methodology in Chapter 8, Section 8,5 et seq. Contained within the 
proposed methodology are characteristics similar to those used by 
CHECIÇLAND (see Section 6.5°4) in his approach to complex man-machine 
'soft* systems, and CHECKLAND uses the creation of the *rich 
picture* as a technique for developing a holistic conceptual 
framework. From this is derived a 'Root definition* (the most 
concise statement of the purposes of the system under examination) 
then to the conceptual system, and hence comparison of real life and 
conceptual systems in order to identify areas of wealcness and error.
The 'root definition' of this research is the Thesis title, and the 
complete framework of the decision making aid will be illustrated by 
the'^ examining four picture elements. Each of these elements 
contains aspects of the Thesis up to this point and will therefore 
provide the means for developing the holistic appreciation. The four
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picture elements are:
a« The Ships - the Data Source,
be The Information Organisation.
c. The Methodology.
d. The Total Ship System Effectiveness Model.
10.1 THE SHIPS - THE DATA SOURCE
The Fleet and ships are the fundamental reason for the requirement to 
develop a method of measuring and improving Total Ship Systems 
Effectiveness, and the one key issue involved is that of Data.
FIGURE 39 - The First Picture Element - The Ships
Appendix 1 is a list of 109 line management documents. These were 
used to construct a matrix in Appendix 2 of the potential value of 
these returns to an Effectiveness Model such as shown in Figure 4 
and Appendix 3 analysed these documents and returns into an order 
of worth.
Appendix 4 shows an alternative matrix data analysis based on the 
Characteristics Capabilities and Common Support Services approach. 
The general conclusion drawn was that the data available was 
inadequate to support any aid to decision making and the major 
reason for this was the lack of an efficient data collection and 
analysis organisation.
The design philosophy of Onboard Automatic Data Processing in Ships 
(OASIS) is the use of non-military, commercially(not necessarily to
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Defence standard Specifications) available micro cqmputer(s). These 
are to be installed in ships with a minimum of costs such as screening, 
special air conditioning, chilled water supplies, power supplies and 
power and signal line cables. Visual display units with keyboard 
entry facilities will then be installed to meet stores user 
requirements and therefore maintenance offices, workshops, 
engineering administrative office centres, the stores office and 
stores compartments will be priority locations- Stores demand 
action will be by visual display keyboards. The now common 
procedures of prompt displays and graphics with data store update, 
automatic stores requisitioning, information on stores locations and 
stores dues date mean that comprehensive records of stores used, 
reason for use, maintenance or defect repair, system, sub-assembly, 
and equipment will be available. Data of direct importance to 
stores usage, equipment availability, reliability and maintainability 
will be returned Monthly to the Naval Maintenance Data Centre for 
analysis, and subsequent distribution.
Annex 19 is a copy of one of the I 91 questionnaires completed by 
the Operations Room Personnel of the Type 42 Guided Missile Destroyers 
in June 1979» The data is either demographic in content, or the sort 
of information expected to be available from records held by the ships, 
and mainly by Divisional Officers. Although finally not used in this 
research project, a data set was completed suitable for statistical 
analysis. None of this would be necessary with the introduction of 
OASIS Phase II. This however concerns only the management aspects of 
personnel records, and to extend the potential to include Man 
Performance Data is an essential step to be taken in order to make 
available total system Effectiveness data, in order that it can be 
used to support the Human Factors Data Bank (see Section 9»3»2).
The question - what data should be collected? will need much more 
careful thought and study, but the general pattern of the requirement 
is contained within this Thesis. It can be grouped by the two 
methods used by Electronic Facilities Design Limited and the Command 
and Control Systems Division of the Admiralty Surface Weapons 
Establishment. On the one hand these are detailed subjective 
analysis headings such as contained in Figures 22, 23, 24 and 23«
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The personal report procedures for all Officers and Ratings depend 
upon such subjective procedures, which are then translated to a 
numeric assessment. The extension of this requirement to include 
more thorough performance assessments will not only improve 
inter-personnel knowledge but also help to increase awareness of 
shortfall areas.
The work carried out by the Command and Control Systems Division 
(XCO) of producing a computer patch to record manual injections and 
computer maintained tactical picture, means that by appropriate 
procedures the collection of data by using the OASIS Phase II 
facility would again result in personnel performance data now 
becoming available as required.
In order to maintain similar standards of assessment and reporting, 
the Ship Data Collection Teams from the Naval Maintenance Data 
Centre could (subject to approval) be available as an advisory and 
auditing service. This would be in conjunction with CINCFLEET Staff, 
Ship's Squadron Staff, Flag Officer Flotillas, Flag Officer Sea 
Training, Operational Evaluation Group, Director General Weapons 
(Naval),Director General Ships, Admiralty Underwater Establishment 
and the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment,
10,2 THE INFORMATION ORGANISATION
Appendix 11 shows the main interactions and data flows of all 
information related to the material upkeep support of the Fleet 
Availability, Reliability, Maintainability, Logistics, Usage,
Activity and Logistics.
Also, shown at Appendix 1? is the total - Phase IV - Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre configuration and Hardware distribution.
These two diagrams (Appendices 11 and I7) have been combined as a 
pictorial representation in Figure 40, This re-emphasises the 
position of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre as the central and main 
interface between the Fleet and Upkeep Support Authorities and other 
Organisations, Also included in Figure 40, are the 'Ship' from 
Figure 39» with a link to show OASIS data, defined as a requirement
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for Material Upkeep Support and recommended (by the Thesis author) 
to now include Human Factors data.
See 
Appendix 11
SYSTEÎ.B 
EFFECTIVENESS 
. ORGANISATION
See Appendix 17
FIGURE 40 - The Second Picture Element - The Information Organisation
It is not intended to repeat the information organisation examination 
carried out in Chapters 3» 4 and 5» but in addition to the three 
elements already noted in the Figure 40, it is necessary to add other 
authorities concerned with Systems Effectiveness, and in particular 
those with responsibilities for the Human Factors aspects. These 
would then become an integrated part of the Total Information 
Organisation which would be similar to the diagram at Figure 2 - 
'The Effectiveness Information Flow Loops'.
In formalising such an approach, a re-appraisal will be necessary of 
the variety of Committees involved, and rationalisation achieved 
wherever possible. No matter how this is approached, the kernel of
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the situation is data, and the data source is the ships of the Fleet.
10o5 THE METHODOLOGY
The proposed Methodology for assisting the appreciation and evaluation 
of complex man-machine systems was described at Chapter 8 and 
specifically at Sections 8.4 and 8.5» The example used to demonstrate 
the application of the methodology was based on three functional 
positions within the Operations Room of the lÿpe 42 Guided Missile 
Destroyer. The possible falaciousness of this approach is evident 
when a methodology is based on data, which is then used to prove the 
methodology - another example of a self-sustaining loop. Nevertheless, 
the principles involved are considered worth supporting and the 
instruments should be varied according to the situation. On this 
basis, the elements of the third picture element at Figure 41 can be 
examined as a whole.
The data source is again shown as the ship. This does not need to be 
the only data source, and use should be considered of any relevant 
Human Factors data bank with judgements made as to the degree of 
validity to be applied. The ship data can be supplied by means of line 
management pro-formas, special trials, observers in a specific role 
and task, reports and OASIS outputs. With this variety, the method 
of analysis employed will need to be tailored to suit the specific 
situation. The use of 'man identifiers' in a semantic differential 
format is used because it applies a common discipline to the 
subjective data - albeit the analysis is also mainly subjective.
The systems questions could be used, in fact any method or technique 
which forces the investigator to probe the data thoroughly and 
deeply. No matter how the Analysis (Stage I) is approached, the 
Analyst will be better placed to proceed to the Conceptualise - 
Stage II where, it is considered, aids such as systems, maps, 
sociograms and relationship diagrams will be necessary. The 
objective is to convert the 'soft system' aspects into 'hard 
system' equivalents - but still at the conceptual level.
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If it is possible to produce conceptual models at the 'hard system' 
level, then conversion into:
a. Analogues - reliability models, servo system
models, feedback models, optimization 
models.
bo symbolic models - statistical techniques, transition
matrices, compartment models, difference, 
equations,
will considerably assist the systemic appreciation.
The comparison - Stage III is aimed at identifying significant error 
points in the comparison of the 'real analysed data' with the 
conceptual appreciation. It is expected that there will be a number 
of iterations at this stage, shown as the dotted feedback line in 
Figure 4l. The use of other conceptual models, methodologies and 
techniques will supplement the analysed and perceived situations and 
initial decisions can be made on the error reducing measures to 
adopt. This Evaluation - Stage IV - point could be the initiation of 
further pilot studies or specific projects with the feedback loop to 
the ship at the bottom of Figure 41 reflecting this decision-making 
process, and ending in the Implementation - Stage V.
The final feedback loop to the ship makes provision (as shown in 
Figure 41) for the inclusion of the model which will be the 
Effectiveness model, combining Availability and Human Factors 
sub-routines, independently constructed but interactively linked.
Once available, the Total Ship Effectiveness Model will become a tool 
of the methodology at Stages II, III and IV.
10.4 THE TOTAL SHIP SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS MODEL
The dotted line at the bottom of Figure 41, reflects the present 
status of the proposed Total Ship Systems Effectiveness model, and 
the state of development was described in Section 9.3 of Chapter 9.
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Whilst the future Naval Maintenance Data Centre has possibly the 
firmest foundations of the three research aims, the proposed Total 
Systems Effectiveness Model will probably qualify for second place 
(and in that case the proposed Methodology third) because of its 
development based on the comprehensive and tried Total Ship 
Availability Model* Even this Availability Model can however be 
subject to the question of external validity since the Fleet is 
not composed only of Mine Countermeasure Vessels which has been the = 
basis of recent application* An alternative approach is to accept 
that models are only a representation of reality, that man’s decision­
making processes are aided rather than replaced or superseded by 
such tools, and therefore it will always be possible to identify 
shortcomings in any model*
In postulating a Total Ship Systems Model based on the two major 
sub-routines of:
a. The Availability Model*
bo The Human Factors Model*.
a deliberate attempt has been made to produce an analogue.in order 
to further assist the decision-making processes involved* Subjectivity 
will no doubt remain as a dominant instrument, but observation of 
complex human factors problems indicates that there are language 
difficulties, which become compounded due to discussions being based 
on personnel experiences which tends to be limited and often out of 
date* The Total Ship System Effectiveness Model is therefore seen as
an instrument to enable more meaningful dialogue to take place and so
become the tool for testing new concepts on the basis of sensitivity 
of variables on Total System (model output) Effectiveness.
The picture at Figure 42 - ’The fourth picture element - The Total 
Ship System Effectiveness Model’ illustrates the proposed 
construction* It is based on two sub-routines which will in due 
course become combined via the interface of equipments and systems 
into one model* These two models are shown to be directed at the 
ships by a dominant arrow. This represents two facts:
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The feedback path shown in Figure 41.
The possibility of each ship having a unique Total 
Ship Effectiveness Model,
It has already been stated that a Total Model should be maintained 
on computer file by the Naval Maintenance Data Centre, and that this 
would receive data from ships as outlined in Section 10,1 of this 
Chapter, But each ship will have the OASIS computing facility, 
each ship will have (see Appendix 11) an up-to-date list of all 
systems and equipment fitted in the ship, and this is the 
fundamental requirement for the construction of a Ship Model 
Equipment List (q,v. Section 9,1.3 Chapter 9)- It is therefore 
considered to be a reasonable proposal that with the introduction of 
OASIS in ships, that each ship will also have their own 
Effectiveness Model,
This would be a major and important step towards improving the 
Effectiveness of ships and the Fleet.
10,5 DISCUSSION
The use of four picture elements as the means of producing an overall 
appreciation of what is achievable has - it is hoped - given a broader 
and deeper understanding of the research goal. It has not only been 
the case of designing an information retrieval and analysis 
organisation, or developing a new methodology or constructing the 
framework of a Total Ship Model, but elements of all of these have 
been considered necessary to provide *the decision-making aid’.
The process of drawing together the total picture has also resulted 
in potential new applications, and an example is the ability of each
ship to have its own effectiveness model which can only come about
by a combination of events including:
a, the introduction in ships of OASIS computers;
b, the OASIS operating procedures;
c, the NMCD as the focal point of contact between the 
Fleet and other Authorities and organisations;
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do the MSIP project with the task of producing detailed 
documentation support for ships, and in particular the 
definitive ship fit equipment list4
e o the techniques developed by XCO division for data 
recording;
fo the development of the proposed methodology for 
identification of complex system failure areas.
There are however acknowledging strengths and weaknesses in the work 
which has been carried out, and a critical review will be undertaken 
in the next and final Chapter in addition to drawing the 
conclusions of the research programme of work.
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSIONS
The subject of this Thesis has been the research carried out into:
'A decision making aid for evaluating 
Total Ship System Effectiveness',
The research requirement was initiated in the Autumn of 1978 by 
the Commander-in-Chief when the Chief Staff Officer (Engineering) 
was concerned with developing a Fleet Management Information 
System (FMIS) to aid decision-making on Total Ship System 
Effectiveness, It was considered by the Captain-in~Charge of 
the Ship Maintenance Authority (CAPIC SMA) and CSO(E) to 
CINCFLEET, that the work of producing the future Naval Maintenance 
Data Centre could go part of the way to meeting the effectiveness 
requirement, but that this was constrained to equipment availability. 
Therefore, the decision was taken to initiate an Effectiveness 
study under the Thesis Author,
The pre-feasibility and feasibility studies lasted for nine months 
and whilst concluding that the study should continue, recommended 
that the problem be dealt with incrementally. This was done by 
examining the Availability function from data, methods, techniques 
and model aspects, and then using a Weapon Systems project to 
develop the specific problem areas of availability and performance 
modelling, and data Collection and analysis.
In parallel with this and lasting for a two year period was the work 
being carried out by a Project Team, led by the Thesis author on 
the development of the Naval Maintenance Data Centre, This is an 
essential corner stone of the Effectiveness System and without a 
Fleetwide data collection and analysis organisation, the Thesis 
proposals would have been severely constrained. The Naval 
Maintenance Data Centre project is however proceeding and is now at 
the stage of preparing the 'Operational Requirement' for issue to 
Industry, The opportunity to proceed with the research to include 
the Human Factors aspects would not have been possible but for the
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award of a Defence Fellowship with the invaluable opportunity to 
spend fifteen months full time in a University environment. Also 
the facility to link with MOD(N) work in related areas of Human 
Factors and Systems Effectiveness meant that instead of having to 
be restrained to researching a particular area of Human Factors 
that the holistic approach adopted could be continued. It was from 
this position of advantage that progress could be made on the 
development of a methodology and the structure of a Total Systems 
Effectiveness Model,
11.1 A EEFtEXrVE ACCOUNT
The magnitude or scale of the task which has been attempted has 
been fully appreciated at every stage of the research, A plan of 
work was produced in October 1978 which without knowing whether 
time and resources could be made available, laid down a project end 
date of December I98I, Fortuitously, time and resources have been 
made available, but the work plan was based on taking a 'top slice' 
of the Effectiveness equation supported by probes to gather more 
detailed data at specific points. One probe was the joining of 
resources with the IKARA Project for six months and the forming 
of the IKARA Availability Sub-Group chaired by the author. Another 
was the selection of the 5^pe 42 Guided Missile Destroyer as 'the 
ship' case example, and then an even deeper probe by selecting the 
Operations Room Organisation, and deeper still the Air Picture Team,
So there has been the combination of top level information gathering 
and selected in depth analysis, where the in depth situations were 
invariably determined by prevailing circumstances.
The validity of the Human Factors analysis is questionable because 
of the single ship class situation used as the data source. This 
is however considered to be a less serious wealmess than the use of 
subjective data to produce a general systems methodology. However, 
this has been a 'top down' examination as opposed to the more detailed 
work of the classical ergonomist where for example objective data is 
perhaps easier to acquire. This objective approach would probably 
require controlled conditions and in consequence the internal and
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external validity to the total Fleet population could be questioned. 
Therefore in light of the approach adopted it would appear that 
the use of subjective data is inevitable which in turn creates 
the need for cautiousness in the interpretation of the results 
achieved.
Part of the reasoning behind Chapter 10, is the hope that readers 
of the Thesis could begin to develop their own systemic and 
holistic insights, because this is the most important facility 
which this research approach can hope to achieve. It will certainly 
not satisfy those who need systematic procedures, techniques and 
rules of conduct to cope with problem situations. Indeed were the 
complex man-machine systems ameniable to such approaches, with 
a high degree of certainty of success in identifying failure 
situations, then there would not have been the requirement for the 
past three years' work.
Therefore, whilst thé fragmentary and varied research method adopted 
can be criticised, it is considered that the total systems approach 
was viable in the circumstances. Further, it has identified an 
organisational framework which did not previously exist and without 
which a continuous method of measuring and assessing Total Ship 
Systems Effectiveness will not survive. Finally, it has helped to 
clarify the areas where more detailed work needs to be carried out 
in order to pursue the research momentum,
11,2 AN.ASSESSMENT OF THE STRUCTURE OF A DECISION MAKING AID FOR 
■EVALUATING TOTAL SHIP SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
In order that the decision making aid structure detailed in 
Chapter 10 can become a reality it will be necessary for a number 
of policy decisions and organisational changes to be made and 
implemented. Most of this will require action by the 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet, but other Authorities involved are:
a. The Director of Engineering Support (Naval) - for the
Naval Maintenance Data Centre aspects.
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b. The Head of the Management Support Information 
Project (MSIP),
Co The Project Director of Onboard Automatic Data 
Processing in Ships (OASIS)e
Because of the various line management structures involved no 
single authority is in a position to direct or instruct the others, 
and therefore a co-ordination of effort will he necessary.
Logically, whatever form this talces, it should be directed by the 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet, not only because of the Fleet 
Effectiveness requirements but because the key to success of the 
whole scheme rests with data availability and this must be controlled 
by Commander-in-Chief Fleet,
There is however much more detailed work required in the area of 
data analysis, modelling and weapon system design,. This will 
inevitably involve :
d. The Director General Weapons (Navy),
e. The Director General Ships,
f. The Research Establishments:
(1) Admiralty Underwater Establishment (AUWE),
(2) Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment (ASWE),
It appears that the Command Control Systems Division (XCO) at the
Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment intends to proceed with 
closely related work with the Command Systems Laboratory, However, 
if this work is to be of optimum value to the complete structure 
proposed in Chapter 10, then it may be necessary to consider carrying 
out work which is not directly in support of the Command and Control 
Systems requirements.
At Section 4,2 comment was made of a series qf presentations given 
in April and June I98O, A considerable number of other presentations 
have been given throughout the three years’ research period and many 
of these were intentionally carried out in order to keep authorities
informed of progress, and to obtain feedback on the acceptability of
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progress and help to ensure that the end product of the research 
had an increased probability of being accepted.
At the organisational level the research aims are generally supported, 
but it will be necessary for a sponsor organisation to take control 
of the requirements for without this action it is unlikely that the 
Chapter 10 proposed organisation will occur as a natural event.
11.3 AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK
The Information Organisation structure detailed in Chapter 4 is under 
the control of a number of properly funded and staffed Projects and 
in particular the Management Support Information Project (MSIP) and 
the Naval Maintenance Data Centre (NMDC). These projects, and 
Project OASIS will need to take action on the Human Factors data 
requirements in future system design, although as far as Project 
OASIS is concerned it could be contained under the OASIS Phase II 
activity of Personnel, Records and Administration.
More fundamental to the success of any Total Ship System Effectiveness 
Organisation or Methodology is the matter of Human Factors data which 
is inevitably linlced with proposed analysis procedures. The major 
area for further work therefore is seen to be in a more detailed 
examination of the principles behind the 'Information Transfer Function' 
concept developed in Section 8.4 of Chapter 8. As a first step, the 
Automatic Interaction Detection (AID) program could be used with the 
Type 42 Audit data collected by Electronic Facilities Design Limited 
(EFD). This could then be followed up with a similar analysis of 
the l^pe 42 Operations Room data held by the Command and Control Systems 
Division (XCO) at the Admiralty Surface V/eapons Establishment, This 
dual approach would help to diminish the previous criticism of validity 
and would also allow the combination of the overall assessment (XCO) 
approach with the detailed subjective man analysis (EFD).
With quantifiable results from these two data sources, then the key to 
initiating the Human Factors sub-model becomes available, for the 
three Man Definition Level (MDL) main variables, of 'variable 
disjunction of information', 'knowledge', and 'information processing'
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can be produced in a numeric form and so the Man-Function Dependency 
Charts can be converted to computer programs.
It is'not considered that such work will have a finite end point, 
but more probably that a constant process of review and iteration 
will be necessary in order to ensure that a Decision Making Aid for 
Evaluating Total Ship System Effectiveness is constantly improved, 
and hence optimise the Effectiveness of the Fleet,
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APPENDIX 1.1
LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION
1j, ELs, Performance and Servicing Logs.
2o PN14Ro Performance Forecast,
3, S2OI80 Job Cards,
4, S2022, Report of Shortcoming,
5, OPDEF, Operational Defect,
6, Pre and Post Refit Trials,
7, Ship Equipment Files,
8, BOST Reports,
9 , ODMA, Operational Date Material Assessment,
10® Firing Records and Films - Analysis,
11, Performance Index - Weapon Systems,
12, SII39® Shoot Records,
13, Logsheets?
l4= switchboard Log,
13" start/stop Records,
16, Engineering Master Log,
17, ER and BR Registers,
18, Record of Movement of Main Engines,
19» Full Power Trial Reports,
20, Full Power Work-up Report,
21, Fleet Form 10,
22, S2040/2041/2042, Ship Activity Report,
23" End of AMP Report Form,
24, FMG Forms A and C - FMG Work Achievement,
25, RMG Form D - Preservation Undertaken,
26, Defect List,
27" Mainreq,
28, S6l1, Fuel and Lub Oil Expenditure,
29® Signal, Fuel Remaining,
30, Lub Oil Tests,
31, Boiler Water Test,
32, Night Rounds Reports,
33" Magazine Log.
34, Ships Log 8332,
33" STOREDEM Signals,
36, AMC Achievement Signals,
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APPENDIX 1.2
LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION (Contd)
37" 8442. Application for Examination.
38. S2023 K/L. Steady Steaming Records.
39" 82023. Machinery Running Return.
40o 8333d. Boiler Inspections.
41. 82778/2779. Elapsed Time Meter Reports.
42. Survey of Structures DI7I.
43. D495" Report of Docking.
44. D494. (Incorporate D488). Report on Underwater Fittings.
43. Line Overhaul Dossiers.
46. ICCP Return - Cathodic Protection.
47. HATs and SATs Report.
48. SEACALo
49" PHOENIX Quarterly Report
30. OPDEF Summary - 4M.
31 " DI66. Citadel Test.
32. Manufacturers Service Bulletins.
33" A and As, (ADDON/TAKON Signals),
34. Mod State BR.
33" Vibration Analysis Reports.
36, ORIo
37" Part IV Trials.
38, SMA Equipment Files,
59" C-in-C Fleet Equipment Files.
60, Guarantee Signals,
61, Punishment Returns SI81,
62, Fire Report Signals.
63, Fire Report Analysis 8228.
64, Returns of Courts Martial.
63" Report of Groundings or Collisions S232.
66, Tilt Tests.
67" Inclining Experiments.
68. Complement Return S162.
69" CW lists,
70. Pink list,
71. FOP.
72. Ship Fit Guide,
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APPENDIX 1.3
LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION (Contd)
73o Weapon Fit Guide.
74. MEECo
75. CON-CON Documents.
760 Monthly Return of Rotary Wing Flying*
77 0 M232a. Fleet Return of Dental State.
78. S202. Expenditure of Ammunition.
79. Return of Expenditure on Adventurous Training.
80. DIII5. New Equipment Defect Reports..
8I0 M O  Supersession Report.
82." MBAs.
83 0 FEO 0118 Investigation Report to AA.
84. Report of Proceedings.
85. GTCU Returns (Demand/Allocation of Return).
860 GTCU Log (with Engine).
87. 8442(2) Passing Certificate (Seaman Branch).
88. S264C. Periodic Report for Advancement.
89. 8219. Ranlcs and Ratings Absent on Sailing.
90. 8240. Return of Reports of Offenders.
91. 8557. Daily Sick List.
92 0 8I88. Six Monthly Education Return.
93; D318/320. History Sheets for IC Engines.
94. D448. Report of Inspection of Ships on completion
95. S,l45a. Stores Demand Notes.
960 871. Victualling Daily State.
97. SI308D, Record of Communication Training.
980 8355. Boiler, Water Pressure Test Report.
99. 8238. Report of Docking, State of Composition on J Bottom.
100 o 8326. Watertight Integrity Log.
101. SI632. Welding and Burning Log.
102. 8I373. Ship Characteristics.
103. SI383. RAS Report.
104. SII38. Overall Test Record for SEACAT.
105. 81148a. NGS Firing Record.
1060 81l48e. NGS Firing Record - Analysis.
107. 8II33. Report of SEACAT Firing Practice.
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APPENDIX 1.4
LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION. (Contd)
1080 SI620. Homing Torpedo Performance Reports.
109. Welfare Signals.
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APPENDIX 2.2
TODEI< VABÏABLES VS LINE r>>AMAGEHEHT PQCUÎtElfTATïOH (PAGE 2)
U W E  WANAOEMEM’ IKïX)RliATION AND DOCUMENTATION 0 I w
Signal of AMC Achievement
SLÜ2 (Application for Examination)
Steady Steaming Eecordo
82023 (Mcy Running Return)
Boiler Inspcctiono
Elapoed Time Meter Reporto
DlTl Survey of Structm*co .
D&95 Report of Docking
Line Overhaul Doooiero
HAT and SAT Reporta P/S
SEAO P/S
BOST/COST Reports
PHOENIX Quarterly Report
OPDEF SuEBory
Dl66 Citadel Test U/S
Manufacturer'o Service Bulletins
As and As (ADDON/TAICEOH Signals etc)
Modification State BR
VA Reports
P/HOBI
Port IV Trials
SMA'Equipment Files
CIHCFLEET Equipment Files
Guarantee Signals
Punishment Returns
Fire Report Signals
Fire Report Analysis S228
Rctui'ns of Courts Martial
Report of Groundings/Collisions
Tilt Tests
Inclining Experiments
Complement Return Sl62
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APPENDIX 2.3
MODEL VAKIA3LE3 VS LINE MAHAGP^ CEHT K)CDMEMTATIOH (PACE 3)
VARIABLE
u r n  MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION
o
Lioto
Pink List
FOP
Ship Fit Guide
Ueopon Fit Guide
CON-CON Documents
Monthly Return Rotary Wing Flying
M232 Return of Dental State
S202 Return of Ammunition
Return of Adventurous Training Expenditure
Dlllÿ Heu Equipment Defect Reports
MEG Supersession Report
FED Investigation Report 0318
Report of Proceedings
GTCU Returns
GTCU Log U/8
SUlil(2) Passing Cert (Seamen)
S26WC Advancement Report
S219 Ratings Absent On Sailing
S2L0 Return of Reports of Offenders
S557 Daily Sick List
Sl88 6M Education Return
D318/320 IC History Sheets
DUU8 Report 0/C Refit
SlU^a Stores Demand Note
571 Victualling Daily State
SI308D Record of Coiaaa Trg
S355 Blr Water Pressure Test Report
S238 Report of Docking
S326 Watertight Integrity Log
SI632 Weiding/Burning Log
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APPENDIX 2.k
MODEL VARIABLES VS LINE MAMAOmEUT POCWEWTATIOH (PAGE L)
VARIABLE
LINE MANAGEMETM? INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION
ty
81373 Ship Character!oticB
81383 RAS Report
31138 Seacat Test Report P/S
Sllk8a NGS Firing Record
llkOe NGS Firing Record Analysio
61155 Seacat Firing Practice Report
SI620 Honing Torpedo Ferf Reports
Welfare Signala
ROTE: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Study of the present line management information &nd doevncntntion ban identifiod the folloving oreao not covered by the firnt TOSHER Effectiveness Model:
F - Performance, actual and predicted, as nc&sured in uoo in the ship, but independent of 'the non'«
S - Ship state in tcms of equipment fitted, à mad Â stnto, mod state and general preservation state.
U - Uoego.
li - RBCD state ond prcporodncso.
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APPENDIX 3.1
LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION WHICH
COULD BE USED AS A REGULAR INFORMATION SOURCE.
1» Performance and Servicing Logs»
2» PN i4R Performance Forecast.
3. OPDEFso
4. Performance Index - Weapons Systems,
5» Shoot Records,
6 0 Logsheets»
7o Switchboard Log,
8 » ER and BR Registers,
9 . Signal - Fuel Remaining,
10. Boiler Water Test»
11» Night Rounds Reports,
12» Ship's Logo
13. STOREDEM Signals,
14» Daily Sick List,
13. SI43a Stores Demand Notes,
160 Victualling Daily State,
17c Watertight Integrity Log,
18» Draft Orders,
19c Engineering Master Log»
LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION WHICH 
COULD BE USED ON AN IRREGULAR BASIS IN THE MODEL 
1o Pre and Post Refit Trials»
2» BOST Reports»
3» ODMA Reports»
ho Firing Records and Films »
Full Power Trial Report*
6» Fleet Form 10*
7» Ship Activity Return*
8. Defect LLsto
9* MAINREQo
10» Luh Oil Tests»
11 » AMP Achievement Signal»
12» 8442» Application/Success at Examinations»
13» Machinery Running Return»
14» Elapsed Time Meter Reports,
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LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION WHICH 
COULD BE USED ON AN IRREGULAR BASIS IN THE MODEL (Contd)
15® Boiler Inspections,
16, HAT and SAT Reports,
17, SEAGAL,
18, DI660 Citadel Test,
19, Vibration Analysis Report,
20, ORI,
21, Punishment Returns,
22, Complement Returns,
23, Pink List,
24, FOP,
25® Monthly Return of Fixed Wing Flying, (CAH only),
26, S202, Expenditure of Ammunition,
27, GTCU Returns,
28, GTCU Log,
29® Passing Certificate (Seaman Branch),
30, S219° Report of Absence on Sailing,
31, S240, Return of Reports of Offenders,
32, History Sheets for ICEs,
33» Record of 'Communication' Training,
3ho SI138» Overall Test Record for SEACAT,
35® S1l48a, NGS Firing Record,
36, S1l48e, NGS Firing Record - Analysis,
37® SI153® Report of Seacat Firing Practice,
38, Homing Torpedo Performance Reports Form Sl62a,
39® Welfare Signals,
.40, Load Trials - Generators,
4l, Fingerprint Tests,
42» Aviation Facilities Check-off List,
43® SI159® AA Firing Record,
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LIST OF PRESENT LINE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION WHICH 
COULD BE USED IN THE INITIAL SETTING UP OF A MODEL*
1» Ship Equipment Files,
2, S2025® Steady Steaming Records,
3® A & A State,
4» Mod State,
5» Part IV Trials.
6, Ship Fit Guide.
7, Weapons Fit Guide,
8, MSEC,
9, S1373® Ship Characteristics,
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APPENDIX 4.1
LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS, CAPABILITIES AND COMMON SUPPORT SERVICES
1 » SEAGOING CHARACTERISTICS 
MOBILITY GROUP
ENDURANCE GROUP
PASSIVE DEFENCE GROUP
COMMAND AND CONTROL GROUP
Manoeuverability
Navigation
Propulsion
Fuel
Food Storage
General Storage and Mainten­
ance,
Replenishment at Sea 
Domestic; Accommodation and 
Recreation Facilities
Camouflage
Protection and Insurance 
Damage Control
General Management 
Internal Communications 
Aviation Facilities
2o FIGHTING CAPABILITIES
ACTION INFORMATION GROUP
ABOVE WATER WEAPONS GROUP
UNDERWATER WEAPONS GROUP
ELECTRONIC WARFARE GROUP
Above Water Target Detection 
Underwater Target Detection 
Tactical Data Processing and 
Display 
External Communications
Gunnery
Surface to Air Guided Weapons 
Surface to Surface Guided 
Weapons
Surface to Underwater Guided 
Weapons 
Air Launched to Surface 
Weapons
Air Launched to Surface Weapons 
Air Launched to Air Weapons
Underwater to Air Weapons 
Underwater to Surface Weapons 
Minelaying 
Minesweeping
Air Launched to Underwater 
Weapons
Decoy Systems 
Active ECM
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APPENDIX 4.2
LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS, CAPABILITIES AND COMMON SUPPORT SERVICES (Contd) 
3* COMMON SUPPORT SERVICES
ELECTRICAL POWER GROUP
AUXILIARY POVŒR
AIR CONDITIONING AND VENTILA­
TION GROUP
WATER SYSTEMS GROUP
Electrical Generator and 
Distribution 
Converter Power Supplies
Compressed Air 
Hydraulic Power
Mechanical Ventilation 
Air Conditioning
Salt Water Systems 
Fresh Water Systems
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CHARfgTKnurJt-3. CAP ABILITIES VERSUS IWTORMATIfN 30UTOE3 1 APPENDIX )| . 1
SHIP CHARACTERISTIC CAPABILITY OR COKMOH SUPPORT SYSTEM
IIS
OPDEFog StorodemQ Pro/Poot Rofit Trials, Port IV Trials oto,,
Hanoeuvroblllty Ship Choreoteriotioa
Navigation Ships Log
Log Shoots
BR -» BR Rogisters
Fool Remaining Signal
Boiler Water Tost
Pall Potmr Trial Report
L%& Oil Tests
Signal
Naohinery Running Return
Blopeod Time Motor Report
BoilerInspoctions » «
GTCU Returns
Fuel and Luh Oil Storage and Trenofor Ni^t Rounds Report & as Aovo
General Storage end Npintenanao
Fleet Ponn 10 OPDEPs etcRoploni&hment at Boa
Bomostlo, AcocmmO^ dation and Recreation Pncilitios
Bofoct Lists Mainraq
OPDEPs, and Various conunon sources
Protection and 
Insuronoo B 166 Citadel Tests
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CHARACTERKnCS. CAPABILITIES VCTSU3 INPORMTIOM 8 A r r F N D  lX 1| 4^
SHIP CUABACTERISTIC, CAPABILITY on COMMON SUPPORT SYSTEÎ4
M  M  m  MM  g
B  <  "  S  S  Q  g  « 1 I g  1 I Bw  ^
I I
PHHi
Damage Control R Waterti^t Integrity Log As Above
OoneralManagement
InternalCommunications
AviationFacilities
Above Hater Target Detection
I
I
AviationFscilitiee
Monthly Rotura of Fixed Wing 
Plying
Chock<°off Lioto OPDEFs, FF10, Storedcms and various common eourcoa
As abovo PSLo oto
Under Water Target Detection . As above
Tactical Data Processing and Display
• As abovo
ExternalCommunications I Record ofCommunicationTraining As abovo
Guimory Capability
R
R
H
I
I
. I
I
Expenditure of Ammunition
PorformanooForeoaet
Porfomanco Index 
^oot Heoordo 
Firing Rooordo/pilm 
AA Firing Rooord
RGB Firing Record 
&»1148
H03 Firing Record 
Analysio
As ebovo
SurfocQ “ Air Guided Weapons Capability
H ' 
R
I
Ï
Porfonaonos Index
PerfomanooForecast
Toot Record for Soaoat
Report of Soaoat Firing Practice 
31155
Ao cbovo
Surface — Surface 
Guided Weapons
Surf SCO “ undorjjater Guided Weapons
B Firing Report to CUT Aq abovo
I S 1620 Homing Torpedo Perfomanoo Report
Ac above
Air Launched - Surface Wojqjona Capability
As above
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CHARACTP.MBTICS. CAPABILITIES VERSUS INFORMAT iOW SOUnCKS \ y\.ppj.'[\l I) [ X )| , [}
SHIP CHAHACTERISTIC CAPABILITY OR C0I«.I0K SUPPORT . SYSTSl
W  M  ffl ta
M  i
8  "  c”  S  ^  ^  g  fiI 1 1
»  &
Î1  ^ i f  1 1 1 BM  §  1 1 1 i
iiili S ipi||
Air Launched <=• Air Heapons Capability As Above
Underwater •» Air Weapon Capability Batum to POSÎÎ?
Underwater •» Surface Woapona Capability Return to FCSM? 
Return to POSH?Undertrater » Underwater Heapona C(^ability
Minelaying Capability Vai'ious Common Sources
Ilinehunting Capability As Above
■Minesweeping C apability As Above
M r  Launched to Underwater Weapons
* OPDEPs etc
Decoy Syotesas As Above
Active ECH Capability As Above
Electrical Genoration and Distribution
HII
Switchboard Log
Plngeiprint Testa Load Triala OPDEFs eto
Converter Power Supplios As Abovo
ComprosBod M r Various Œ  Sourcot
%draulio Power Various Sources
MechanicalVentilation Ab Abovo
Air Conditioning 
Salt Water Syoteas
OPDEPs, Storcdons and varioufl
• Various I4S Dept Returns
Presli Water Systems As Above
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RELIABILITY DATA
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RELIABILITY DATA SOURCES APPENDIX 6
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APPENDIX 9.1
RELIABILITY DATA FOR IKARA/MATCH SYSTEM SUPPORTING EQUIPMENTS
MTBF
(Geometric) 
MTTR
SONARS
Equipt A
Thought to be held by W01-RTP 
report?
COMPUTER
EquiptB
NSR 100 hr 15 min (Computer) 
30 min (Displays)
Achieved 50 hr 
(Excluding
18 min 
Software Faults) r
RADAR Introduced before MTBF's 
invented.
Equipt C NSR 1000 hr 20 min
Achieved 1703 (inc 
test eqpt)
• 2079 (no 
test eqpt)
Has been accepted
. 4000 hr 
(Calculated)
COMMUNI­
CATIONS Equipt
D
NSR l880 hr
(Has been provi 
accepted)
15 min
sionally
Equipt
E
NSR 250 hr 
(One Line)
30 min
Achieved 600 hr 
(Ball Park)
Has been accepted
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APPENDIX 9*2
RELIABILITY DATA FOR AUXILIARY MACHINERY SUPPORTING IKARA/MATCH SYSTEMS 
(EXTRACTED FROM Y-ARD REPORT)
1. Refrigeration Plant (Lightfoot, 2 cyl, Type VWF 60, 720 000 
BThU/lir, Motor Driven)
MTBF
Hr
MTTR
Hr
1972 1769
(46589)
7.82
1973 2572(36883) 11.25
1974 3308
(94239)
6.33
1972/4 2534
(48906)
8.56
NB: Figures in brackets are for failures not repairable at sea,
MTBF MTTR
Hr Hr
1972 33183 7.25
1973 55002 4.88
1972/3 42307 5.81
Diesel Generators (Ikxman 8YJGAZ, & 8YJCZ 'Ventura') -
Alternator and Prime Mover together.
MTBF MTTR
Hr Hr
1972 432
(6043)
12.66
1973 774
(47963)
7.09
1974
(12629)
8.96
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APPENDIX 9.3
Diesel Generators Alternator Components only - should be
appliable to Turbo Alternators only.
« 19Y2 
* 1973 
1974
* 1972/4
Failures
6(2)
12(-)
l(-)
19(2)
Running
Hours
36256
47963
29432
113651
Total 
Repair Time
3o75 hr
40 hr
2 hr
45o73 hr
MTBF
6043 (18127) 
3997 ( - )
29432 (-)
5982 (56826)
MTTR
0 .92 hr
8 hr
2 hr
4.58 hr
Repair times are not available for all failures
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APPENDIX 10.1
EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY
MAJOR UNITS EQUIPMENT
NOTE; The questions below refer only to these equipments.
For all the equipment shown in the above diagram, what 
percentage of the time is it fully operational during 
a 30 days period when continuously manned in two' watches?
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
2o
[100^ I 90^ I 80^ 70^ [ 60^ 309^ 20^ RARELYAVAILABLE
For how long during any 8, 12, I6 or 24 hour period 
with the equipment being manned in 2 watches, do you need to reduce the operational notice of the equipment 
in order to carry out maintenance (PSL) or performance 
checks?
Checks undertaken every 8 hrs 12 hrs
'
16 hrs 24 hrs
Period over which equipment 
notice for use is reduced mins
How often does a defect occur, during a time when the 
equipment is manned in 2 watches, which prevents 
the equipment performing to SAT standards?
Once every
276
What percentage of the defects specified in 3 above 
need stores from sources other than from own ship?
APPENDIX 10.2
Assuning that a store to repair a defect in 3 above 
is not held on board, how long does it normally 
take to get one?
monthshours
EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY - SUMMARY '
Equipment
1o Overall estimate of availability -
2c No of times checks undertaken in 30 day period -
Total doivn time during these checks - hours
3« No of defects arising during a 30 day period -
Total down time using ship stores to repair - hours 
4o No of defects arising during a 30 day period -»
Total down time using outside stores to repair - hours
720
MTBE = = hours
MTTR .= + + = hours
MTBFAvailability = _________ = ^
MTBF + MTTR
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K/.IN INTERACTIONS AND DATAFLOW DI/.GR/VM APPENDIX II
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APPENDIX 12
DOCUMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION AS FUIURE INPUTS
1 Form No Description/Title of Input
, S425, 8427 Inspection Reports HM Ships
8353“ 8357 Reports on Boilers
D166 HATS/SATS Reports
D448 ■ Report of Acceptance of Ships
* S34o/S34ob Defect Lists, DED, Refits
Statement of Work - IKARA IE ANDERS
" Statement of Work - EXOCET lEANDERS
— ■ Contractor Sea Trials
82023 Machinery Running Returns 
Seamanship Reports
- Dockyard SDL Work Lists
Acceptance Trials Radar - Radio
- Acceptance Trials Gunnery/Guided Weaponsf: Acceptance Trials TAS Underwater Weapons
“ OST Reports - Follow-up
— Report of Vibration Trials
“ Class Specs, Evaluation, Trials
- Switchboard Records
— ASR1 Engine Reports
> ODMA Reports, ODMA Follow-up Reports
S180, 8229 Report of Survey of Structure and Citadel
Di66, D171 Test
> d488 Report of Inspection of Propellers and Underwater Fittings
I 8238, d495 Report of Docking1 5346, 8346b d4o8, D4o8F Full Power Reports
8346 A to F Generator Trials
D4o8 Machinery Trials Reports
MEG Supersession Reports
~ Selected BRs,
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HARDWARE DISTRIBUTION - PHASE I
ERMA AND INDEXING INFORMATION APPENDIX
> CSO(E) DEVONPORT CSO(E) PORTSMOUTH
5 IN NO LOW 3 IN NO LOWy RESOLUTION VDUs RESOLUTION VDUs
■1- 2 IN NO PRINTER/ . 1 IN NO PRINTER/PLOTTER PLOTTER
ENCRYPTION EQUIP­ LINE SHARING DEVICEMENT
MODEM
T LINE SHARING DEVICE
B.T. LINE
ENCRYPTION EQUIPMENT AND ITL'8
DISC
STORE
TO TRANSFER AND PRINTER LINE
. RECEIVE DATA PLOTTER . PRINTER
TO CARRY OUT
 ^ SECURITY DUMPING 281
CINCFLEET(PORTSMOUTH
5 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO PRINTER/ 
PLOTTERS
DES (N)«^ NMDC( PORTS)
2 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO TEXT 
PROCESSING STATIONS 
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
FRONT END PROCESSOR
COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
MEMORY
ÎSORCOMMUNICATIONS PROCES
OPERATORS
CONSOLE
20 ENABLE THE STORAGE AND
ANALYSIS OF THE FOLLOWING;
1. SHIP ACTIVITY RETURNS,
2. S2022, 82018 & OPDEF 
DEFECT INFORMATION
5o MMS INDEXING.
4. SHIPCISI INFORMATION 
■ INCLUDING;
SHIP PIT DEFINITION
EQUIPMENT/DOCUMENT
ACCOUNT
PMS APPLICABILITY LIST SPECIAL PURPOSE LISTS MUSTER LISTS
5, RELEVANT EQUIPMENT 
CHANGE INFORMATION ON 
THE ABOVE.
ho EQUIPMENT RELATED STORES 
UPKEEP INFORMATION.
HARDWARE DISTRIBUTION - PHASE II
MANUAL MICROFICHE RETRIEVAL APPENDIX 15
CSO(E) DEVONPORT
5 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO PRINTER/ 
PLOTTERSENCRYPTION EQUIP­MENT MODEM LINE SHARING DEVICE MANUAL MICROFICHE 
EQUIPMENT
DES(N)BATH
1 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDU 
1 IN NO LINE 
PRINTER 
ENCRYPTION 
EQUIPMENT MODEM
LINE
B.T, LINE
CSO(E) PORTSMOUTH
3 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
1 IN NO PRINTER/ 
PLOTTER
LINE SHARING DEVICE 
MANUAL MICROFICHE 
EQUIPMENT
CINCFLEET(PORTSMOUTH
5 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO PRINTER/ 
PLOTTERS
LINE SHARING DEVICE 
MANUAL MICROFICHE 
EQUIPMENT
ENCRYPTION 
EQUIPMENT AND ITL'8
DISC
STORE
300Mb
TAPE
PRINTER
PLOTTER
FRONT END PROCESSOR OPERATORS
CONSOLE
DESXN)-NMDC (PORTS)
2 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO TEXT 
PROCESSING STATIONS 
J DAISY IfHEEL PRINTER 
MANUAL MICROFICHE
COMMUNICATION PROCESSOR
COMMUNICATION PROCESSOR
TO TRANSFER AND 
RECEIVE DATA 
TO CARRY OUT 
SECURITY DUMPING 282
LINE 
PRINTER
10 ENABLE THE STORAGE AND 
ANALYSIS OF THE FOLLOWING;
'U SHIP ACTIVITY RETURNS.
2. S2022, S2018 & OPDEF 
DEFECT INFORMATION.
5. MMS INDEXING.
4. SHIPCIST INFORMATION 
INCLUDING:
SHIP FIT DEFINITION
e q u i p m e n t/d ocument
ACCOUNT
PMS APPLICABILITY LISTS 
MUSTER LISTS
5. RELEVANT EQUIPMENT 
CHANGE INFORMATION ON 
THE ABOVE.
6. ERSUI,
HARDWARE DISTRIBUTION - PHASE III
LIMITED DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL TO INCLUDE PILOT STUDY
APPENDIX 16
CSO(E) DEVONPORT DES(N) BATH CSO(E) PORTSMOUTH |
5 IN NO LOW 1 IN NO LOW 3 IN NO LOW
RESOLUTION VDUs RESOLUTION VDU RESOLUTION VDUs2 IN NO PRINTER/ 1 IN NO LINE 1 IN NO PRINTER/
PLOTTERS ENCRYP­ PRINTER PLOTTER
TION EQUIPMENT ENCRYPTION LINE SHARING DEVICE
MODEM LINE SHARING. EQUIPMENT MODEM 1 IN NO HIGH
DEVICE MANUAL RESOLUTION VDU
MICROFICHE EQUIPT,
BT LINE
CSO(E) ROSYTH
2 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
1 IN NO PRINTER/ 
PLOTTER ENCRYPTION 
EQUIPMENT MODEM MANUAL MICROFICHE EQUIPMENT
LINE SHARING DEVICE
BT LINE
CINCFLEET(PORTSMOUTH :
5 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO PRINTER/ 
PLOTTER
LINE SHARING DEVICE 
1 IN NO HIGH 
RESOLUTION VDUs
HIGH RESOLUTION VDU < 1% TRIAL EQUIPMENT ENCRYPTION1 IN NO HIGH . Y EQUIPMENT AND
4 RESOLUTION VDU BUFFER DISC STORE ITL'8
HARi
WIRED
DES(N)-NMDC
^PORTSMOUTH)
2 IN NO LOW 
RESOLUTION VDUs 
2 IN NO TEXT 
PROCESSING STATIONS 
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 
MANUAL MICROFICHE EQUIPMENT 
1IN NO HIGH 
RESOLUTION VDU
FRONT END PROCESSOR OPERATORS
CONSOLEDISC COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSORSTORE
300Mb
COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
MICROFICHE
STORAGE AND 
RETRIEVAL EQUIPTAPE MENT
FICHE SCANNER 
AND DIGITISER 
BUFFER DISC STORELINE PRINTERPLOTTERTO TRANSFER AND RECEIVE DATA TO CARRY OUT SECURITY DUMPING
phase 17 COKFIGURATICK.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AAW
AAWO
AAWO(A)
AC
Ac PS
ADAWS
AIO
APC
APR(F)
APR(L)
APS
ASWD
AWO(A)
AWW
BOST
CTT
CY
DAD
EW
EWD
EWOp
FAAWC
FEWC
FC
GC
GOPC
HC
IFF
JAAV/SC
JMC
MGD
LAAWG
LPD
COW
ORS
PJT
Anti-Air Warfare
Anti-Air Warfare Officer
Anti-Air Warfare Officer's Assistant
Aircraft Control
Action Picture Supervisor
Action Data Automation Weapons System
Action Information Organisation
Air.Picture Compiler
Air Picture Reporter (Force)
Air Picture Reporter (Local)
Air Picture Supervisor 
Anti-Submarine Warfare Director 
Advanced Warfare Officer (Above Water) 
Above-Water Warfare 
Basic Operational Sea Training 
Command Team Training 
Communications Yeoman 
Data Automation System D 
Electronic Warfare 
Electronic Warfare Director 
Electronic Warfare UAA1 Operator 
Force Anti-Air Warfare Co-ordinator 
Force Electronic Warfare Co-ordinator 
Fighter Controller 
Gun Controller
General Operational Plot Compiler
Helicopter Controller
Identification Friend or Foe
Joint Anti-Air Warfare Sector Co-ordination
Joint Maritime Course
Missile and Gun Director (Blind)
Local Anti-Air Warfare Co-ordination 
Labelled Plan Display 
Officer-of-the-Watch 
Operations Room Supervisor 
Pre-Joining Training
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PWO Principal Warfare Officer
SC Sonar Controller
SDC SEADART Controller
SO Sonar Operator
SPC Surface Picture Compiler
SPR Surface Picture Reporter
SPS Surface Picture Supervisor
STWS Shipborne Torpedo Weapons System
TAS Torpedo and Anti-Submarine
TO Tactical Operator
TIOp Target Indication Operator
VCS Versatile Console System
WEO Weapons Electrical Officer
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A
ADDON
AMP
ARM
As and As
ASWE
AUWE
Signal Specifying current state of Ships' A's 
and A/s.
Assisted Maintenance Period 
Availability, Reliability, Maintainability 
Alterations and Additions 
Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment 
Admiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment
BR Book of Reference
GAL
CED
CLP
CM SYSTEM 
CODE-NL
CRISP
CSO(EP
CSU
CODASYL
D
DED
DES(N)
DEM
DGFSP&S
DGST(N)
DGW(N)
DMD
DOLORES 
DPT S/M 
DSWP .
Consolidated Allowance List
Chief Executive Royal Dockyards
Customer Liaison Panel
Corrective Maintenance System (ADP)
An ASWE sponsored research project for Equipment 
Related Stores Usage
Comprehensive RNSTS Inventory Project
Chief Staff Officer (Engineering)
Craft Support Unit
Conference on Data Systems Languages (1959)
Docking and Essential Defects 
Director of Engineering Support (Naval)
Director Fleet Maintenance
Director General Fleet Support Policy and Services 
Director General Supplies and Transport (Naval) 
Director General Weapons (Naval)
Data Management Division
Document Logging and Retrieval System
Director Project Team (Submarines)
Director Surface Weapons Projects
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D
DTLC
DUWP
Design to Life Cost Project 
Director Underwater Weapons Projects
E
E LIST
EQUIPCODEFILE
ERMA
ERSUI
Establishment List 
Equipment Code File (ADP)
Equipment Reliability Maintainability and Availability 
System.
Equipment Related Stores Usage Information
FES
FMB
FMG
FOSM
FSU
Fleet Engineering Staff 
Fleet Maintenance fese 
Fleet Maintenance Group 
Flag Officer Submarines 
Forward Support Unit
G
GTCU Gas Turbine Change Unit
H
HAT Harbour Acceptance Trial
IPC
ITL
Illustrated Parts Catalogue 
Isolator Telegraph Link
J
JIC Job Information Card
K
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M
MATCH Medium Range Anti-Submarine Torpedo Carrying Heli­
copter
MDCOMPFILE Material Defect Completion File (ADP)
MDDEFX Material Defects File (ADP)
MDEF Material Deficiency System (ADP)
MDHISTCOMPS S2022 Historic File (ADP)
MDMFILE 82022 Master File (ADP)
MDUNITCODE Material Defect Unit File (ADP)
MEEC Marine Engineering Equipment Catalogue
MMS Maintenance Management System
MODS Modifications
MRDB Master Record Data Base (DC Ships)
MSIP Management of Support Information Project
MTBF Mean Time Between Failure
MTTR Mean Time To Repair
N
NMDC
NUMERATE
Naval Maintenance Data Centre
All coded information for indexing and statistical 
processes.
0
OASIS
OPDEF
OST
Onboard ADP Support in Ships 
Operational Defect Report 
Operational Sea Training
PIL
PMS
Parts Identification List 
Preventive Maintenance Schedule
PROFILE 4 and 77 Ship/Weapon Fit Guide
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82018 Job Card
82022 Report of Shortcomings in Material, Design or 
Support
82022a Reply to 82022
82040 Ship Activity Returns
82778/9 Night Rounds Reports
SA SYSTEM Ship Activity Analysis System (ADP)
SAT Sea Acceptance Trial
SDL Standard Defect List
SEG Systems Effectiveness Group
SEL Ship Equipment List
SER Systems Effectiveness Rating
SFOS SUIS Follow-On Study
SHTPCIST Ship Orientated Comprehensive Indexing System
SMA Ship Maintenance Authority
SMP Self (Ship's) Maintenance Period
SPAREDEX III On Board Spares Rationalisation Project
SUIS Ship Upkeep Information System
1
TAKON Signal specifying planned take on of A/s and A/s 
by the Dockyard
U
UMS 
ÏÏ X E
Upkeep Management System 
Upkeep By Exchange
V
W
X
I
Y- ADD Yarrow's - Admiralty Research Department
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